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Natural heritage evidence to support strategic planning for marine renewable energy
Non Technical Summary
The Countryside Council for Wales (CCW) is committed to working with regulators and developers to
support the development of marine renewable energy in locations, and using technologies, that avoid
significant adverse environmental impacts. This report summarises work CCW has undertaken to
produce and share key synthesised evidence relating to Welsh natural heritage interests, in the form
of GIS-based data layers, to be taken into account by strategic planning process for marine energy
devices (wave and tidal stream).
The marine energy sector in Wales is at an early stage of development. To date, only a small number
of pilot devices have been deployed anywhere in the UK, so there remains a great deal of uncertainty
over the likely impact of marine renewable energy devices on the environment. CCW has focussed
on collating and synthesising evidence where effects are likely to be most significant, from a natural
heritage (nature conservation or coastal landscape and seascape) perspective, and where only
limited information is currently available.

Based on current understanding the most significant

implications are likely to be for mobile species (including diving seabirds, marine mammals), sensitive
seabed habitats and species and Wales’ coastal landscapes and seascapes.
The environmental effects of marine renewable energy devices are not well understood and
information about the marine environment is often limited, so this work is based on the best available
information. In particular there is little or no understanding of the way in which mobile species might
behave in the vicinity of devices. This study has therefore not been able to take account of these
interactions.

It is important that when devices are deployed, they are studied to develop our

understanding about such interactions and to allow the ongoing improvement of our ability to predict
impacts. Nevertheless, the current study has provided significant new spatial evidence to inform
planning for the deployment of marine energy devices at a strategic level.
Information and data on those environmental receptors most likely to be sensitive to marine
renewable energy devices have been collated, manipulated (where appropriate) and mapped in a
GIS-based format. Evidence layers have been produced for Welsh inshore territorial waters, from
Mean High Water Spring baseline out to 12nm. Some of the evidence layers provide information on
the distribution and extent of key natural heritage resources. These ‘baseline’ layers highlight the
breadth of natural heritage interests that need to be taken into account in strategic planning
processes. Other layers provide an assessment of the risks to, or vulnerability of, key natural heritage
resources from the development of the marine renewable energy sector in Welsh waters. These
‘interpreted’ layers communicate the relative levels of risks to Wales’ marine natural heritage from
device deployment.
The spatial evidence layers provide proactive and focussed advice to inform marine renewable
energy strategic planning processes about the potential risks to those Welsh natural heritage
resources most likely to be affected. Outputs have been developed that will inform strategic planning
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processes and facilitate a risk-based approach to identifying potential areas for marine renewable
energy developments, which will help to ensure that associated environmental risks are reduced.
Whilst the evidence layers are intended to inform strategic planning processes at a broad-scale and
are not a substitute for the assessment that will be required for individual projects, they may serve to
reduce the uncertainties faced by developers in obtaining consent for projects, through helping to
identify areas of ‘least potential environmental constraint’.
This information represents the key evidence on Welsh natural heritage interests that CCW believes
should be taken into account by any strategic planning processes or searches for suitable locations
for marine renewable devices in Wales (based on the information available to date). The outputs will
also form part of CCW’s evidence to inform a wider system of spatial planning for the marine
environment that will be introduced as part of the implementation of the Marine and Coastal Access
Act 2009.
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Tystiolaeth ynghylch treftadaeth naturiol i gefnogi gwaith cynllunio strategol ar gyfer ynni
adnewyddadwy’r môr
Crynodeb Annhechnegol
Mae Cyngor Cefn Gwlad Cymru wedi ymrwymo i weithio gyda rheoleiddwyr a datblygwyr i gefnogi
gwaith datblygu ynni adnewyddadwy’r môr mewn lleoliadau lle na cheir effeithiau andwyol sylweddol
ar yr amgylchedd, a chan ddefnyddio technolegau sy’n osgoi effeithiau andwyol sylweddol o’r fath.
Mae’r adroddiad hwn yn crynhoi’r gwaith a wnaed gan y Cyngor Cefn Gwlad i gynhyrchu a rhannu
tystiolaeth gyfunol allweddol sy’n ymwneud â buddiannau Cymru o ran treftadaeth naturiol, ar ffurf
haenau data ar System Wybodaeth Ddaearyddol. Dylid ystyried y dystiolaeth yn ystod prosesau
cynllunio strategol ar gyfer dyfeisiau ynni’r môr (ynni’r tonnau a llif y llanw).
Mae’n ddyddiau cynnar o safbwynt datblygu sector ynni’r môr yng Nghymru. Hyd yma dim ond nifer
fach o ddyfeisiau peilot sydd wedi’u defnyddio ledled y DU, felly ceir cryn ansicrwydd o hyd ynghylch
effaith debygol dyfeisiau ynni adnewyddadwy’r môr ar yr amgylchedd. Bu’r Cyngor Cefn Gwlad yn
canolbwyntio ar gasglu a chyfuno tystiolaeth yn y mannau hynny lle byddai’r effeithiau mwyaf
sylweddol yn ôl pob tebyg o safbwynt treftadaeth naturiol (o safbwynt cadwraeth natur neu’r forwedd
a’r dirwedd arfordirol) a lle nad oes llawer o wybodaeth ar gael hyd yma. Yn ôl yr hyn a ddeellir ar hyn
o bryd, mae’n debyg mai rhywogaethau symudol (gan gynnwys adar môr sy’n plymio a mamaliaid y
môr), rhywogaethau a chynefinoedd sensitif ar wely’r môr, a morweddau a thirweddau arfordirol
Cymru fyddai’n wynebu’r goblygiadau mwyaf sylweddol.
Ychydig a ddeellir am effeithiau dyfeisiau ynni adnewyddadwy’r môr ar yr amgylchedd, ac yn aml prin
yw’r wybodaeth sydd ar gael am amgylchedd y môr. Mae’r gwaith hwn, felly, wedi’i seilio ar y
wybodaeth orau sydd ar gael. Yn benodol, deellir y nesaf peth i ddim am y modd y gallai
rhywogaethau symudol ymddwyn wrth ymyl dyfeisiau. O’r herwydd, nid yw’r astudiaeth hon wedi gallu
ystyried y rhyngweithio hwnnw. Pan gaiff dyfeisiau eu defnyddio, mae’n bwysig eu hastudio er mwyn
datblygu ein dealltwriaeth ynghylch unrhyw ryngweithio o’r fath a chaniatáu i ni wella’n barhaus ein
gallu i ragweld unrhyw effeithiau. Er hynny, mae’r astudiaeth bresennol wedi darparu tystiolaeth
ofodol newydd sylweddol a fydd yn cyfrannu at waith cynllunio ar lefel strategol ar gyfer defnyddio
dyfeisiau ynni’r môr.
Mae gwybodaeth a data am y derbynyddion amgylcheddol sydd fwyaf tebygol o fod yn sensitif i
ddyfeisiau ynni adnewyddadwy’r môr wedi’u casglu, eu trin (lle bo hynny’n briodol) a’u mapio ar ffurf
sy’n seiliedig ar System Wybodaeth Ddaearyddol. Cynhyrchwyd haenau tystiolaeth ar gyfer dyfroedd
tiriogaethol glannau Cymru o linell sylfaen Llanw Uchaf Cymedrig y Gorllanw hyd at 12 o filltiroedd
môr o’r lan. Mae rhai o’r haenau tystiolaeth yn darparu gwybodaeth am ddosbarthiad a hyd a lled
adnoddau allweddol o ran treftadaeth naturiol. Mae’r haenau hyn sy’n perthyn i’r ‘llinell sylfaen’ yn
amlygu ehangder y buddiannau o ran treftadaeth naturiol y mae angen i brosesau cynllunio strategol
eu hystyried. Mae haenau eraill yn asesu’r risgiau i adnoddau allweddol o ran treftadaeth naturiol
neu’n asesu pa mor agored ydynt i niwed, yn sgîl gwaith datblygu sector ynni adnewyddadwy’r môr yn
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nyfroedd Cymru. Mae’r haenau hyn sydd wedi’u ‘dehongli’ yn cyfleu’r lefelau risgiau cymharol i
dreftadaeth naturiol forol Cymru pan gaiff dyfeisiau eu defnyddio.
Mae’r haenau tystiolaeth ofodol yn darparu cyngor rhagweithiol a phenodol er mwyn sicrhau bod
prosesau cynllunio strategol ym maes ynni adnewyddadwy’r môr yn cael gwybod am y risgiau posibl
i’r adnoddau hynny o ran treftadaeth naturiol yng Nghymru sydd fwyaf tebygol o ddioddef unrhyw
effeithiau. Datblygwyd allbynnau a fydd yn cyfrannu at brosesau cynllunio strategol, ac a fydd yn
hwyluso dull gweithredu sy’n seiliedig ar risgiau ar gyfer adnabod ardaloedd posibl ar gyfer
datblygiadau ym maes ynni adnewyddadwy’r môr. Bydd hynny’n helpu i sicrhau bod risgiau i’r
amgylchedd yn cael eu lleihau. Er y bwriadwyd i’r gwaith gyfrannu at brosesau cynllunio strategol ar
raddfa eang ac na all gymryd lle’r gwaith asesu a fydd yn ofynnol ar gyfer pob prosiect unigol, gallai
fod yn fodd i leihau’r ansicrwydd y mae datblygwyr yn ei wynebu wrth geisio cael caniatâd ar gyfer
prosiectau, trwy nodi’r ardaloedd lle ceir y cyfyngiadau posibl lleiaf o ran yr amgylchedd.
Y wybodaeth hon yw’r dystiolaeth allweddol ynghylch buddiannau Cymru o ran treftadaeth naturiol, y
mae’r Cyngor Cefn Gwlad o’r farn y dylid eu hystyried mewn unrhyw brosesau cynllunio strategol neu
wrth chwilio am leoliadau addas ar gyfer dyfeisiau ynni adnewyddadwy’r môr yng Nghymru (ar sail y
wybodaeth sydd ar gael hyd yma). Bydd yr allbynnau hefyd yn rhan o dystiolaeth y Cyngor Cefn
Gwlad a fydd yn cyfrannu at system ehangach o waith cynllunio gofodol ar gyfer yr amgylchedd
morol, a gaiff ei chyflwyno wrth weithredu Deddf y Môr a Mynediad i’r Arfordir 2009.
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PART I: BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND INTRODUCTION
1. Energy policy
1.1 UK energy policy
The UK government is committed to producing 15% of all energy requirements from renewable
sources by 2020.

With approximately 1.5% of UK energy currently sourced from renewables,

significant expansion will be needed to meet this target. As far as marine sources of renewable
energy are concerned, UK government has to date relied on deployment of offshore wind to
contribute to UK renewable energy targets and indications suggest that commercial scale (10 to
100MW) arrays of wave and tidal technologies are expected to commence largely post 2015 (DECC,
2010). Nevertheless, there is a growing focus on developing the wave and tidal energy sector so that
it can contribute meaningfully to longer term targets.

Figure 1:

Tidal Energy Limited’s DeltaStream device, recently consented for a 12 month trial

deployment in Ramsey Sound, Pembrokeshire and Marine Current Turbines Ltd’s SeaGen device
deployed in Strangford Lough, Northern Ireland since 2008; two of the tidal stream devices which
might help contribute to targets for marine renewable energy generation. DeltaStream image ©Sara
Thomas/TEL; SeaGen image ©Rohan Holt/CCW.
In Wales, energy policy and regulation is largely the responsibility of UK government. However, in
March 2010 the Welsh Government set outs its energy policy in ‘A Low Carbon Revolution – The
Welsh Assembly Government Energy Policy Statement’ (Welsh Government, 2010). The statement
recognises the contribution that all forms of offshore renewable technologies may make in Wales, but
places notable emphasis on significant development of the marine sector and sets out ambitious
aspirations for a total installed generation capacity of 4GW from tidal stream and wave energy by
2025.
Government has recently embarked on a significant reform of the energy market to increase
investment in low carbon energy infrastructure by providing greater certainty to the energy industry
and investors about the long-term future of low carbon technologies. Proposed measures include a
‘floor’ price for carbon trading, longer term contracts for low carbon generation, support for energy
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reserve infrastructure to mitigate fluctuations in energy generated from intermittent or variable low
carbon sources and a reduction in emissions limits from fossil fuel generation. These measures are
likely to have implications for the pace and scale of all renewable energy developments including
those taking place offshore. It is clear therefore, that although the marine renewable energy sector is
not operating at a fully commercial scale, it is likely to make an increasing contribution to meeting
renewable energy targets in the future.
1.2 CCW position on energy and natural heritage
In 2008 CCW recognised the need to accommodate renewable energy infrastructure, in order to
reduce carbon emissions and combat the effects of climate change, as detailed in a position
statement on energy and natural heritage (CCW, 2008).
The CCW position statement emphasises the need to focus on energy efficiency measures, reducing
emissions from conventional energy generation, as well as the need to accept small scale local
environmental impacts to secure global long term benefits.

2. Strategic planning for marine renewable energy
A number of strategic processes are underway to plan for the sustainable development of this sector
in Wales and the UK.

Such processes ultimately aim to investigate the potential to guide the

development of the marine renewables sector to locations which maximise the use of the energy
resource, whilst minimising adverse socio-economic and environmental impacts.
CCW is committed to working strategically with regulators and developers, to help ensure that marine
renewable technologies are deployed in appropriate locations, to avoid significant adverse
environmental impacts.
2.1 Marine Renewable Energy Strategic Framework (MRESF) for Wales
The MRESF is a Welsh Government led initiative to investigate the potential for the sustainable
development of the marine renewable energy sector in Welsh territorial waters, focussing on wave
and tidal stream energy. The MRESF project forms part of the Welsh Government’s commitment to
the achievement of renewable energy generation targets within the context of sustainable
development, growth and prosperity.
The MRESF project commenced in 2007 and was undertaken in three stages.

Stage 1 focused on

initial literature reviews and data gathering, to build a knowledge base by collating information
relevant to marine renewables including resource availability, information on devices and technologies
and data on the natural and human environment (RPS, 2008). This information was used to identify
key issues and barriers to marine renewable development in Wales and undertake some preliminary
GIS mapping and highlight critical knowledge gaps. For Stage 2, a number of specific studies were
commissioned to address some of these knowledge gaps, which included the distribution of marine
mammals and birds (Gordon et al., 2011; RPS, 2011a) and potential collision risks to mammals,
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diving birds and fish (Wilson and Gordon, 2011; RPS, 2011b; ABPmer, 2010a). Stage 3, which was
formally launched in March 2011, has drawn on the findings of Stages 1 and 2 to develop a Strategic
Framework. The final outputs include maps identifying areas of potential wave and tidal stream
energy resource, alongside a description of the risks associated with obtaining consent in these
areas, including existing socio-economic uses and environmental constraints (RPS, 2011c, 2011d,
2011e). These maps provide an evidence base for determining the sustainability of different options
for wave and tidal stream power generation from Welsh territorial waters. They indicate that around
1.5GW of potential marine energy is located in areas of relatively ‘low’ environment or socio-economic
constraint.
2.2 UK 2nd Strategic Environmental Assessment for Offshore Energy (OESEA2)
The Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC) announced the OESEA2 in March 2010,
building on earlier Offshore Energy Strategic Environmental Assessments that focused initially on oil,
gas and offshore wind development. The OESEA2 covers a wide range of marine energy related
activities including marine renewable energy sources (including offshore wind and wave, tidal stream
and tidal range, excluding the Severn Estuary).

In view of the early stage of technological

development, a target generation capacity has not been established for the plan or programme of
wave and tidal stream development that the OESEA2 will consider.

Over the timescale of the

OESEA2, the focus for wave and tidal stream deployments is therefore likely to be on smaller
‘demonstration scale’ projects and improving the evidence base for predicting the effects of larger
scale arrays in the future.
2.3 The UK Marine Energy Programme (MEP)
The DECC-led MEP is intended to support the development of the wave and tidal stream energy
sector in England and Wales. It builds on the recommendations that emerged from the earlier ‘Marine
Energy Action Plan’ initiated by the previous government (DECC, 2010). DECC are still confirming
the details but the MEP could examine, amongst other things:
•

the support needed by the sector for small scale arrays and early commercial scale
deployments,

•

planning and consenting issues relating to deployment,

•

knowledge sharing though a Marine Intelligence Network.

2.4 Evidence for marine spatial planning processes
A key principle of spatial planning is that it should be based on sound and robust evidence (e.g.
ABPmer, 2008a; UK Government, 2011). A sound and appropriate natural heritage evidence base will
be critical to enable CCW to provide advice to inform the strategic development of the marine
renewable energy sector in Wales. Such evidence will need to complement and support strategic
planning processes already underway, as well as emerging Marine Spatial Planning processes for
Wales (Welsh Government, 2011).
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PART II: CCW NATURAL HERITAGE EVIDENCE LAYERS
1. Background
1.1 Project overview
In March 2010 CCW initiated a project to produce key synthesized and interpreted information in the
form of GIS based evidence layers, identifying the spatial extent of natural heritage resources that are
potentially sensitive to wave and tidal stream devices. Outputs were targeted specifically at
supporting strategic planning processes for marine renewable energy in Wales, including the Welsh
Government’s Marine Renewable Energy Strategic Framework and the Department of Energy and
Climate Change led Marine Energy Programme Initiative.
Scientific and technical specialists within CCW coordinated the production of key evidence layers
describing natural heritage resources and their relative sensitivity and vulnerability to impacts from
marine renewable energy technologies. Input from a variety of expert contractors, including ABPmer,
the Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust (WWT) Consulting and Land Use Consultants (LUC) contributed to
the development of the evidence layers (see ABPmer, 2010b, 2010c; WWT Consulting, 2010a, 2010b,
2010c; LUC, 2011).
1.2 Geographic scope of project
The study focussed on Welsh inshore territorial waters (i.e. from Mean High Water Spring baseline to
12nm), as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Map of the study area showing
Welsh territorial waters and the inshore and
offshore Wales Marine Spatial Planning areas,
established by the Marine and Coastal Access
Act 2009. OS base maps reproduced with
permission of HMSO.

Crown copyright

reserved. CCW licence No. 100018813.
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Clearly, not all of this area will be suitable for marine renewable energy developments, given the
specific physical environmental requirements of devices, such as energy resource, water depth and
seabed type, as well as proximity to necessary infrastructure, including port facilities and grid
connections (RPS, 2008). However, the geographical scope of this work has not been restricted to
only those areas currently considered suitable for marine energy devices.

As new technologies

emerge and current technologies are developed, areas previously deemed unsuitable may become
more attractive to developers. At the same time, information and evidence may be of relevance or
value to decision makers for other purposes.
1.3 Priority evidence requirements
The marine energy sector in Wales is at an early stage of development. To date, only a handful of
pilot devices have been deployed anywhere in the UK, so there remains a great deal of uncertainty
over the likely impact of marine renewable energy devices on the environment. CCW focussed on
collating and synthesising evidence where effects were considered likely to be most significant, from a
nature conservation or coastal landscape and seascape perspective. A number of studies have
reviewed information on the likely environmental impacts of marine renewable technologies (e.g.
ABPmer, 2005; ABPmer, 2009; Wilhelmsson et al., 2010). Based on these reviews and current
understanding, CCW considered that the most significant implications for Wales’ natural heritage
were likely to be for sensitive seabed and coastal habitats and species, mobile species (including
diving seabirds, marine mammals and fish) and Wales’ coastal landscapes and seascapes. Table 1
details the likely nature of these impacts on these environmental receptors, based on expert
judgement.
Table 1: Key environmental receptors and the nature of likely impacts from marine renewable devices
(based on current understanding).
Receptor

Impact

Diving seabirds

Collision

Marine mammals

Disturbance / displacement
Indirect effects on other trophic levels

Fish
Seabed habitats & species

Physical disturbance through device and cable installation

Coastal habitats and species

Physical disturbance through cable installation
Effects of energy regime changes from installation of large offshore
arrays

Coastal landscapes and
seascapes

Visual effects
Effects on seascape and landscape character
Effects on the setting of coastal protected landscapes
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These environmental receptors are the key natural heritage interests for which CCW has developed
evidence layers for consideration within strategic planning processes for marine renewable energy.

2. Overview of the evidence layers
2.1 Baseline evidence layers overview
Robust baseline data, presented in a format and at a scale and level of detail that can be understood
and used by marine planners provides a sound evidence base on the breadth of natural heritage
interests considered most sensitive to impacts from marine renewable energy devices. An overview of
the key environmental receptors and the associated baseline evidence layers produced is provided in
Table 2. All baseline evidence layers have been produced as GIS-based data layers (MapInfo 9.5.1
files).
Table 2: Overview of baseline evidence layers produced for those environmental receptors
considered most sensitive to impacts from marine renewable energy devices.
Receptor

Evidence layer(s)

Description

Diving seabirds

Distribution of diving seabirds

Distribution of diving seabirds in Welsh
waters, including European Seabirds at Sea
(ESAS) data and data from Wildfowl and
Wetland Trust (WWT) / WWT Consulting’s
aerial surveys. (Separate data layers for
individual diving seabird species have also
been produced).

Marine

Distribution of bottlenose dolphin,

Distribution of marine mammals in Welsh

mammals

short-beaked common dolphin,

waters, collated from survey data collected

Risso’s dolphin, harbour porpoise,

between 1990 and 2007. (Separate data

minke whale & grey seal

layers for the six mammal species have
been produced).

Protected

Distribution of Annex I habitat

Indicative location of SAC habitat features

seabed

features of marine Special Areas

within marine SACs in Wales, compiled

habitats

of Conservation

using data from a variety of sources.

2.2 Interpreted evidence layers overview
The interpreted evidence layers produced provide an assessment of the relative vulnerability of key
environmental receptors to impacts from marine renewable energy devices.

They therefore

communicate relative levels of environmental risk to planners. An overview of the environmental
receptors and the associated interpreted evidence layers produced is provided in Table 3.
interpreted evidence layers have been produced as GIS-based data layers (MapInfo 9.5.1 files).
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All

Table 3: Overview of interpreted evidence layers produced for those natural heritage interests
considered most sensitive to impacts from marine renewable energy devices.
Receptor

Evidence layer(s)

Description

Diving seabirds

Vulnerability of diving

Relative vulnerability of diving seabirds to

seabirds to impacts from tidal

impacts from tidal stream devices, taking

stream technologies

account of potential collision or disturbance
effects, along with an indication of the likely
conservation significance of any such
interactions around Wales.

Cetaceans

Vulnerability of cetaceans to

Relative vulnerability of cetaceans to impacts

impacts from tidal stream

from tidal stream devices, taking account of

technologies

potential collision or disturbance effects, along
with an indication of the likely conservation
significance of any such interactions around
Wales. (Separate data layers for individual
cetacean species have also been produced).

Grey seal

Vulnerability of grey seal to

Relative vulnerability of grey seal to impacts

impacts from tidal stream

from tidal stream devices, taking account of

technologies

potential collision or disturbance effects, along
with an indication of the likely conservation
significance of any such interactions around
Wales.

Seabed

Sensitivity of seabed habitats

Produced as part of CCW's fisheries sensitivity

habitats

around Wales to physical

mapping project (Hall et al., 2008), but the

disturbance

output was considered applicable to other
sources of seabed disturbance. This layer
shows the sensitivity of all subtidal ‘Fisheries
Habitats’ to a single pass of scallop dredging.
Sensitivity was assessed according to seabed
habitats’ resistance and resilience to particular
fishing gear.

Coastal

Sensitivity of Wales’ local

Local coastal landscape and seascape

landscapes and

coastal landscapes and

sensitivity to emergent tidal stream

seascapes

seascapes to impacts from

technologies focussing on the coastlines of

tidal stream devices

North West Anglesey, the Llŷn Peninsula,
Pembrokeshire and Glamorgan.
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3. Baseline evidence layers
3.1 Distribution of marine mammals
3.1.1 Overview of marine mammal distribution evidence layers
Distribution layers have been produced for the six main mammal species occurring in Welsh waters;
bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus), short-beaked common
dolphin (Delphinus delphis), harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena), minke whale (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata) and grey seal (Halichoerus grypus).

Figure 3: The six species of marine mammal which commonly occur in Welsh waters. Clockwise
from top left: bottlenose dolphin (©Mandy McMath/CCW), Risso’s dolphin, (©Mandy McMath/CCW),
harbour porpoise (©Richard Shucksmith), grey seal (©Mandy McMath/CCW), minke whale (©Pia
Anderwald) and short-beaked common dolphin (©Mandy McMath/CCW).
The marine mammal distribution evidence layers are based on a grid measuring 10’ latitude by 10’
longitude and provide the best resolution distributional data for marine mammals currently available
for any part of the UK. Figures 4a to f show maps illustrating the distribution of the six mammal
species in Welsh waters produced using these baseline evidence layers. For full size maps, see
Appendix I.
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a) Bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)

b) Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus)

c) Short-beaked common dolphin (Delphinus delphis)

d) Minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata)

e) Harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena)

f) Grey seal (Halichoerus grypus)

Figure 4: Long term sightings / count rates of the six common species of marine mammal in Welsh waters.
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3.1.2 Methodology for marine mammal distribution evidence layers
Sixteen groups / survey projects contributed to the collated, derived data which was used to compile
the mammal distribution evidence layers, as listed in Baines and Evans (2009). The layers represent
the collated results of 37266 hours of survey effort, spanning an 18-year period (1990-2007) for
cetaceans and 2586 at-sea sightings of grey seal. A grid with resolution 10’ latitude and 10’ longitude
was used to assign this data to specific grid cells. Sightings rates (expressed as numbers of sightings
per hour) were calculated for those species (bottlenose dolphin, Risso’s dolphin and short-beaked
common dolphin) where group sizes commonly exceed 1-2 individuals, and count rates (numbers of
individuals per hour) for harbour porpoise and minke whale. Further detail on the methodology is
provided in Baines and Evans (2009). The metadata sheet for the mammal distribution evidence
layer is provided in Appendix III.
3.1.3 Limitations of marine mammal distribution evidence layers
Whilst these evidence layers present the collated data from surveys conducted over an 18 year
period, coverage in many areas and at certain times of the year remains very low. Survey effort was
highest in coastal areas and highest during April to September.

Grey seal recording was more

variable, with many surveys recording cetacean species as their main focus, only noting grey seals as
additional information.
Marine mammal sightings and count rates for each grid cell were standardised according to survey
effort. Those grid cells for which there is a very low level of effort may have an overestimation of
overall abundance. It is important to interpret the mammal distribution evidence layers in conjunction
with the underlying survey effort information, shown in Figure 5. The confidence that can be placed
on sightings or count rates in any given grid cell increases with the level of effort in that cell.

Figure 5:

Overall hours of mammal

survey effort underlying marine mammal
distribution evidence layers.
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3.2 Distribution of diving seabirds
3.2.1 Overview of diving seabird distribution evidence layer
A single evidence layer describing the distribution of diving seabirds in Welsh waters has been
produced by combining the Joint Nature Conservation Committee’s (JNCC) European Seabirds at
Sea (ESAS) data with data from aerial surveys conducted by the Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust
(WWT).

Figure 6: Guillemot (left) and gannet (right); two of the species of diving bird considered to be
potentially at risk to impacts from underwater devices tidal stream devices. ©Rohan Holt.
The diving seabird distribution evidence layer is based on a grid measuring 3km by 3km and provides
the best resolution distributional data for diving seabirds currently available for any part of the UK.
Figure 7 shows a map illustrating the distribution of diving seabird species in Welsh waters, produced
using this baseline evidence layer. A full sized map is provided in Appendix I.

Figure 7:

Distribution of

diving seabirds in Welsh
waters (for a list of the
combined

species

this

map includes, see Box 1).
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3.2.2 Methodology for diving seabird distribution evidence layer
A brief summary is provided here on the methodology used to merge these datasets to produce a
single evidence layer, whilst a fuller description is provided in WWT (2010b). An initial short-list of
species was drawn up to identify those seabird species considered potentially at risk to impacts from
tidal stream devices (WWT, 2010a), as listed in Box 1. This short-list of birds was informed by
Strategic Environmental Assessments (SEA) produced in Scotland and Northern Ireland for marine
renewable energy (Scottish Executive, 2007; DETI, 2009), as well as relevant outputs from Welsh
Government’s Marine Renewable Energy Strategic Framework (RPS, 2011b) and work undertaken by
the Scottish Association of Marine Science (Wilson et al., 2007). The short-list focuses on birds at
risk specifically from underwater devices and does not consider species such as birds of prey, skuas,
gulls and waders that may be at risk to collision or disturbance from any aerial structures. It includes
only regularly occurring diving species and not the rarer migrants that may occasionally use Welsh
waters.
Box 1: Short-list of seabirds potentially vulnerable to risk from the installation and operation of tidal
stream devices in Wales (from WWT, 2010a).
Scaup Aythya marila

Manx shearwater Puffinus puffinus

Eider Somateria mollissima

Balearic shearwater Puffinus mauretanicus

Long-tailed duck Clangula hyemalis

Storm petrel Hydrobates pelagicus

Common scoter Melanitta nigra

Northern gannet Morus bassanus

Velvet scoter Melanitta fusca

Great cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo

Goldeneye Bucephala clangula

European shag Phalacrocorax aristotelis

Red-breasted merganser Mergus serrator

Little tern Sterna albifrons

Red-throated diver Gavia stellata

Sandwich tern Sterna sandvicensis

Black-throated diver Gavia arctica

Common tern Sterna hirundo

Great northern diver Gavia immer

Arctic tern Sterna paradisaea

Little grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis

Roseate tern Sterna dougallii

Great crested grebe Podiceps cristatus

Common guillemot Uria aalge

Red-necked grebe Podiceps grisegena

Razorbill Alca torda

Slavonian grebe Podiceps auritus

Black guillemot Cepphus grylle

Black-necked grebe Podiceps nigricollis

Atlantic puffin Fratercula arctica

Northern fulmar Fulmarus glacialis
The JNCC ESAS database for Welsh waters contains records of birds recorded during surveys
conducted between 1979 and 1999, mainly from boats, but also from planes and helicopters. Birds
were recorded using standard methodologies for each of these survey platforms. Boat-based surveys
included counts of birds on the water in distance bands extending to 300m to the side of the boat,
interspersed with snapshot counts of flying birds, summed by (usually) 10 minute intervals, whilst
aerial surveys used strip transects to count birds. In contrast, the aerial surveys conducted between
2001 and 2010 by WWT and WWT Consulting for CCW’s monitoring programme and offshore wind
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farm development projects used a distance sampling methodology, similar to that used by boat
surveys. Birds were recorded in distance bands set perpendicular to the direction of travel, but with
individual observations given locations and not summed by time interval (see Camphuysen et al.,
2004 for further details).
Merging the JNCC ESAS and WWT data required the creation of a new database, which was
populated with data from both datasets. Following a series of procedures to calculate densities of
birds for each species (based on recommended maximum distance bands and coverage) from each
dataset, data were reassigned within the database to a new 3km by 3km spatial grid. A function was
then used to select the highest density value for each cell, for each species, from the two datasets
(WWT, 2010b).
Densities for all short-listed diving species were finally combined, for the purposes of this project, to
produce a composite diving seabird density evidence layer. This is presented as ‘Seabird density’
expressed in terms of birds per km2. A metadata sheet for the diving seabird distribution evidence
layer is provided in Appendix III.
3.2.3 Limitations of diving seabird distribution evidence layer
The selection of the highest value from the combined JNCC ESAS and WWT datasets for each grid
cell is in line with the Precautionary Principle. This may lead to an overestimation of abundance in
some grid cells, but will reflect the highest potential use of each cell by diving bird species. In
addition, diving bird density values for each grid cell were standardised according to survey effort, so
that those grid cells for which there is a very low level of effort may have an overestimation of overall
abundance. It is important to interpret these evidence layers in conjunction with information on the
underlying survey effort (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Overall coverage of survey
effort (km of transect per grid cell)
underlying

the

diving

distribution evidence layer.
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seabird

3.3 Distribution of habitat features of marine Special Areas of Conservation
3.3.1 Overview of SAC habitat feature evidence layers
There are seven marine Special Areas of Conservation in Welsh waters (Figure 9) designated for the
internationally important habitat and species features they support, as listed in Annexes I and II of the
EC Habitats Directive 1992.

These habitat features include reefs, estuaries, sandbanks slightly

covered by seawater all the time, large shallow inlets and bays and submerged or partially submerged
sea caves.

Figure 9: Location of marine
SACs in Wales. OS base
maps

reproduced

with

permission of HMSO. Crown
copyright

reserved.

CCW

licence No. 100018813.

Details of the Annex I habitat features of each of the seven marine SACs in Wales are provided in
Table 4. Information on the known location of each of these habitat features within marine SACs in
Wales has been collated to produce evidence layers for each feature.
Table 4:

Annex I habitat features for the seven marine Special Areas of Conservation wholly or

partially within Welsh waters.
Marine SAC name

Habitat features

Dee Estuary

Estuaries
Mudflats & sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Salicornia & other annuals colonising mud & sand feature
Atlantic salt meadow
Annual vegetation of drift lines
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Marine SAC name

Habitat features

Menai Strait & Conwy Bay

Reefs
Mudflats & sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Large shallow inlets & bays
Sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all the time
Submerged or partially submerged sea caves

Pen Llŷn a'r Sarnau

Reefs
Large shallow inlets & bays
Sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all the time
Estuaries
Coastal lagoons
Mudflats & sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Atlantic salt meadow
Salicornia & other annuals colonising mud & sand feature
Submerged or partially submerged sea caves

Cardigan Bay

Reefs
Submerged or partially submerged sea caves
Sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all the time

Pembrokeshire Marine

Large shallow inlets & bays
Estuaries
Reefs
Atlantic salt meadow
Mudflats & sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Coastal lagoons
Submerged or partially submerged sea caves
Sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all the time

Carmarthen Bay & estuaries

Estuaries
Mudflats & sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Atlantic salt meadow
Salicornia & other annuals colonising mud & sand feature
Large shallow inlets & bays
Sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all the time

Severn Estuary

Estuaries
Sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all the time
Mudflats & sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Atlantic salt meadow
Reefs

Figures 10a to g show maps illustrating the distribution of Annex I habitat features in marine SACs in
Wales, produced using these baseline evidence layers. Full sized maps are provided in Appendix I.
3.3.2 Methodology for SAC habitat feature evidence layers
Evidence layers have been compiled by CCW using data from a variety of sources including field
survey and monitoring work, local knowledge, aerial photographs, Marine Recorder records and data
layers from other organisations such as JNCC, British Geological Survey (BGS) and DEFRA. The
evidence layers provide more detailed resolution of the potentially sensitive areas within these
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protected sites than is provided by site boundaries alone. A metadata sheet for the SAC habitat
feature distribution evidence layers is provided in Appendix III.

a) Dee Estuary SAC

b) Menai Strait and Conwy Bay SAC

c) Pen Llŷn a’r Sarnau SAC (3 maps)

e) Carmarthen Bay and Estuaries SAC

d) Cardigan Bay SAC

Figure 10: Annex I habitat features of marine Special Areas of Conservation in Wales. Shown above
are a) Dee Estuary SAC, b) Menai Strait and Conwy Bay SAC, c) Pen Llŷn a’r Sarnau SAC, d)
Cardigan Bay SAC and e) Carmarthen Bay and Estuaries SAC. See over for additional sites.
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f) Pembrokeshire Marine SAC (3 maps)

g) Severn Estuary SAC

Figure 10 (continued): Annex I habitat features
of marine Special Areas of Conservation in
Wales. Shown above are f) Pembrokeshire
Marine SAC (33 maps) and g) Severn Estuary
SAC.

3.3.3 Limitations of SAC habitat feature evidence layers
These evidence layers represent, to the best of CCW’s knowledge, the locations of Annex I habitat
features within the seven marine SACs in Wales. Survey coverage within the SACs is not fully
comprehensive and additional areas of habitat feature may be identified as new survey data or
information becomes available. The maps should therefore be considered as CCW’s best knowledge
of the location of Annex I habitat features within SACs at the time of writing.
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4. Interpreted evidence layers
4.1 Sensitivity of seabed habitats to physical disturbance
4.1.1 Overview of seabed habitat sensitivity evidence layer
Seabed habitats have different levels of tolerance to physical disturbance, depending on the
sensitivity of component species and communities and their ability to recover from disturbance. The
sensitivity of habitats to physical disturbance will influence the degree to which areas of seabed might
be impacted by marine renewable devices and associated infrastructure (e.g. cabling) placed on the
seabed.

Figure 11: Examples of seabed habitat types which might be sensitive to physical disturbance; from
left, solitary sea squirts (Ciona intestinalis) and sponges on bedrock, jewel anemones (Corynactis
viridis) and elegant anemones (Sagartia elegans). All photos ©Rohan Holt.
In 2008 CCW published a report on work to map the sensitivity of seabed habitats around Wales to
various fishing activities (Hall et al., 2008). This work provided useful information, which was applied
to this project. Evidence layers representing the sensitivity of marine wildlife habitats to seabed
dredging were used as a measure of the impacts of other sources of physical disturbance on seabed
habitats, such as the effects of installing marine renewable energy devices and associated
infrastructure.

Figure 12 shows a map illustrating the sensitivity of seabed habitats to physical

disturbance In Welsh waters, produced using this interpreted evidence layer. A full sized map is
provided in Appendix I.
4.1.2 Methodology for seabed sensitivity evidence layer
This evidence layer presents the sensitivity of subtidal habitats to a single pass of a scallop dredge,
as a proxy for general sensitivity to physical disturbance. Underlying subtidal habitat information was
based on habitats produced from biotopes produced as part of the Habitat Mapping for Conservation
and Management of the Southern Irish Sea project (HABMAP). Seabed sensitivity was assessed
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according to the habitats’ resistance and resilience to fishing gears, using robust evidence in
combination with expert opinion. For further details on HABMAP, see Robinson et al. (2009). For
further information on the sensitivity assessment methodology, see Hall et al. (2008). A metadata
sheet for the habitat sensitivity evidence layer is provided in Appendix III.

Figure
sensitivity

12:
of

Relative
seabed

habitats in Welsh waters
to physical disturbance.

4.1.3 Limitations of seabed sensitivity evidence layer
The seabed sensitivity evidence layer is based on underlying predicted seabed habitats produced as
part of the HABMAP project, which was based on a wide range of data sources. Further information
on the HABMAP project and confidence in the underlying habitat predictions are available but have
not been provided here. See Robinson et al. (2009) for further details.
This evidence layer is an assessment of the sensitivity of seabed habitats to a single pass of a scallop
dredge and not a direct assessment of sensitivity to impacts from marine renewable energy devices
and associated infrastructure, so should be treated as ‘indicative' only. Nevertheless, CCW considers
that the evidence layer provides a good indication of the sensitivity of seabed habitats around Wales
to general physical disturbance.
At the time that CCW’s ‘Fisheries sensitivity mapping project’ was undertaken, the areas around the
Dee and Severn were missing from the HABMAP data sets. Seabed habitat information for these
areas is now available and the intention is to undertake sensitivity assessments for the Dee and the
Severn which will be available in due course.
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4.2 Vulnerability of marine mammals to impacts from tidal stream devices
4.2.1 Overview of marine mammal vulnerability evidence layers
A vulnerability assessment was undertaken for the six main marine mammal species occurring in
Welsh waters; harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena), bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus),
Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus), short-beaked common dolphin (Delphinus delphis), minke whale
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata) and grey seal (Halichoerus grypus).

Simple models assessed their

vulnerability, or the relative levels of risk for negative impacts on marine mammals from tidal stream
devices in Welsh waters. The models were based on an approach published by Garthe and Hüppop
(2004) that developed a vulnerability index for seabirds in relation to offshore wind farms. Aspects of
collision risk models developed for renewable energy devices (e.g. Wilson et al., 2007) were also
incorporated, along with elements of the theory underlying the concept of Potential Biological
Removal (e.g. Wade, 1998; Du Fresne et al., 2009; Macleod et al., 2010, Lonergan, 2011).
4.2.2 Methodology for marine mammal vulnerability evidence layers
CCW developed a Sensitivity Index (SI) for marine mammals, based on life history traits, population
status and conservation status factors. These were combined in grey seal and cetacean Vulnerability
Models with available data on species’ distribution and abundance to calculate relative Vulnerability
Scores for species in relation to tidal stream devices. The area and depth of grid cells were also
incorporated into the models in order to take account of the influence these factors have on relative
risk in a given cell.
The grey seal and cetacean Vulnerability Models take account of potential collision or disturbance
effects on marine mammals, along with an indication of the likely conservation significance of any
such interactions with tidal devices around Wales. The outputs from the models are based on the
same 10’ latitude and 10’ longitude grid as the marine mammal distribution baseline evidence layer
detailed in Part II, Section 3.1.

Vulnerability layers have been produced for the five individual

cetacean species and grey seal, whilst a ‘composite’ cetacean vulnerability evidence layer has also
been produced. The Vulnerability Models take no account of any potential behavioural responses (for
example, avoidance or attraction) of marine mammals to tidal stream devices.
4.2.2.1 Factors included in marine mammal Vulnerability Models
Vulnerability Scores for marine mammals are based on species’ distributions, physical data
(bathymetry, grid cell area) and various life history traits and population and conservation status
factors. The rationale for including each of the factors within the grey seal and cetacean Vulnerability
Models is provided below, along with details of how they have been quantified.
Distribution and abundance: Species distribution and abundance was considered to be one of the
primary factors influencing a species’ vulnerability to impacts from marine renewable energy devices.
The grey seal and cetacean Vulnerability Models assume that the higher the abundance or density of
a species in any given area, the greater the likelihood that animals will encounter the device and the
greater the probability for negative interactions.
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The marine mammal distribution baseline evidence layers detailed in Part II, Section 3.1 provided an
abundance estimate (or mean standardised sightings or count rate) for each 10’ by 10’ grid cell, for
each cetacean species.

Minke whale and harbour porpoise sightings rates were expressed as

counts, or numbers of individual animals per hour. Bottlenose dolphin, Risso’s dolphin and common
dolphin are species’ which are more commonly sighted in large groups, the size of which is difficult to
estimate and so sightings rates were expressed as numbers of sightings per hour. As such there may
be a tendency for these species to be numerically underestimated.
Sightings at sea data for grey seal have a low associated degree of confidence, predominantly due to
the way in which the data are collected, since most mammal surveys focus on cetaceans and only
incidentally record seals. The grey seal Vulnerability Model therefore incorporated haul out counts
and pup production figures, extracted from the database compiled during the production of the ‘Atlas
of the Marine Mammals of Wales’ (Baines and Evans, 2009), rather than sightings rates. Haul out
and pup production data had a much higher associated degree of accuracy and confidence, so
provided the basis for a more robust estimate of grey seal distribution and abundance to be used in
the model. For grid cells where haul out or pup production data were available, mean figures were
used to calculate ‘Seal Density Scores’ (SDS). Where data were not available, but adjacent grid cells
contained haul outs, a nominally low SDS was applied, to account for the probable utilisation of
waters immediately surrounding haul outs. Further details of this scoring system are provided in Box
2.
Box 2: Methodology to calculate ‘Seal Density Scores’ for incorporation into the CCW grey seal
Vulnerability Model.
Seal Density Score (SDS)
If;
[Winter haul out count + Summer haul out count + Pup production count] > 0
SDS = [Winter haul out Count + summer haul out count + Pup production count] / 3
Or if;
[Winter Haul Out Count + Summer Haul Out Count + Pup production Count] = 0
but adjacent grid cell contains a haul out,
SDS = 1
Or if;
[Winter haul out count + Summer haul out count + Pup production count] = 0
and adjacent grid cell does not contain a haul out,
SDS = 0

Temporal and functional use of sea areas: Little is known about the functional use of sea areas by
marine mammals, or the degree of site fidelity or reliance on particular areas. Similarly, only limited
data are available on the relative importance of areas in Welsh waters for juveniles or nursing
mothers. The cetacean and grey seal Vulnerability Models assume that marine mammals will be
more vulnerable to impacts from tidal stream devices located in areas frequented by species
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throughout the year, than locations where mammals are only seasonally present. It is also assumed
that vulnerability will be greater amongst juveniles and nursing mothers. The grey seal Vulnerability
Model takes account of these assumptions by allocating a score according to the counts of animals at
winter and summer haul outs and pup counts in each 10’ by 10’ grid square, using data extracted
from CCW’s ‘Marine Mammal database’. The cetacean Vulnerability Model takes account of these
assumptions by allocating a score according to the number of seasons in which animals were
observed in each 10’ by 10’ grid square and according to whether juveniles have been recorded,
using data extracted from CCW’s ‘Marine Mammal database’. The scoring systems for these factors
for grey seal are detailed in Box 2 and for cetaceans in Table 5. Note that the scores for these factors
were lower than those for some of the other factors included within the Vulnerability Models, to reduce
their likely influence on overall species sensitivity, reflecting the lower degree of confidence in their
inclusion.
Table 5:

Scoring for seasonal and juvenile presence of marine mammals in grid cells for

incorporation into the CCW marine mammal Vulnerability Models.
Factor

Scoring

Seasonal presence in grid cells

1.25: present in cell in one season
1.5: present in cell in two seasons
1.75: present in cell in three seasons
2: present in cell in four seasons

Juvenile presence in grid cells

0: juveniles not recorded in cell
1: juveniles recorded in cell

Bathymetry and grid cell area: The shallower the water depth in which a tidal stream device is
located, the greater the proportion of the water column it will occupy. The cetacean and grey seal
Vulnerability Models assume a corresponding increased chance of marine mammals encountering the
moving parts of devices. In addition, the models assume that the smaller the area of the grid cell, the
higher the probability of encounters between tidal stream devices and any mammals occurring in the
cell, since sightings and count rates are not standardised for cell size. Average water depth of each
10’ by 10’ grid cell in the model was derived from bathymetry data within the UK Atlas of Marine
Renewable Energy Resources (ABPmer, 2008b). Bathymetry and grid cell area were incorporated
into the Vulnerability Models, by expressing distribution and abundance data (either sightings rates or
Seal Density Scores) in relation to the sea volume of the corresponding cell.
Life history, population and conservation status factors
Seven factors, derived from species’ life history traits, population status and conservation status, were
included in the Sensitivity Indices (SI) for marine mammals. For those species which are protected
Annex II features of SACs, an additional ‘Protected Sites’ factor was also included. These factors
were quantified and assigned scores following a review of the relevant literature (ABPmer, 2010c),
using the scoring system detailed in Table 6.
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Table 6: Life history, population status and conservation status factors and associated scores for
incorporation into the CCW marine mammal Vulnerability Models. Note that all factors (with the
exception of mean body size) have been scored on a 5 point scale, to avoid any one factor exerting a
greater influence on overall Vulnerability Scores.
Factor

Scoring

Mean body size

Body length expressed as a proportion of the smallest species
(Harbour porpoise)

Length of breeding cycle

5: > 2 years (or unknown)
3: < 2 years

Female age at sexual maturity

5: > 5 years
3: < 5 years

Average longevity

5: > 25 years (or unknown)
3: < 25 years

Biogeographical population size

5: < 5000
4: 5000 – 10,000
3: 10,000 – 20,000 (or unknown)
2: 20,000 – 50,000
1: > 50,000

Proportional importance of Welsh
population

5: >40%
4: 30 – 40%
3: 20 – 30% (or unknown)
2: 10 – 20%
1: < 10%

Protected species status

5: Habitats Directive Annex IV species
3: Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 Schedule 5 species
1: Neither of the above

Protected sites*

Grey Seal
5: 0 < 0.1km from nearest SAC haul out
4: 0.1 < 10km from nearest SAC haul out
3: 10 < 25km from nearest SAC haul out
2: 25 < 40km from nearest SAC haul out
1: > 40km from nearest SAC haul out
Bottlenose dolphin
5: all grid cells

*Grey seal are an Annex II species feature of Pen Llŷn a’r Sarnau, Cardigan Bay and Pembrokeshire
Marine SACs. Bottlenose dolphin is an Annex II species feature of Pen Llŷn a’r Sarnau and Cardigan
Bay SACs.
Data and literature reviews identified a range of values for some of the species’ life history traits and
population status factors. In these instances, a moderately precautionary approach was adopted,
whereby the average value was calculated and used to assign a single score for each species.
Details of the species specific scores assigned to each of the six mammal species included in the
Vulnerability Models are provided in Table 7.
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Table 7: Marine mammal species, life history traits and population and conservation status factors, with associated scores and total Sensitivity Index values,
for incorporation into the marine mammal Vulnerability Models.
Species

Bottlenose
dolphin
Tursiops
truncatus

Risso’s
dolphin
Grampus
griseus

Shortbeaked
common
dolphin
Delphinus
delphis

Minke
whale
Balaenoptera
acutorostrata

Harbour
porpoise
Phocoena
phocoena

Grey seal
Halichoerus
grypus

A. Legislation*

B.
Population
size (Irish /
Celtic Sea)

B.
Score

3

5605
(inshore and
offshore
populations)

4

44%

3

DD

3

3

11507

EC Habitats
Directive (Annex
IV); WACA,
1981, NERC
Section 42

3

EC Habitats
Directive (Annex
II & IV), WACA,
1981; NERC
Section 42
EC Habitats
Directive (Annex
II & V)

EC Habitats
Directive (Annex
II & IV); WACA
1981; NERC
Section 42
EC Habitats
Directive (Annex
IV); WACA,
1981; NERC
Section 42
EC Habitats
Directive (Annex
IV); WACA,
1981; NERC
Section 42

A.
Score

C. Proportional
importance of
population (% of

C.
Score

D.
Score

5

D. Average
length of
breeding
cycle
(years)
3

E.
Score

2

E. Average
female age
at sexual
maturity
(years)
9

F.
Average
longevity
(years)

F.
Score

2

25

1

Feature of Pen Llŷn
a’r Sarnau and
Cardigan Bay SACs

DD

3

DD

2

3.5

1

DD

2

n/a

3

18%

2

2.5

2

7

2

32.5

2

n/a

2792

5

15%

2

1

1

7

2

45

2

n/a

3

95843

1

25%

3

1.5

1

3.5

1

15

1

n/a

1

1650

5

3%

1

1

1

5

2

25

1

Feature of
Pembrokeshire
Marine, Pen Llŷn a’r
Sarnau and Cardigan
Bay SACs.

NE Atlantic pop in
Irish /Celtic Sea)
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G. Designation
(See Part II Section
4.2.2 for details of
scoring)

Mean body size: The Vulnerability Models assume that the larger the mammal, the more likely it
would be to collide with underwater devices with moving parts, leading to possible injury or death.
Scores for this factor were expressed as a proportion of the body size of the smallest mammal
species (harbour porpoise).
Length of breeding cycle: The Vulnerability Models assume that the shorter a mammal’s breeding
cycle, the lower the relative significance of any impact on the species, at the population level.
Species with longer breeding cycles would take longer to be replaced within a population, such that
any losses would potentially have a more damaging, long-term impact. Species with the longest
breeding cycles are ranked highest with a sliding scale applied to the rankings, as detailed in Table 6.
Female age at reproductive maturity: Female age at reproductive maturity has been used (where a
difference between the sexes existed) because females are generally the limiting sex with respect to
marine mammal population dynamics (Chivers, 2002). The Vulnerability Models assume that the
lower the age at reproductive maturity, the lower the significance of any impact on the species, at the
population level. Species with a greater age of sexual maturity would take longer to be replaced
within a population, such that any losses would potentially have a more damaging, long-term impact.
Species with the greatest age at sexual maturity are ranked highest with a sliding scale applied to the
rankings, as detailed in Table 6.
Average longevity: The Vulnerability Models assume that the shorter a mammal’s lifespan, the
lower the significance of any impact on the species, at the population level. Species with a longer
lifespan would take longer to be replaced within a population, such that any losses would potentially
have a more damaging, long-term impact. Species with the greatest longevity are ranked highest with
a sliding scale applied to the rankings, as detailed in Table 6.
Biogeographical population size:

Population size is considered to be an important factor

influencing species’ sensitivity, as negative impacts will be more significant for species with smaller
populations. Population estimates for bottlenose dolphin, common dolphin, minke whale and harbour
porpoise have been taken from SCANS II (2008) data. Populations have been assessed at the level
of the Irish and Celtic Seas, since it was considered that these were the most relevant
biogeographical areas with respect to assessing risk and significance in Welsh waters. There are
currently no population estimates for Risso’s dolphin in UK waters or the wider Northeast Atlantic
(DECC, 2009), so this species was categorised as ‘data deficient’ and assigned a moderately
precautionary mid-range score. The estimated population size of seals in Welsh waters was based
on pup production because of uncertainty in overall population estimates (SCOS, 2009). Details of
the scoring system applied to this factor are provided in Table 6.
Proportional importance of the Welsh population: The Vulnerability Models assume that the
higher the proportion of the European population of each marine mammal that is present in the Irish
Sea/Celtic Sea, the greater the significance of any impacts on the species.

The proportional

importance of the Irish /Celtic Sea was assessed in relation to the NE Atlantic European population,
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given the highly mobile nature of marine mammal populations. Risso’s dolphin was again categorised
as data deficient for this factor and assigned a moderately precautionary ‘mid-range’ score. Details of
the scoring system applied to this factor are provided in Table 6.
Protected species status: The six species of marine mammal included in the Vulnerability Models
are offered varying levels of protection through European and UK environmental legislation. Those
species listed in Annex IV of the EC Habitats Directive 1992 are protected from any injury or
disturbance, so are considered highly protected and given a correspondingly high score for this factor.
Those species listed in Schedule 5 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended by the
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000) are considered protected to a slightly lesser degree and are
allocated a correspondingly lower score within the models. Details of the scoring system applied to
this factor within the Vulnerability Models are provided in Table 6.
Protected site status: Within Welsh waters, a number of marine Special Areas of Conservation
(SAC) are designated for their importance with respect to populations of marine mammals which they
support. Grey seal is an Annex II species feature of Pen Llŷn a’r Sarnau SAC, Cardigan Bay SAC
and Pembrokeshire Marine SAC. Bottlenose dolphin is an Annex II species feature of Pen Llŷn a’r
Sarnau SAC and Cardigan Bay SAC. Given the legal protection afforded to the designated features
of protected sites, the Vulnerability Models assume that the significance of any impacts on those
mammal populations which are features of SACs would be high.
Grey seal and bottlenose dolphin are mobile species, so the models assume that populations within
protected sites also utilise the surrounding waters outside site boundaries (e.g. for foraging) resulting
in a ‘zone of influence’. There is good evidence to suggest that the ‘zone of influence’ for bottlenose
dolphin around Pen Llŷn a’r Sarnau SAC and Cardigan Bay SAC extends to all Welsh waters
(Pesante et al., 2008). For grey seal ‘zones of influence’ were based on information from studies of
the movements of tagged grey seals in Scottish waters (McConnell et al., 1999). Similar work has
been undertaken for grey seals in Welsh waters, as part of the Welsh Government’s MRESF project
(Gordon et al., 2011), but only preliminary results were available at the time of writing. Initial results
appear to be consistent with the observations of McConnell et al. (1999), which demonstrated that
43% of all of the seal’s time was spent within 10km of a haul out site. The results also showed that
88% of trips to sea were from a haul out site to localised foraging areas further offshore with a mean
maximum foraging distance of 39.8km. Although the study also showed that the seals sometimes
made long distance trips to sea of up to 2100km, these trips were deemed unusual. A ‘zone of
influence’ of up to 40km was applied around sites designated for seal populations, with a decreasing
score with increasing distance from sites.

It was assumed that this provided an appropriately

precautionary means of capturing the likely functional use of grey seals in waters surrounding
protected sites within the Vulnerability Model.
A GIS-based model was used to assign scores for each grid cell intersecting a haul out within an SAC
or the corresponding ‘zone of influence’. If any part of a grid cell intersected with a SAC haul out or its
‘zone of influence’, the whole cell was assigned the appropriate score, consistent with a precautionary
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approach. Where a grid cell intersected more than one SAC haul out or corresponding ‘zone’, the cell
was assigned the highest, most precautionary corresponding score, as detailed in Table 6. For
bottlenose dolphin, the maximum score for this factor was applied to all 10’ by 10’ grid squares.
4.2.2.2 The marine mammal Vulnerability Models
Each of the factors detailed above were combined in the Vulnerability Models to calculate Wales-wide
Vulnerability Scores for marine mammals, using the formulae detailed in Box 3.
Box 3: Vulnerability Model formulae for individual cetacean species and grey seal.
Cetacean Vulnerability Model
Vulnerability Score = [Sightings/hr/km3 x (SS+JS) x SI]
where;
SS (Seasonal Score) = 1 to 2
JS (Juvenile Score) = 0 or 1
SI (Sensitivity Index) = [Body size Score + Breeding cycle Score + Reproductive maturity Score +
Longevity Score + Population size Score + Welsh population Score + Protected species Score +
Protected sites Score]
Note: Information for juvenile presence / absence in grid cells was not available for minke whale so
Juvenile Score has not been included in the model for this species.
Grey seal Vulnerability Model
Vulnerability Score = [SDS/cell volume] x SI
where;
SDS = Seal Density Score (see Box 2)
SI (Sensitivity Index) = [Breeding cycle Score + Reproductive maturity Score + Longevity Score +
Population size Score + Welsh population Score + Protected sites Score]
One of the key objectives of this work was to produce evidence layers for the key Welsh natural
heritage interests of relevance to marine renewable energy, whilst also being as concise as possible,
to maximise their potential influence within strategic planning processes. For this reason, individual
cetacean species were combined, to produce a single composite cetacean vulnerability evidence
layer. In order to prevent the most abundant species from dominating within the composite cetacean
model, sightings data for each individual cetacean species were normalised, using a natural log
transformation. The methodology to calculate composite cetacean Vulnerability Scores is detailed in
Box 4.
Box 4: Vulnerability Model formulae for individual cetacean species and grey seal.
Composite cetacean species
ΣCetacean Vulnerability Score = ΣIndividual cetacean species{[Ln(Sightings/hr/km3 +1)] x (SS+JS) x SI}
where;
SS (Seasonal Score), JS (Juvenile Score), SI (Sensitivity Index) are as in Box 3 for individual cetacea
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4.2.3 Marine mammal vulnerability evidence layers and maps
Vulnerability Scores resulting from the models provide an indication of the relative vulnerability of
marine mammals to impacts from tidal stream devices throughout Welsh waters, taking account of
potential collision or disturbance effects, along with an indication of the likely conservation
significance of any such interactions. Figures 13 to 15 show maps illustrating the relative vulnerability
of marine mammals in Welsh waters to impacts from tidal stream devices produced using these
interpreted evidence layers. Figures 13 and 14, respectively, show the composite vulnerability of the
five species of cetacean and grey seal. Figure 15 shows the vulnerability of individual cetacean
species. Full sized versions of all of these maps are provided in Appendix I. A metadata sheet for the
marine mammal vulnerability evidence layers is provided in Appendix III.

Figure

13:

Relative

vulnerability

of

cetaceans in Welsh waters to impacts
from tidal stream devices.

Figure 14: Relative vulnerability of grey seal
(Halichoerus grypus) in Welsh waters to
impacts from tidal stream devices.
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a) Bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)

b) Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus)

c) Short-beaked common dolphin (Delphinus
delphis)

Figure 15:

Relative vulnerability of

individual cetacean species in Welsh
waters to impacts from tidal stream
devices.

d) Minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata)

e) Harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena)
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4.2.4 Limitations of marine mammal vulnerability evidence layers
Data limitations for the mammal distribution baseline evidence layers detailed in Section 3.1.3 also
apply to the mammal vulnerability layers, since the distributional data are an important component of
the Vulnerability Models. Grey seal sightings were not used in the Vulnerability Model for this species
and so corresponding limitations for distribution data do not apply.
It is important to note that the marine mammal vulnerability evidence layers do not provide an
empirical measure of the probability of potentially negative interactions between tidal devices and
mammals. They provide an indication of the relative vulnerability of mammals, taking account of
potential collision or disturbance effects, along with an indication of the likely conservation
significance of any such interactions around Wales.
It is also important to note that the formulae used in the grey seal and cetacean Vulnerability Models
result in high scores in areas with an average depth of less than 10m. Whilst it is extremely unlikely
that tidal stream devices will be placed in such shallow waters, the spatial evidence layers do not
exclude areas on the basis of unsuitability for development. These areas have been retained, but
care should be taken in interpreting the mammal vulnerability evidence layers for such areas.
Whilst additional factors might have been included to further refine the marine mammal Vulnerability
Models, it was decided to only include those factors for which;
•

Robust data are available, in which there is a reasonable degree of confidence;

•

There is a reasonable degree of certainty of their likely influence on the overall level of risk of
impact, or vulnerability.

Factors about which there is limited knowledge or available data, such as rates of immigration and
emigration from populations, functional use of areas and site fidelity have not been explicitly included
in the Vulnerability Models. Some of the factors which have been included, such as seasonal use of
areas and presence of juveniles, may to some degree incorporate elements of site fidelity and
functional use. The anticipated behavioural responses of mammals to marine renewable devices,
such as avoidance or evasion, have been specifically excluded from the models. Very little is known
about the likely behavioural responses of mammals to underwater devices and to date, data on actual
interactions are not available. As observations of interactions and understanding increase, it may be
possible to refine the models.
It should also be noted that different methodologies have been used and different factors incorporated
into the grey seal and cetacean Vulnerability Models, so the Vulnerability Scores are not comparable.
4.3 Vulnerability of diving seabirds to impacts from tidal turbines
4.3.1 Overview of diving seabird vulnerability evidence layer
A vulnerability assessment was undertaken for diving seabird species occurring in Welsh waters. A
simple model assessed their vulnerability, or the relative levels of risk for negative impacts on diving
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seabirds from tidal stream devices in Welsh waters.

The models were based on an approach

published by Garthe and Hüppop (2004) which developed a vulnerability index for seabirds in relation
to offshore wind farms. Elements of collision risk models developed for renewable energy devices
(e.g. Wilson et al., 2007) were also incorporated.
4.3.2 Methodology for diving seabird vulnerability evidence layer
CCW developed a Sensitivity Index (SI) for diving seabirds, based on life history traits and population
status and conservation status factors. These were combined in the diving seabird Vulnerability
Model, with available data on species’ distributions and abundance to calculate relative Vulnerability
Scores for diving seabirds in relation to tidal stream devices. The area and depth of grid cells were
also incorporated into the model in order to take account of the influence these factors have on
relative risk in a given cell.
The diving seabird Vulnerability Model takes account of potential collision or disturbance effects on
diving seabirds, along with an indication of the likely conservation significance of any such
interactions with tidal devices around Wales. The outputs from the model are based on the same
3km by 3km grid as the diving seabird distribution baseline evidence layer detailed in Part II, Section
3.2.

Vulnerability layers have been produced for individual diving seabird species, although a

‘composite’ diving seabird vulnerability evidence layer is the primary output. The Vulnerability Model
takes no account of any potential behavioural responses (e.g. avoidance/attraction) of diving seabirds
to tidal stream devices.
4.3.2.1 Factors included in the diving seabird Vulnerability Model
Vulnerability Scores for diving seabirds are based on species’ distributions, physical data (bathymetry,
grid cell area), the diving depth of birds and various life history traits, population status and
conservation status factors. The rationale for including each of the factors within the Vulnerability
Model is provided below, along with details of how they have been quantified.
Distribution and abundance: Species distribution and abundance was considered to be one of the
primary factors influencing a bird species’ vulnerability to impacts from marine renewable energy
devices. The Vulnerability Model assumes that the higher the abundance or density of a species in
any given area, the greater the likelihood that animals will encounter the device and the greater the
probability for negative interactions.
The JNCC ESAS / WWT data underpinning the diving seabird distribution baseline evidence layer
detailed in Part II, Section 3.2 provided an abundance estimate for each 3km by 3km grid cell, for
each species. The Vulnerability Model assumes that the smaller the area of the grid cell, the higher
the probability of encounters between tidal stream devices and any diving seabirds occurring within it,
since seabird abundances are not standardised for cell size. Abundance estimates were therefore
expressed in the Vulnerability Model in relation to grid cell area, as detailed in Box 5 (see section
4.3.3).
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The JNCC ESAS / WWT combined dataset includes some data presented at an aggregated
taxonomic level (e.g. ‘auks’, ‘divers’ and ‘grebes’), given the difficulties of field identification. Omitting
family level data from the diving seabird Vulnerability Model would result in the loss of much of the
data for some of the most potentially sensitive diving seabirds, so it has been included within the
model. Distribution and abundance data were available for fifteen of the species and five families of
seabird identified as being potentially vulnerable to risk from marine renewable devices (see Box 1 for
species).
In order for Vulnerability Scores for individual diving seabird species (or families) to be combined to
produce a single composite diving seabird vulnerability evidence layer, distribution and abundance
data for each individual seabird species (or family) were normalised, using a natural log
transformation.

This prevented the most abundant species from dominating Vulnerability Scores

calculated using the composite diving seabird model.
Diving depth: The diving seabird Vulnerability Model assumes that the probability of encounters
between tidal stream devices and birds will increase with the proportion of the water column that is
within the species’ diving depth range. For every species included the model, each grid cell was
assigned a score corresponding to the proportion of the water column within range of the species’
diving depth.

Cell depths were derived from bathymetry data within the UK Atlas of Marine

Renewable Energy Resources (ABPmer, 2008b), while diving depths were determined from the
literature in a separate review undertaken by the Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust (WWT, 2010a). Where
aggregated family level data were used in the diving seabird Vulnerability Model, diving depth scores
were assigned on a precautionary basis, according to the species within each group with the deepest
diving depth range.
The scores for the ‘Diving depth’ factor were standardised to range from 0 to 1, as detailed in Box 5,
to prevent excessive influence of foraging depth on Vulnerability Scores for deep diving species.
Deeper diving species may stay underwater for longer periods in shallow areas, possibly increasing
the likelihood of negative interactions with devices. However, underwater behaviour is also likely to
have a significant influence on the overall probability of negative interactions. Average dive time or
diving behaviour may be included in the Vulnerability Model at a later date, as understanding
increases and information becomes available.
Life history, population and conservation status factors
Six factors, derived from species’ life history traits, population status and conservation status, were
included in the Sensitivity Index (SI) for diving seabirds. For those species which are protected
features of Special Protection Areas (SPA) or Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) an additional
‘Protected Sites’ factor was also included.
Each of these factors was assigned scores following a review of the relevant literature (WWT, 2010c),
using the scoring system detailed in Table 8.
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Table 8: Life history, population status and conservation status factors with associated scores for
incorporation into the CCW diving seabird Vulnerability Model. All factors (with the exception of mean
body size) have been scored on a 5 point scale, to avoid any one factor exerting a greater influence
on overall Vulnerability Scores.
Factor

Scoring

Adult survival rate

5: > 0.90
4: > 0.85 < 0.90
3: > 0.80 < 0.85
2: > 0.75 < 0.80
1: < 0.75

Habitat flexibility

5: Reliant on particular food or habitat
4: Reliant on a limited range of food or habitat
3: Limited to slight extent by food, habitat or foraging range
2: Large foraging range but slight restrictions on food or
habitat
1: Occupies large sea areas, with no specific food or habitat
preference.

Welsh BOCC status

5: Red
4: Amber, declining
3: Amber, stable
2: Amber, recovering
1: Green

Biogeographical population function

5: < 100 000
4: 100 000 -500 000
3: 500 000 – 1 000,000
2: 1 000,000 – 3 000,000
1: > 3 000,000

Protected species status

5: WCA species or NERC 42 species
3: Bern App 1, or Bonn App 2 species
1: Neither of the above

Protected sites

See section below on protected site scores and buffering
methodology.

Whilst many of the species’ life history traits and population status factors detailed above were
assigned specific categories and corresponding scores for the diving bird species, data and literature
reviews identified a range of values for some of the factors, for some species. In these instances, a
moderately precautionary approach was adopted, whereby the average value was calculated and
used to assign a single score for each species. Details of the specific scores assigned to each of the
diving seabird species and families included in the Vulnerability Model, for each of the factors, are
provided in Table 9, whilst full details of the information and data reviews which culminated in these
scores are provided in WWT (2010c),
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Table 9: Diving seabird species and families, life history traits and population and conservation status factors, with associated scores and total Sensitivity
Index values, for incorporation into the diving seabird Vulnerability Model. Species in italics (common names) are not included at a species level in the
encounter risk model, but are included to inform values for grouped taxa.
Species

Foraging
depth

Common scoter,
Melanitta nigra

30m

Red-breasted
merganser,
Mergus serrator
Great northern
diver,
Gavia immer
Red throated
diver,
Gavia stellata
Divers*
Little grebe,
Tachybaptus
ruficollis
Great crested
grebe,
Podiceps
cristatus
Grebes**
Northern fulmar,
Fulmarus
glacialis
Manx
shearwater,
Puffinus puffinus
Storm petrel,
Hydrobates
pelagicus
Northern
gannet,
Morus bassanus

A. Adult
survival
rate
0.773

A.
score
2

B. Habitat
flexibility
score
4

C. Welsh
BOCC
status
Amber stable

20m

>0.80 0.85

3

3

70m

N/A

3

21m

0.84

21m

C.
score

D.
score

F. Protected
species

F.
score

3

D.
Biogeographical
population size
2.2 million

2

3

Amber declining

4

570,000

3

NERC S.42;
WACA: Sch1 part
1; Bonn: A2
Bonn: A2

Species
Sensitivity
Index
14

2

15

4

Amber declining

4

620,000

3

Bern: A2

2

16

3

4

Amber stable

3

400,000

4

Bonn: A2; Bern: A2

2

16

0.84

3

4

3

400,000

4

Bonn: A2; Bern: A2

2

16

N/A

1

3

Amber stable
Green

1

2 million

2

N/A

1

8

0.7

1

4

Green

1

1.2 million

2

N/A

1

9

30m
4m

0.986

1
5

4
1

Green
Green

1
1

1.2 million
23 million

2
1

N/A
N/A

1
1

9
9

30m

0.905

5

2

Amber stable

3

1.1 million

2

Bern: A2

2

14

0.5m

0.87

4

2

Amber stable

3

1.4 million

2

Bern: A2

2

13

34m

0.94

5

1

Amber stable

3

1.1 million

2

N/A

2

13
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Species

Foraging
depth

A.
score

33m

A. Adult
survival
rate
0.84

C. Welsh
BOCC
status
Amber stable

C.
score

3

B. Habitat
flexibility
score
3

Great
cormorant,
Phalacrocorax
carbo
European shag,
Phalacrocorax
aristotelis
Shags and
cormorants**
Sandwich tern,
Sterna
sandvicensis
Commic Tern**
Terns**
Common
guillemot,
Uria aalge
Razorbill,
Alca torda
Atlantic puffin,
Fratercula
arctica
Auks**

D.
score

F. Protected
species

F.
score

3

D.
Biogeographical
population size
2.2 million

2

N/A

2

Species
Sensitivity
Index
13

61m

0.878

4

4

Green

1

230,000

4

Bern: A2

2

15

61m

0.878

4

4

Amber stable
Amber stable

3

230,000

4

Bern: A2

2

17

2m

0.88

4

3

3

540,000

3

Bern: A2

2

15

2m
2m
180m

0.88
0.875
0.885

4
4
4

3
3
3

Red
Red
Amber recovering

5
5
2

2.6 million
2 million
18 million

2
2
1

Bern: A2
Bonn: A2; Bern: A2
N/A

2
2
1

16
16
11

140m

0.905

5

3

Green

1

1.5 million

2

N/A

1

12

68m

0.95

5

3

Red

5

5.8 million

1

N/A

1

15

180m

0.95

5

3

Red

5

1.5 million

2

N/A

1

16

* Note that for the ‘Diver’ category, the values for Red throated diver have been applied, on the assumption that the vast majority of diver records in Wales will
be this species.
**Note that for all other diving seabirds where sightings records are provided at an aggregated taxonomic level (grebes, commic terns, shags & cormorants
and auks), scores for each factor are assigned on a precautionary basis, according to the species within each group with the highest value, for each factor.
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Adult survival rate: Adult survival rate provides a measure of a species’ longevity and fecundity,
presented on a scale of 0 to 1. The Vulnerability Model assumes that the higher a species’ survival
rate, the greater the significance of any impact on the species, at the population level. Species with
high survival rates are likely to produce fewer young each year, such that an adult lost to a population
would take longer to be replaced, potentially having a more damaging long term impact on a
population. Species with high adult survival rates are ranked highest with a sliding scale applied to the
rankings, as detailed in Table 8. Where aggregated family level data were used in the Vulnerability
Model, adult survival rate scores were assigned on a precautionary basis, according to the species
within each group with the highest survival rate.
Habitat flexibility: The Vulnerability Model assumes that the lower a species’ habitat flexibility, the
greater the reliance on a particular habitat or food source, so the greater the likelihood of negative
interactions with marine renewable energy devices. Species were ranked on a scale from 1 to 5,
whereby species with the greatest habitat flexibility were assigned a score of 1, while species with the
least habitat flexibility (i.e. reliant on a particular habitat/food source) were assigned a score of 5, as
detailed in Table 8. Where aggregated family level data were used in the model, habitat flexibility
scores were assigned on a precautionary basis, according to the species within each group with the
least habitat flexibility.
Welsh Birds of Conservation Concern (BOCC) status: The Vulnerability Model assumes that any
impact from marine renewable devices will be more significant for bird species whose populations are
in poor or declining condition.

The Welsh BOCC list (see Eaton et al., 2009) provides a useful

classification tool that not only highlights birds of concern in Wales, but also takes into consideration
the size of national populations and whether they are increasing, stable or declining. Using a scale of
1-5, each species was assigned a score on the basis of its current population trend and current Welsh
BOCC classification. Those of highest conservation concern (i.e. red BOCC status) were assigned a
score of 5 and those of lowest concern (green BOCC status) assigned a score of 1, as detailed in
Table 8. Where aggregated family level data were used in the Vulnerability Model, Welsh BOCC
scores were assigned on a precautionary basis, according to the species within each group with the
poorest BOCC status.
Biogeographical population size:

Population size is considered to be an important factor

influencing species’ sensitivity, as impacts will be more significant for species with smaller populations.
Population estimates for the diving bird species included in the Vulnerability Model were taken from
work coordinated by BirdLife International to review the conservation status of all wild birds in Europe
(BirdLife International, 2004). Details of the scoring system applied to this factor are provided in Table
8. Where aggregated family level data were used in the Vulnerability Model, biogeographical
population size scores were assigned on a precautionary basis, according to the species within each
group with the smallest population size.
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Protected species status:

Whilst the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (WCA) prohibits the

intentional killing, injuring or taking of any wild bird, some of the diving seabirds included in the
Vulnerability Model are afforded varying levels of additional protection through European and UK
environmental legislation. The Vulnerability Model assumes that the significance of any impacts would
be greatest for those species afforded the greatest levels of protection. Those bird species listed in
Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 are afforded additional protection at, on or near
an ‘active’ nest and for dependent young. Species listed under Section 42 of the Natural Environment
and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006 as Species of Principal Importance for Conservation of
Biological Diversity in Wales are additionally protected through the NERC Act ‘general biodiversity
duty’, whereby every public authority must, in exercising its functions, have regard to the purpose of
conserving biodiversity.

Species listed in Appendix III of the Convention on the Conservation of

European Wildlife and Natural Habitats 1982 (the ‘Bern Convention’) are afforded protection from
deliberate damage or disturbance, while species listed in Appendices I and II of the Convention on the
Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals (the ‘Bonn Convention’) are conserved throughout
their range (though note that the Bern and Bonn Conventions are predominantly implemented through
the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 in the UK).

Details of the scoring system applied to the

Protected Species factor are provided in Table 8. Where aggregated family level data were used in
the Vulnerability Model, protected species were assigned on a precautionary basis, according to the
species within each group with the greatest level of protection.
Protected sites: Within Welsh waters and around the Welsh coastline, a number of Special Protection
Areas (SPA) and Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) are designated or notified for their
importance with respect to populations of seabirds which they support (Table 10). For further details
on protected sites and features in Wales, see information provided on the Countryside Council for
Wales’ website (http://www.ccw.gov.uk/landscape--wildlife/protecting-our-landscape/protected-sitesmap.aspx). Given the legal protection afforded to the designated and notified features of protected
sites, the Vulnerability Model assumes that the significance of any impacts on those seabird
populations which are features of SPAs or SSSIs would be high.
Table 10: Diving seabird species listed as features of protected sites in Wales, for use in calculating
Protected Site Scores for grid cells for incorporation into the CCW diving seabird Vulnerability Model.
Note that only those diving seabird species included in the Vulnerability Model, for which density data
are available are detailed.
Species

Protected Site

Common scoter (Melanitta nigra)

Liverpool Bay SPA (wintering)
Carmarthen Bay SPA (wintering)

Red-breasted merganser (Mergus
serrator)

Traeth Lafan SSSI (wintering)

Red throated diver (Gavia stellata)

Liverpool Bay SPA (wintering)

Divers*

Red throated diver Liverpool Bay SPA (wintering)
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Species

Protected Site

Grebes*

Great crested grebe Lavan Sands & Conwy Bay SPA
(wintering)
Great crested grebe Traeth Lafan SSSI (wintering)
Great crested grebe Dee Estuary SSSI (wintering)
Little grebe Milford Haven Waterway SSSI (wintering)

Manx shearwater (Puffinus puffinus)

Aberdaron Coast & Bardsey SPA (breeding)
Skomer & Skokholm SPA (breeding)
Ynys Enlli SSSI (breeding)
Skomer Island & Middleholm SSSI (breeding)
Skokholm SSSI (breeding)
Skomer Island & Middleholm SSSI (breeding)

Storm petrel (Hydrobates pelagicus)

Skomer & Skokholm SPA (breeding)
Skokholm SSSI (breeding)
Skomer Island & Middleholm SSSI (breeding)

Northern gannet (Morus bassanus)

Grassholm SPA (breeding)
Grassholm SSSI (breeding)

Great cormorant (Phalacrocorax
carbo)

Puffin Island SPA (breeding)
Puffin Island SSSI (breeding)
Arfordir Gogleddol Penmon SSSI (breeding)
Newborough Warren SSSI (breeding)
Little Orme's Head SSSI (breeding)
Creigiau Pen y Graig SSSI (breeding)
St Margaret's Island SSSI (breeding)
Craig yr Aderyn (Bird's Rock) SSSI (breeding)
Gwylan Islands SSSI (breeding)
Dee Estuary SSSI (wintering)
Gronant dunes Talacre Warren SSSI (wintering)

Shags and cormorants*

Great cormorant Dee Estuary SSSI (wintering)
Great cormorant Gronant dunes Talacre Warren SSSI
(wintering)

Sandwich tern (Sterna
sandvicensis)

Dee Estuary SPA (passage)
Ynys Feurig, Cemlyn & Skerries SPA (breeding)
Dee Estuary SSSI (non breeding / passage)
Cemlyn Bay SSSI (breeding)

Commic tern* (Sterna hirundo /
Sterna paradisaea)

Common tern Dee Estuary SPA (breeding)
Common tern Ynys Feurig, Cemlyn & Skerries SPA
(breeding)
Common tern Dee Estuary SSSI (breeding)
Common tern Shotton lagoons & reed beds SSSI (breeding)
Common tern The Skerries SSSI (breeding)
Common tern Ynys Feurig SSSI (breeding)
Common tern Cemlyn Bay SSSI (breeding)
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Species

Protected Site

Terns*

Common tern Dee Estuary SPA (breeding)
Sandwich tern Ynys Feurig, Cemlyn & Skerries SPA
(breeding)
Common tern Dee Estuary SSSI (breeding)
Common tern Shotton lagoons & reed beds SSSI (breeding)
Common tern The Skerries SSSI (breeding)
Common tern Ynys Feurig SSSI (breeding)
Sandwich tern Cemlyn Bay SSSI (breeding)

Common guillemot (Uria aalge)

Skomer & Skokholm SPA (breeding)
Skokholm SSSI (breeding)
Skomer Island & Middleholm SSSI (breeding)
Castlemartin Cliffs and Dunes SSSI (breeding)
Great Orme's Head SSSI (breeding)
Gower Coast SSSI (breeding)
Carreg y Llam SSSI (breeding)

Razorbill (Alca torda)

Skomer & Skokholm SPA (breeding)
Skokholm SSSI (breeding)
Skomer Island & Middleholm SSSI (breeding)
Great Orme's Head SSSI (breeding)
Gower Coast SSSI (breeding)

Atlantic puffin (Fratercula arctica)

Skomer & Skokholm SPA (breeding)
Skokholm SSSI (breeding)
Skomer Island & Middleholm SSSI (breeding)
Gwylan Islands SSSI (breeding)

Auks*

Puffin Gwylan Islands SSSI (breeding)
Common Guillemot Skomer & Skokholm SPA (breeding)
Common Guillemot Skokholm SSSI (breeding)
Common Guillemot Skomer Island & Middleholm SSSI
(breeding)
Common Guillemot Castlemartin Cliffs and Dunes SSSI
(breeding)
Common Guillemot Great Orme's Head SSSI (breeding)
Common Guillemot Gower Coast SSSI (breeding)
Common Guillemot Carreg y Llam SSSI (breeding)
* Where sightings records are provided at an aggregated taxonomic level (divers, grebes, commic
terns, shags & cormorants and auks), for the purposes of calculating the Protected Site Score for
each grid cell, records are assumed to be the species shown in italics for each site. In each case, the
species feature with the most precautionary foraging radii values has been used.
Seabirds are mobile species, some of them, such as Manx shearwater and northern gannet ranging
over considerable distances. The diving seabird Vulnerability Model assumes that populations within
protected sites also utilise the surrounding waters outside site boundaries (e.g. for foraging), resulting
in a ‘zone of influence’. For each seabird species included in the model, its ‘zone of influence’ was
based on information published by the RSPB and Birdlife International (RSPB & Birdlife International,
2010), as detailed in Table 11.
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Table 11: Mean, Mean Maximum and Maximum Foraging Radius (FR) values for each of the diving
seabird species (and higher taxonomic groups) incorporated in the CCW diving bird Vulnerability
Model.
Species
Common scoter (Melanitta nigra)

Mean FR (km)

Mean Max FR (km)

Max FR
(km)
Wintering feature only, so foraging radii not applicable

Red-breasted merganser (Mergus
serrator)

Wintering feature only, so foraging radii not applicable

Red throated diver (Gavia stellata)

Wintering feature only, so foraging radii not applicable

Divers

Wintering feature only, so foraging radii not applicable

Grebes

Wintering feature only, so foraging radii not applicable

Manx shearwater (Puffinus puffinus)

171.7

196.46

400

Storm petrel* (Hydrobates pelagicus)

171.7

196.46

400

Northern gannet (Morus bassanus)

140.09

308.36

640

Great cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo)

8.46

31.67

50

Shags & cormorants

FR values for great cormorant

Sandwich tern (Sterna sandvicensis)

14.7

42.3

70

Common tern** (Sterna hirundo)

8.67

33.81
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Arctic tern** (Sterna paradisaea)

11.75

12.24

20.6

Commic tern

FR values for common tern

Terns

FR values for sandwich or common tern, depending
on location (see Table 10 for information on protected
sites)

Common guillemot (Uria aalge)

24.49

60.61

200

Razorbill (Alca torda)

10.27

31

51

Atlantic puffin (Fratercula arctica)

30.35

62.2

200

FR values for guillemot or puffin, depending on
location (see Table 10)
* Storm petrel can commute over large areas to reach discrete habitats (e.g. frontal systems and
Auks

stratified water) at greater ranges than many other seabirds (Ratcliffe et al., 2000). Radii around
colonies would therefore incorporate a huge amount of sea that birds seldom use, so foraging radii for
such wide ranging species should be used with care. A moderately precautionary approach was
therefore taken and foraging radii figures for Manx shearwater applied to storm petrel, since these two
species exhibit similar foraging behaviours (Ratcliffe et al., 2000).
** Common and Arctic tern were not included at a species level in the Vulnerability Model, since it is
virtually impossible to distinguish these two species in the field (Carter et al., 1994), but foraging radii
are provided to inform the assessment of ‘Terns’ and ‘Commic tern’ in the Vulnerability Model.
A GIS model was used to assign scores for each species, for each grid cell, according to its proximity
to protected sites for which the species is a listed feature, as detailed in Table 10 and based on the
foraging radii detailed in Table 11. Details of the scoring system for this factor are provided in Table
12. Where cells are within the foraging range of more than one colony for each species, the highest
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score was applied (i.e. overlapping foraging radii do not have an additive effect on the Protected Sites
Score).
Table 12: Scoring system for diving seabird features of protected sites (Special Protection Areas
(SPA) and Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)) for incorporation into the diving bird Vulnerability
Model.
Feature

SPA

SSSI

Breeding diving
seabird species

5: Cell is within SPA boundary
(includes intersecting cells).

4: Cell is within SSSI boundary
(includes intersecting cells).

4: Cell is within mean FR of SPA
(includes cells where the centroid
intersects the FR).

3: Cell is within mean FR of SSSI
(includes cells where the centroid
intersects the FR).

3: Cell is within mean maximum FR
of SPA (includes cells where the
centroid intersects the FR).

2: Cell is within mean maximum FR
of SSSI (includes cells where the
centroid intersects the FR).

2: Cell is within maximum FR of SPA
(includes cells where the centroid
intersects the FR).

1: All other cells.

1: All other cells.
Passage diving
seabird species*

Wintering diving
seabird species**

5: Cell is within SPA boundary
(includes intersecting cells).

4: Cell is within SSSI boundary
(includes intersecting cells).

4: Cell is within mean FR of SPA
(includes cells where the centroid
intersects the FR).

3: Cell is within mean FR of SSSI
(includes cells where the centroid
intersects the FR).

5: All cells within the SPA boundary
(includes intersecting cells).

4: All cells within the SSSI boundary
(includes intersecting cells).

* The diving bird Vulnerability Model assumes that ‘passage’ species features are largely present
within the protected sites, with some foraging outside the site boundary likely, so a buffer based on
the species mean foraging radius has been applied.
** The model assumes that the majority of ‘wintering’ species features are present within the
protected sites and so no buffer around the site has been applied.
4.3.2.2 The diving seabird Vulnerability Model
Each of the factors detailed above were combined to calculate Wales-wide Vulnerability Scores for
diving seabirds, using the formula detailed in Box 5.
4.3.3 Diving seabird vulnerability evidence layers and maps
Vulnerability Scores resulting from the model provide an indication of the relative vulnerability of
diving seabirds to impacts from tidal stream devices throughout Welsh waters, taking account of
potential collisions or disturbance effects, along with an indication of the likely conservation
significance of any such interactions. Whilst the predominant output from this work is this composite
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diving seabird vulnerability evidence layer, as illustrated in Part V, Vulnerability Scores for individual
species have been calculated, using the methods detailed in Box 5.
Box 5: Vulnerability Model formula for diving seabirds.
Diving seabirds
Vulnerability Score =
ΣIndividual diving bird species/family {Ln (Sightings rate +1)/ cell area x DDS x SI X PSS}
Where;
DDS (Diving Depth Score) = Foraging depth/Average grid cell depth
Up to a maximum value of 1 (i.e. where the grid cell is entirely within the depth range of the species
and;
SI (Sensitivity Index) = [Survival rate Score + Habitat flexibility Score + BOCC status Score +
Population size Score + Protected species Score]
and;
PSS (Protected Site Score) = A score allocated to each 3km2 grid cell, according to its proximity to
protected sites (Special Protection PA or SSSI) with diving bird species features, as determined by
the foraging radii of the species (detailed in Tables 8 to 10).

Figure 16 shows a map illustrating the relative vulnerability of diving seabirds in Welsh waters to
impacts from tidal stream devices produced using this interpreted evidence layer. A full sized map is
provided in Appendix I.

A metadata sheet for the diving seabird vulnerability evidence layer is

provided in Appendix III.

Figure
16:
Relative
vulnerability
of
diving
seabirds in Welsh waters to
impacts from tidal stream
devices.
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4.3.4 Limitations of diving seabird vulnerability evidence layer
Data limitations for the seabird distribution baseline evidence layers detailed in Section 3.2.3 also
apply to the diving seabird vulnerability layers, since the distributional data are an important
component of the diving seabird Vulnerability Model.
It is important to note that the diving seabird vulnerability evidence layer does not provide an
empirical measure of the probability of potentially negative interactions between tidal devices and
diving seabirds. It provides a relative indication of the vulnerability of diving seabirds, taking account
of potential collision or disturbance effects, along with an indication of the likely conservation
significance of any such interactions around Wales. It is also important to note that the formula used
in the diving seabird Vulnerability Model results in high scores in areas with an average depth of less
than 10m. Whilst it is unlikely that tidal stream devices will be placed in such shallow waters, the
spatial evidence layers do not exclude areas on the basis of unsuitability for development. These
areas have been retained, but care should be taken in interpreting the vulnerability evidence layers for
such areas.
Whilst additional factors might have been included to further refine the diving seabird Vulnerability
Models, it was decided to only include those factors for which;
•

Robust data are available, in which there is a reasonable degree of confidence;

•

There is a reasonable degree of certainty of their likely influence on the overall level of risk of
impact, or vulnerability.

Factors about which there is limited knowledge or available data, such as rates of immigration and
emigration from populations, functional use of areas and site fidelity have not been explicitly included
in the models. In addition, the underwater diving behaviour or anticipated behavioural responses of
diving seabirds to marine renewable devices, such as avoidance or evasion, have been specifically
excluded from the Vulnerability Model. Very little is known about the likely behavioural responses of
diving seabirds to underwater devices and to date, data on actual interactions are not available. As
observations of interactions and understanding increase, it may be possible to refine the Vulnerability
Model.
It should also be noted that different methodologies have been used and different factors incorporated
into the diving bird and mammal Vulnerability Models, so the Vulnerability Scores are not comparable.
4.4 Sensitivity of Wales’ local coastal landscapes and seascapes to tidal stream devices
4.4.1 Overview of local coastal landscape and seascape sensitivity evidence layer
Evidence layers have been produced for the sensitivity of Wales’ local coastal landscapes and
1
seascapes to tidal stream devices, focussing on key areas of tidal stream resource , namely North

1

A tidal current speed of 1.5m/s and above is considered a precautionary minimum energy requirement for tidal
stream devices (RPS (2011d). The UK Marine Renewable Atlas (ABPmer, 2008) was used to identify
corresponding areas of resource in Welsh inshore waters.
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West Anglesey, the Llŷn Peninsula, Pembrokeshire and Glamorgan. This work complements and
builds on work published in 2008 which characterised the seascape of Wales at a broad, regional
scale and included an overview of the sensitivities of the 50 Welsh regional seascapes to tidal stream
developments (Briggs and White, 2008). The regional scale assessment (see Figure 17) represents
the most detailed comprehensive national seascape assessment to date, whilst this focussed, localscale work provides additional detail and spatial breakdown for the four main areas of tidal stream
resource in Wales.

Figure 17: Sensitivity of the
Regional seascapes of Wales
to

emergent

tidal

stream

technologies.

4.4.2 Methodology for local coastal landscape and seascape sensitivity evidence layer
A brief summary is provided here on the methodology used to assess local coastal landscapes and
seascapes of Wales to tidal stream devices. For a fuller description see LUC (2011).
4.4.2.1 Coastal landscape and seascape sensitivity study area
This study focussed on areas of Wales where the tidal stream resource exceeds 1.5m/s (North West
Anglesey, the Llŷn Peninsula, Pembrokeshire and Glamorgan coastline). Within each of these local
study areas the coastline was subdivided laterally to distinguish between one section of coastline and
another. Divisions were based on changes in coastal orientation and character, and enabled an
assessment of the variations in sensitivity between sections of coastline at finer resolution than was
possible at a regional scale.
The regional and local seascape studies are primarily concerned with coastal landscape sensitivity,
and in particular, the settings of such coastal areas, rather than with the sensitivity of the character of
the marine environment itself. As such the seaward extent of the study areas has been defined
according to distance from the coastline. For the regional scale study, a simple 0-24km land to sea
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distance was adopted, the rationale for which is provided in an Appendix to Briggs and White (2008).
For this ‘local scale’ study, a provisional 0-5km zone has been adopted and mapped, with further
distances assessed reflecting the reducing visual sensitivity with increasing distance between
receptor and development. These additional distances are 5-10km, 10-15km and > 15km. This
assumes that visual receptors are normally on land, however other locations (both land and sea) have
also been taken into account where receptor locations can be identified (e.g. from ferry routes).

Figure 18: The Gower Coast and Skomer Island, Pembrokeshire; two of the areas included in the
local coastal landscape sensitivity assessment. Gower©John Briggs; Skomer©Richard Kelly/CCW.
4.4.2.2 Generic tidal stream device type
To ensure consistency in assessment methodology across local seascape units, the sensitivity
assessment was based on a generic tidal stream device, comprised of a twin rotor device mounted on
a monopile foundation with an emergent tower section to allow for on-site maintenance of the moving
parts, which can be raised and lowered above the water.
Generic device attributes, as detailed in Table 13, were established according to knowledge of
existing emergent technologies, such as the SeaGen device in Strangford Lough, Northern Ireland,
recommendations from the International Association of Lighthouse Authorities on the marking of manmade offshore structures (IALA, 2008) and expert judgement about likely ‘worst case scenarios’ in
terms of visual impacts.
Table 13: Attributes of the ‘generic’ device type used in the local seascape sensitivity assessment.
Attribute

Specification

Tower height*

10m above high water level. For GIS modelling purposes, the tidal
range has been taken into account in order to model the Zones of
Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) for mean sea level. This means that the
total height of the device above mean sea level will be 10m plus half
the tidal range.

Distance between towers

60m
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Attribute

Specification

Night Lighting**

Lighting should have a nominal range of at least 5 nautical miles

Colour of towers**

Yellow

Examples of size of

A 100 device array arranged in a 10 x 10 pattern with 60m spacing

development site footprints

between devices extends to 30 hectares in size. A seven device array
in a linear configuration with 60m spacing extends to almost 500m.

Water depths

Minimum water depth of 10m

Tidal range

10m tidal range for all except South Wales which is 14m (this takes
account of local tidal range variations)

* Based on Marine Current Turbine’s SeaGen device
** See IALA (2008)
4.4.2.3 The seascape sensitivity assessment
The sensitivity assessment followed current guidance and best practice on seascape assessment (Hill
et al, 2001; Briggs and White, 2008). Sensitivity was assessed according to the relative extent to
which attributes of the following four factors are likely to be susceptible to change from tidal stream
device deployment;
•

Seascape character

•

Landscape character

•

Views and visual amenity

•

Landscape values

The attributes of these four component factors which were included in the sensitivity assessment are
detailed in Table 14.
Table 14: Attributes of the four component factors used to assess overall sensitivity of local coastal
landscapes to tidal stream devices.
Attributes of
sensitivity
factors

Attributes indicating lower
sensitivity to tidal stream
development

Attributes indicating higher
sensitivity to tidal stream
development

Open sea (expansive large
scale)

Offshore reefs and islands,
narrow sounds or ‘races’,
enclosed bays

Long, sweeping and simple,
regular coastlines

Complex, indented and intimate
coastlines

Absence of landmark features

Presence of landmark features

Seascape character
Scale
Pattern and
complexity
Activity and
movement
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Attributes of
sensitivity
factors

Attributes indicating lower
sensitivity to tidal stream
development

Attributes indicating higher
sensitivity to tidal stream
development

Sense of
remoteness and
wildness

(natural / cultural)

(natural / cultural) and
contribution of seascape to their
setting

Existing marine-based activity
and movement (e.g. harbours,
marinas, ferries, fishing boats &
aquaculture). Perception as
‘busy’, sense of movement

Absence of existing marinebased activity / development.
Strong sense of wildness /
remoteness, for example
associated with uninhabited
islands

Presence of existing markers,
buoys, navigation aids, etc.

Simple uncluttered water
surface, contributing to
perception / experience of
remoteness

Low tidal reach, with area
perceived as ‘open sea’

Extensive tidal reach
emphasising dynamic character
of the seascape, and natural
patterns of water and intertidal
areas

Waviness – high rolling waves
will limit visibility of surface
structures

A flatter calmer sea will mean
that surface structures are more
visible

Landscape character
Extent of existing
human activity /
development

Well developed coastal edge
(settlement / industry, etc.)

Absence of coastal development

Sense of place /
cohesive character

Sea and coast not strongly
related to settlement

Sea and coast forming the
setting / backdrop to settlement

Sense of
remoteness /
wildness and
tranquillity

Low-lying relief backing the
shore (landform reduces
relationship between land and
sea)

Steep topography rising up from
the shore (creating elevated
views and greater relationship
between land and sea)

Fragmented landscapes with
diluted visual unity and weak
sense of place with limited
seascape influence

Strong landscape unity /
character / sense of place with
strong seascape influence

Evidence of modern human
interaction (e.g. intensive land
management). Low coverage of
semi-natural habitats

Landscape dominated by natural
processes, e.g. high coverage of
native woodland, semi-natural
vegetation (‘wildness’)

High levels of access, not
perceived as remote or tranquil

Lack of access and strong sense
of ‘remoteness’, ‘tranquillity’,
‘dark night skies’
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Attributes of
sensitivity
factors

Attributes indicating lower
sensitivity to tidal stream
development

Attributes indicating higher
sensitivity to tidal stream
development

Views and visual amenity
Important / key
views

Inaccessible / low levels of
coastal access (therefore fewer
opportunities for viewing the
area*)

Good access e.g. open access,
national trails (with many
opportunities for viewing the
area*)

Area not viewed from residential
areas

Area viewed from residential
areas

Enclosed / short-ranging views

Elevated viewpoints & panoramas

Area not visible from popular /
significant viewpoints and / or
recreational facilities onshore

Area visible from popular &
significant viewpoints &/or
recreational facilities onshore

Area not visible by users of the
sea (recreational, watersports /
boating areas, key sea routes)

Area in view of users of the sea
(recreational watersports /
boating areas, key sea routes)

Landscape values
Designated
Absence of designated
landscapes with
landscapes / sites within ZTV or
special qualities
presence of designated
associated with
landscape / sites for which a
coastal / seascape
coastal backdrop / seascape
views (National
view is not integral to special
Park, AONB,
qualities / purpose of designation
Heritage Coast,
Landscapes of
Historic Interest)
* ‘Area’ means the potential site(s) of tidal stream development

Presence of designated
landscapes / sites for which a
coastal backdrop / seascape
view is integral to special
qualities / purpose of designation

Using the attributes detailed above, a judgement was made on the sensitivity level of each of the four
sensitivity factors, for each of the four areas within the study, and for each of the distance ranges from
the coastline 0-5km, 5-10km, 10-15km and > 15km. Sensitivity levels were calibrated as detailed in
Table 15. Detailed assessment tables for each of the local units are provided in Appendix II.
Table 15: Rationale for sensitivity levels for each of the coastal landscape sensitivity factors.
Sensitivity level

Rationale

High

The factor attributes are highly vulnerable to change from tidal stream
development. Such development would result in a significant adverse change
in character / quality / views and visual amenity.
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Sensitivity level

Rationale

Moderate

Some of the factor attributes are vulnerable to change from tidal stream
development. Although the landscape may have some ability to absorb some
development, it is likely to cause some adverse change to character / quality /
views and visual amenity. Care would be needed in designing and locating
developments to avoid significant adverse change.

Low

The factor attributes are robust and would not be adversely affected by tidal
stream developments. The area is likely to be able to accommodate
development without a significant change in character / quality / views and
visual amenity. Care would still be needed in designing and locating
developments to ensure adverse change is avoided.

Maps illustrating the results of the assessments for each of the four component sensitivity factors are
provided in Figure 19 to assist with interpretation of the overall sensitivity evidence layers. Each
component factor represents a distinct and different concept of the sensitivity assessment.
The four sensitivity factors were combined to provide an indication of overall sensitivity of coastal
landscapes and seascapes to tidal stream devices.

An assessment was undertaken for overall

sensitivity to tidal stream arrays within the local scale area concerned. The assessment was repeated
for very small scale or time-limited ‘demonstration’ devices.
This sensitivity assessment was based on qualitative information and expert judgement, rather than
quantitative data and algorithms.

It is established good practice in landscape and seascape

assessments to avoid mechanistic approaches as far as possible when acquiring or combining
qualitative data (e.g. Hill et al., 2001; Briggs and White, 2008).

The results of the sensitivity

assessment must be both reasoned and reasonable in landscape and seascape terms.

This was

achieved in this assessment process by ensuring that all data and information were managed in a
value-neutral way and that the later stages of assessment, using expert judgement, were done in a
consistent way according to a common set of criteria, using defined factors and attributes. Crucially,
the judgement of overall sensitivity level has allowed the assessor to place weight on one or more of
the component sensitivity factors on a case-by-case basis, to reflect the local circumstances, and to
provide reasoning to judgements.
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Figure 19: Sensitivity of the four coastal landscape sensitivity factors to tidal stream devices
(clockwise from top left; seascape character, landscape character, landscape values and views and
visual amenity).
4.4.3 Local coastal landscape and seascape sensitivity evidence layers and maps
Figures 20 and 21 show maps illustrating the sensitivity of local coastal landscapes and seascapes to
tidal stream devices produced using this interpreted evidence layer. Figure 20 shows the sensitivity
of local coastal landscapes and seascapes to arrays of tidal stream devices, whilst Figure 21 shows
the sensitivity to small-scale, time-limited trial tidal stream device deployments. These two maps
represent extremes of development scale and it is important to note in interpreting them, that the
scale of development will have a significant effect on visual impacts. Figure 21 has been produced to
illustrate the sensitivity of coastal landscapes and seascapes to a very minor level of development,
such as one or two devices, only temporarily deployed for a restricted period of time. This map
should be used with extreme caution, to avoid an underestimation of the likely level of sensitivity.
Should a single evidence layer be required to represent overall sensitivity to visual impacts, then the
output from the commercial-scale development scenario (Figure 20) should be used, in line with a
precautionary approach.
Full sized maps are provided in Appendix I. A metadata sheet for the local coastal landscapes and
seascapes sensitivity evidence layer is provided in Appendix III.
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Figure 20: Sensitivity of the local coastal landscapes and seascapes of Wales to tidal stream arrays.

Figure 21: Sensitivity of the local coastal landscapes and seascapes of Wales to small-scale, timelimited tidal stream device deployments.
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It should be noted that the coastal landscape and seascape sensitivity assessment was undertaken
for areas up to and exceeding 15km from the coast. However, there is considerable overlap between
areas which are greater than 5km from the coast, which results in presentational difficulties when
producing maps. The underlying evidence layer includes the full sensitivity assessment for all areas
up to and exceeding 15km from the coast, but for simplicity of presentation the zones further offshore
(> 5km) have not been included in these maps.
4.4.4 Limitations of local coastal landscape and seascape sensitivity evidence layer
This study did not consider the potential effects of land-based infrastructure associated with tidal
stream devices, since it was concerned primarily with the potential visual effects of devices
themselves. There are likely to be a number of different potential options and locations for landbased infrastructure associated with devices, such that including their visual effects within the scope
of this study was not possible.
This study did not consider underwater aspects of seascape, since it was primarily concerned with the
potential visual effects on coastal landscapes from tidal stream devices. The sensitivity assessment
followed current guidance and best practice on seascape assessment (Hill et al, 2001; Briggs and
White, 2008). However, the assessment and resulting evidence layer may be modified and refined in
the future, if a methodology and spatial framework for assessing underwater seascape character are
developed (e.g. NE & CCW, 2011).
Combining the sensitivities of the four component factors (seascape character, landscape character,
views and visual amenity, landscape values) into one overall assessment potentially masks the
subtleties of the individual factors. Each represents a distinct and different concept of the sensitivity
assessment. It is important when interpreting the overall sensitivity evidence layer (particularly for
use in decision-making) to refer back to the assessment for the four sensitivity factors for context.
The coastal landscape and seascape sensitivity evidence layer and maps are indicative only. They
not only combine the four sensitivity factors, but they also consider the degree of change from two
particular development scenarios. These scenarios represent two ‘extremes’ of development (i.e.
large, commercial scale and small, time-limited demonstration scale).

Different development

scenarios would result in different overall assessments. Should a single evidence layer be required to
represent overall sensitivity, then the output from the large, commercial-scale development scenario
should be used, in line with a precautionary approach.
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PART III: APPLICATION OF THE EVIDENCE LAYERS AND NEXT STEPS
1. Application of the natural heritage evidence layers
The natural heritage evidence GIS layers developed as part of this study support strategic planning
processes for marine renewable energy by summarising the potential risks to those Welsh natural
heritage resources most likely to be affected.

Producing maps that summarise spatial evidence

facilitates a risk-based approach to identifying potential areas for the sustainable development of
marine renewable technologies by helping to identify areas where the relative risk of impacts on
natural heritage is likely to be lower. Whilst the evidence is intended to inform strategic planning
processes at a broad-scale and is not a substitute for the assessment that will be required for
individual projects, it may also serve to reduce the uncertainties faced by developers in obtaining
consent for projects.
The ‘baseline’ evidence layers produced highlight the breadth of natural heritage interests that need
to be taken into account in strategic planning processes. The interpreted evidence layers provide an
assessment of the risks of impacts, or vulnerability of, key natural heritage resources from the
development of the marine renewable energy sector in Wales and so communicate relative levels of
environmental risk.

Together, the evidence layers represent the key evidence on Welsh natural

heritage interests that CCW believes should be taken into account by any strategic planning
processes or searches for suitable locations for marine renewable devices in Wales (based on the
information available to date).
It is anticipated that these evidence layers will support future strategic searches for appropriate
locations for the sustainable deployment of marine renewable technologies around Wales. They have
been incorporated into the Welsh Government’s Marine Renewable Energy Strategic Framework
(MRESF) published in March 2011 (RPS, 2011d) and will also form part of CCW’s contribution to the
development of the UK Marine Energy Programme, being coordinated Department of Energy and
Climate Change. It is also anticipated that the evidence layers might be integrated into the Crown
Estate’s Marine Resource System (MaRS), a decision-support tool which interrogates third party data
sets using GIS technology to assess options for the management and development of their marine
estate. The outputs from this work will also form part of CCW’s evidence to inform a wider system of
spatial planning for the marine environment that will be introduced as part of the implementation of the
Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009.
CCW are working to ensure that the right marine renewable technologies are deployed in the right
places and recognise that some technologies might be more environmentally benign than others
(CCW, 2008). These evidence layers will help to determine which areas in Welsh waters might be
suitable or unsuitable for different marine renewable energy technology types, to facilitate the
sustainable development of Wales’ tidal stream energy resource.
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2. Next steps
2.1 Refinement of existing evidence layers
All mapping work is reliant upon robust data.

Our understanding of natural heritage resource

distribution can be described as relatively good for Wales, compared to other parts of the UK. In
particular, the Wales-wide Phase 1 intertidal survey, HABMAP, the collated marine mammal and
seabird distribution data are significant pieces of evidence that do not exist at the UK level. However,
our understanding of the distribution and ecology of species and habitats is far from complete and
there is the risk that production of the ‘baseline’ evidence layers and maps gives a false impression of
complete data coverage.
In producing the ‘interpreted’ evidence layers, assumptions have been made about the environmental
receptors, or their sensitivity and vulnerability to impacts from tidal turbines. The sensitivity and
vulnerability assessments are based on current understanding, which in many cases is limited, given
the lack of available information based on in situ observations of the environmental effects of marine
renewable devices. To maximise the confidence in the interpreted evidence layers, factors were only
included in the assessments where robust data were available and for which there was a reasonable
degree of certainty of their likely influence on the overall level of risk of impact.
Because of the importance of the work, robust quality control procedures have been applied to the
evidence layers, to ensure robust end products.

Each of the evidence layers has undergone a

process of internal review within CCW. We also recognise the importance of proactively engaging
with CCW’s partners to ensure that the product is understood and fit-for-purpose. For this reason, the
evidence layers will be kept under a process of constant review and refinement as additional
information becomes available and as our understanding for the environmental impacts of marine
renewable devices improves.
2.2 Additional evidence layers required
The priority evidence requirements identified at the outset of this project (Part II, Section 1.3) related
to mobile species (marine mammals, diving seabirds and fish), sensitive seabed and coastal habitats
and species and ‘local’ coastal landscape sensitivities to marine renewable technologies. This project
has produced some key evidence layers relating to these natural heritage interests. However, some
of these priority natural heritage interests have not been addressed through this project, either due to
time constraints, or lack of available data.

Additional work will be required to produce targeted

evidence layers to address these gaps, as detailed in Table 16.
Table 16: Key evidence gaps relating to natural heritage interests considered sensitive to impacts
from marine renewable energy devices.
Natural heritage interest

Rationale for the need for evidence layers

Distribution of species and

Evidence layer would help ensure that the requirements of the

habitats of Principal Importance

(Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (2006) are
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Natural heritage interest

Rationale for the need for evidence layers

for Conservation of Biological

adhered to within strategic planning processes.

Diversity in Wales
Fish distribution in Welsh waters

Fish are considered to be potentially sensitive to impacts from
marine renewable devices, either through direct collision, or
disturbance / displacement. This baseline evidence layer would
help ensure that areas around Wales which are particularly
important for fish could be considered within strategic planning
processes. Data on fish distribution is widely recognised as a key
information gap across the UK. Seely et al. (2011) provides a
comprehensive review of available data and work required to
produce robust evidence layers.

Vulnerability of fish to impacts

Evidence layer would provide a relative indication of the areas in

from tidal stream devices

Welsh waters where fish are more likely to be vulnerable to
impacts from tidal stream devices, taking account of aggregation
effects, potential collisions or disturbance effects, along with an
indication of the likely conservation significance of any such
interactions.

Vulnerability of coastal habitats

Evidence layer would provide an indication of areas around the

to offshore energy regime

coastline of Wales where habitats and species might be most

changes

vulnerable to impacts from any changes in energy regime resulting
from large offshore arrays.

Coastal landscape sensitivity to

Evidence layer would provide an indication of the sensitivity of

impacts from wave energy

Wales’ coastal landscapes to impacts from any changes in energy

technologies

regime resulting from wave energy devices.
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PART V: APPENDICES
APPENDIX I: MAPS
Maps illustrating each of the evidence layers are provided as follows;
1. Distribution of marine mammals in Welsh waters
a. Long term sightings rates of bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) in Welsh waters.
b. Long term sightings rates of Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus) in Welsh waters.
c.

Long term sightings rates of short-beaked common dolphin (Delphinus delphis) in Welsh
waters.

d. Long term count rates of minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) in Welsh waters.
e. Long term count rates of harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) in Welsh waters.
f.

Long term sightings rates of grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) in Welsh waters.

2. Distribution of diving seabirds in Welsh waters
3. Habitat features of marine Special Areas of Conservation in Wales
a. Annex I habitat features of the Dee Estuary Special Area of Conservation.
b. Annex I habitat features of the Menai Strait and Conwy Bay Special Area of Conservation.
c.

Annex I habitat features of Pen Llŷn a’r Sarnau Special Area of Conservation. Maps 1 to 3 (i
to iii).

d. Annex I habitat features of Cardigan Bay Special Area of Conservation. Maps 1 to 3 (i to iii).
e. Annex I habitat features of Pembrokeshire Marine Special Area of Conservation. Maps 1 to
3 (i to iii).
f.

Annex I habitat features of Carmarthen Bay and Estuaries Special Area of Conservation.
Maps 1 to 3 (i to iii).

g. Annex I habitat features of the Severn Estuary Special Area of Conservation. Maps 1 to 3 (i
to iii).
4. Sensitivity of seabed habitats in Welsh waters to physical disturbance.
5. Relative vulnerability of cetaceans in Welsh waters to impacts from tidal stream devices.
6. Relative vulnerability of grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) in Welsh waters to impacts from tidal
stream devices.
7. Relative vulnerability of diving seabirds in Welsh waters to impacts from tidal stream devices.
8. Sensitivity of the coastal landscapes and seascapes of Wales to tidal stream devices*
a. Sensitivity of the coastal landscapes and seascapes of Wales to tidal stream arrays.
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b. Sensitivity of the coastal landscapes and seascapes of Wales to small scale, time-limited
tidal stream devices.
* Note that the coastal landscape and seascape sensitivity assessment was undertaken for areas up
to and exceeding 15km from the coast. However, the areas which are > 5km from the coast overlap,
which results in presentational difficulties when producing maps. The underlying evidence layer
includes the full sensitivity assessment for all areas up to and exceeding 15km from the coast, but for
simplicity of presentation the zones further offshore (> 5km) have not been included in these maps.
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Map 1a: Long term sightings rates of bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) in Welsh waters.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 1b: Long term sightings rates of Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus) in Welsh waters.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 1c: Long term sightings rates of short-beaked common dolphin (Delphinus delphis) in Welsh waters.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 1d: Long term count rates of minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) in Welsh waters.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 1e: Long term count rates of harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) in Welsh waters.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 1f: Long term sightings rates of grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) in Welsh waters.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 2: Distribution of diving seabirds in Welsh waters.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 3a: Annex I habitat features of the Dee Estuary Special Area of Conservation.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 3b: Annex I habitat features of the Menai Strait and Conwy Bay Special Area of Conservation.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 3c i: Annex I habitat features of Pen Llŷn a’r Sarnau SAC. (Map 1 of 3)

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 3c ii: Annex I habitat features of Pen Llŷn a’r Sarnau SAC. (Map 2 of 3)

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 3c iii: Annex I habitat features of Pen Llŷn a’r Sarnau SAC. (Map 3 of 3)

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 3d: Annex I habitat features of Cardigan Bay SAC.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 3e i: Annex I habitat features of Pembrokeshire Marine SAC. (Map 1 of 3)

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 3e ii: Annex I habitat features of Pembrokeshire Marine SAC. (Map 2 of 3)

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 3e iii: Annex I habitat features of Pembrokeshire Marine SAC. (Map 3 of 3)

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 3f: Annex I habitat features of Carmarthen Bay and Estuaries SAC.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 3g: Annex I habitat features of the Severn Estuary SAC.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 4: Sensitivity of seabed habitats in Welsh waters to physical disturbance.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 5: Relative vulnerability of cetaceans in Welsh waters to impacts from tidal stream devices.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 6: Relative vulnerability of grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) in Welsh waters to impacts from tidal
stream devices.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 7: Relative vulnerability of diving seabirds in Welsh waters to impacts from tidal stream devices.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 8a: Sensitivity of the local coastal landscapes and seascapes of Wales to tidal stream arrays.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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Map 8b: Sensitivity of the local coastal landscapes and seascapes of Wales to small scale, time-limited tidal stream devices.

Projection: British National Grid
Crown copyright reserved

OS base maps reproduced with permission of HMSO
CCW licence No. 100018813
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APPENDIX II: COASTAL LANDSCAPE AND SEASCAPE SENSITIVITY ASSESSMENT TABLES
Detailed assessment tables for the local seascape units are provided as follows;
1. North Anglesey local units: Seascape sub units A1 to A10
2. The Llŷn Peninsula local units: Seascape sub units L1 to L5
3. Pembrokeshire local units: Seascape sub units P1 to P11
4. Glamorgan (Severn) coastline local units: Seascape sub units S1 to S12
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT A1 - part of regional seascape unit 6 - Puffin Island to Point Lynas)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A medium scale indented rocky coast with sandy bays and offshore rocks
fronting an area of open sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge.

Pattern and complexity

A northeast facing, moderately exposed, fine grain rocky coastline of
medium size cliffs with two sandy bays, Lligwy Bay and Dulas Bay, and
the rocky islet of Ynys Dulas. The islet and headland at Ynys Moelfre lie
at the southern end of the coast and Point Lynas/Trwyn Eilian at the
northern end.

The sensitivity of the seascape
is judged to be high with its
complex coastline, offshore
islet, calm seas, relatively low
levels of human activity and
distinctive cultural associations
of Moelfre and Point Lynas
lighthouse.

Activity and movement

The sea is used for swimming from the two main beaches, occasional
yachting and jet skiing, especially in the summer. No ferry routes pass
through the sub-unit. Low waviness, being sheltered from the prevailing
south-westerly winds by Anglesey. Overfalls, tide rips and races are
sometimes visible on the sea surface near Point Lynas. Extensive
intertidal areas in Lligwy Bay and Dulas Bay and around the islet of Ynys
Dulas.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

A coastal area of sea with offshore rocks, of which Ynys Dulas carries a
navigation beacon. Lighthouse at Point Lynas.

Distinctiveness

The wrecking of the Royal Charter took place off Moelfre in 1859, as
recounted by Charles Dickens, and the Confederate raider Alabama
made its break for the open seas here. Traeth Dulas is associated with
the eighteenth century ‘Morisiaid Mon’, the Morris brothers –
cartographers, hydrographers, surveyors and poets. The lighthouse on
Trwyn Elian/Point Lynas is an important landmark and was the
background to paintings of many Liverpool ships. The islet of Ynys Dulas
and several smaller rocks lie within 1 km of this stretch of coast.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

Rocky coastline of medium size cliffs (25-50 m AOD) in the north and
sandy bays in the south (including the estuary of Traeth Dulas). Inland is
a dissected coastal plateau of undulating ridges, hills and valleys running
southwest to northeast with noticeable hills including Mynydd Eilian (177
m), Mynydd Bodafon (178 m)

Extent of existing human
activity/development

The landscape within the ZTV is rural, consisting mostly of pasture with
some semi-natural land, particularly along the coast. There are a few
coastal settlements, including Benllech, Moelfre and Dulas, all of which
have associated caravan parks, some quite large and poorly integrated
with the otherwise rural landscape. Inland, the pastoral landscape
contains small scattered settlements and further campsites and caravan
parks. There is occasional road access to the coast within the ZTV,
mostly at the coastal settlements, although the Anglesey Coastal Path
provides almost continuous access by foot.

The sensitivity of the landscape
is judged to be moderate. This
reflects the moderately
undeveloped and tranquil
nature of the coast and its
hinterland, moderately strong
sense of place, intermittent
road access to the coast and
patches of semi-natural habitat.
The presence of a large
number of caravan parks and
lack of dark skies indicate lower
sensitivity.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 25 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 44%
have an overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ (2) or ‘high’ (9).
Distinctive features of the ZTV include its rocky coast, popular
recreational beaches, the offshore islet of Ynys Dulas, headland and
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lighthouse at Point Lynas, coastal settlement of Moelfre and inland high
points of Mynydd Eilian and Mynydd Bodafon.
Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 3% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in the
darkest category.
Intrusion: 45% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are classified
as undisturbed.
Feeling of wildness are enhanced by some areas of semi-natural habitat,
notably coastal habitat along the coast (particularly backing Red Wharf
Bay, Lligwy Bay and Dulas Bay) whilst inland there are scattered areas of
woodland (especially on valley sides) and heathland (concentrated on
high points such as Mynydd Bodafon).

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 406 km2. The
sub-unit is potentially visible from 19% of this land area.

Important/key views

This sub-unit is potentially visible from most of the coast between the
northernmost point of Anglesey near Hell’s Mouth/Porth Cynfor to
Anglesey’s easternmost point at Trwyn Penmon and Puffin Island. The
entire length of this coast is accessible via the Anglesey Coastal Path.

In terms of views and visual
amenity, sensitivity to tidal
stream devices within this
seascape sub-unit is judged to
be high. This reflects the
presence within the ZTV of a
number of popular recreational
beaches, caravan parks,
coastal settlements, a pleasure
boat route to Puffin Island, the
Liverpool-Dublin ferry, the
Anglesey Coastal Path and a
number of inland highpoints.
Sensitivity is reduced by the
moderate levels of access to
the coast by road and the
sparsely settled nature of the
hinterland.

There are significant areas of Registered Common Land, Open Country
or other statutory access land potentially within view of this sub-unit,
including at Mynydd Bodafon, Traeth Dulas and Parys Mountain.
Views of this sub-unit would also be had from pleasure cruises to Puffin
Island and the Liverpool-Dublin ferry and the following 12 identified key
views:
- Traeth Lligwy
- Moelfre
- Point Lynas
- Bwrdd Arthur
- Dinas Gynfor hill fort
- Parys Mountain

- Mynydd Eilian
- Benllech beaches
- Amlwch
- Dulas Bay
- Mynydd Bodafon
- Trwyn Bychan

Sensitivity of receptors

The main receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to be
(mainly) summer visitors to the beaches of Traeth Lligwy, Traeth Bychan,
Benllech Sand, those engaged in water-based recreation in this area and
taking pleasure trips to Puffin Island, visitors to and residents of the
settlements of Benllech and Moelfre, those staying in the area’s many
caravan parks and campsites, walkers on the Anglesey Coastal Path plus
a small number of agricultural workers.

Number of receptors

Relatively high number of leisure visitors in summer; more limited number
off-season, particularly as the main road (A5025) does not follow the
coast and is not always in potential view of the sub-unit.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes with
special qualities associated
with coastal/seascape views

61% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Anglesey AONB while approximately 4 km of Heritage Coast designation
(North Anglesey Cost) falls within the sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to tidal stream
devices within this seascape
sub-unit is judged to be high.
This reflects the fact that the a
significant proportion of the
ZTV is part of an AONB,
approximately one third of the
sub-unit’s coast is Heritage
Coast and the ZTV also covers
part of Amlwch and Parys
Mountain Landscape of
Outstanding Historic Interest
which is strongly related to the
coastal town and port of
Amlwch.

Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within ZTV):
- Amlwch and Parys Mountain (Outstanding Historic Interest, 2 km2);
Penmon (Outstanding Historic Interest, 7 km2)
Parks & Gardens:
- Plas Gwyn

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of A1 is judged to be high to commercial schemes (not considered feasible in this sub-unit) and moderate to
demonstration schemes. This reflects its context as an undeveloped area of sea with moderate levels of activity and movement bordered
by a varied and culturally distinctive coastline. The landward area is moderately undeveloped and tranquil but has many sensitive
receptors and high landscape value. Demonstration schemes would need to be carefully located in relation to key features - headlands and
islands.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance offshore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5-10 km

Below tidal flow threshold

N/A

N/A

10-15 km

Below tidal flow threshold

N/A

N/A

> 15 km

Below tidal flow threshold

N/A

N/A
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT A2 - part of regional seascape unit 7 - Point Lynas to Carmel Head)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A medium to small scale indented rocky coast fronting an area of
open sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge.

Pattern and complexity

A north facing, moderately exposed rocky coastline of low to medium
size cliffs with several rocky coves and the distinctive headland of
Point Lynas at the eastern end.

Activity and movement

There is little recreational use of the sea but the Liverpool-Dublin
ferry route passes through the seaward margin of the sub-unit and a
designated pilot-boarding point in the sub-unit provides evidence of
commercial navigation along the North Wales coast. Low waviness,
being sheltered from the prevailing south-westerly winds by Anglesey
and very little intertidal area. Overfalls, tide rips and races are
sometimes visible on the sea surface near Point Lynas.

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be moderate, with the
complex coastline, calm seas,
relatively low levels of human activity
(although some ferry traffic), relative
remoteness (although some
navigation lights are present) and
presence of the landmark features of
Point Lynas and its lighthouse.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

An area of moderately exposed sea with a lighthouse at Point Lynas.

Distinctiveness

The lighthouse on Point Lynas is an important landmark and was the
background to paintings of many Liverpool ships. The well of Eilian,
saint of the nearby church is located on this craggy stretch of coast.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

Rocky coastline of low to medium size cliffs with several rocky coves
rising swiftly up to 50 m AOD inland. Point Lynas forms a definite
headland to the east. Inland, noticeable hills include Mynydd Eilian
(177 m) and Parys Mountain (147 m).

Extent of existing human
activity/development

The landscape within the ZTV is rural, consisting mostly of pasture
with some semi-natural land, particularly along the coast. There are
a few coastal settlements, including Amlwch, Bull Bay, Moelfre and
Dulas, and a number of caravan parks. Inland, the pastoral
landscape contains small scattered settlements and further
campsites and caravan parks. There is occasional road access to the
coast within the ZTV, mostly at the coastal settlements, although the
Anglesey Coastal Path provides almost continuous access by foot.

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be moderate. This reflects
the relatively undeveloped nature of
the coast and its hinterland,
moderately strong sense of place
(based on Landmap evaluations and
coastal features), intermittent road
access to the coast and patches of
semi-natural habitat. The presence
of a large number of caravan parks,
lack of dark skies and moderately low
tranquillity indicate lower sensitivity.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 21 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility,
52% have an overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ (2) or ‘high’ (9).
Distinctive features of the ZTV include its rocky coast, Traeth Lligwy
beach, the offshore islet of Ynys Dulas and East and Middle Mouse
rocks, headland and lighthouse at Point Lynas, Bull Bay, coastal
settlements of Amlwch and Moelfre and inland high points of Mynydd
Eilian, Parys Mountain and Mynydd Bodafon.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 6% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 35% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Feeling of wildness are enhanced by some areas of semi-natural
habitat, notably coastal habitat and heathland at the coast
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(particularly backing Red Wharf Bay, Lligwy Bay and Dulas Bay)
whilst inland there are scattered areas of heathland and rock
exposure (concentrated on high points such as Parys Mountain).
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities
2

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 273 km .
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 15% of this land area.

Important/key views

This sub-unit is potentially visible from most of the coast between the
northernmost point of Anglesey near Hell’s Mouth/Porth Cynfor to the
limit of the 15 km area of search at Red Wharf Bay. The entire length
of this coast is accessible via the Anglesey Coastal Path.
There are significant areas of Registered Common Land, Open
Country or other statutory access land potentially within view of this
sub-unit, including much of the coast between Hell’s Mouth and Point
Lynas and at Mynydd Bodafon, Rhos Lligwy, Mynydd y Garn and
Parys Mountain.
Views of this sub-unit would also be had from the Liverpool-Dublin
ferry and the following 13 identified key views:
- Traeth Lligwy
- Moelfre
- Point Lynas
- Dinas Gynfor hill fort
- Parys Mountain
- Mynydd Eilian

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices
within this seascape sub-unit is
judged to be high. This reflects the
presence within the ZTV of a number
of popular recreational beaches,
caravan parks, coastal settlements,
the Liverpool-Dublin ferry, the
Anglesey Coastal Path and a number
of inland highpoints. Sensitivity is
reduced by the small land area from
which the sub-unit is potentially
visible, moderate levels of access to
the coast by road and the sparsely
settled nature of the hinterland.

- Benllech beaches
- Mynydd y Garn
- Amlwch
- Dulas Bay
- Mynydd Bodafon
- Trwyn Bychan
- Wylfa head

Sensitivity of receptors

The main receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to
be passengers on Liverpool-Dublin ferries, (mainly) summer visitors
to the beaches of Traeth Lligwy and Benllech Sand, those engaged
in water-based recreation in this area, visitors to and residents of the
settlements of Amlwch, Benllech and Moelfre, those staying in the
area’s many caravan parks and campsites, walkers on the Anglesey
Coastal Path plus a small number of agricultural workers.

Number of receptors

Relatively high number of leisure visitors in summer; more limited
number off-season.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

54% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Anglesey AONB while approximately 4 km of Heritage Coast
designation (North Anglesey Cost) falls within the sub-unit.

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices
within this seascape sub-unit is
judged to be high. This reflects the
presence within the ZTV of a number
of popular recreational beaches,
caravan parks, coastal settlements,
the Liverpool-Dublin ferry, the
Anglesey Coastal Path and a number
of inland highpoints. Sensitivity is
reduced by the small land area from
which the sub-unit is potentially
visible, moderate levels of access to
the coast by road and the sparsely
settled nature of the hinterland.

Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within
ZTV):
- Amlwch and Parys Mountain (Outstanding Historic Interest, 4 km2)
Parks & Gardens:
- None

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of A2 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This reflects its
context as an area of sea with some ferry traffic and commercial shipping and movement but with its sense of remoteness reduced by a
lighthouse and navigation lights bordered by a complex and moderately distinctive coastline. The landward area is moderately
undeveloped and tranquil but has many sensitive receptors and high landscape value. Any schemes would need to be carefully sited in
relation to key features such as headlands (Point Lynas).
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
offshore

Indication of
tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5-10 km

Limited areas
of good tidal
flow

Area is devoid of human features, although
commercial shipping travelling around the north coast
of Wales and ferries travelling between Liverpool and
Ireland may pass through this area. No natural rocks
or islands are present. Wave climate is low
throughout. This area has moderately high visibility
from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is judged to
be moderate, relating to its context as an area
of undeveloped sea that provides a backdrop
to a moderately sensitive coastal landscape.

10-15 km

Insufficient
tidal flow

N/A

N/A

> 15 km

Insufficient
tidal flow

N/A

N/A
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT A3 - part of regional seascape unit 7 (Point Lynas to Carmel Head)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A medium to small scale indented rocky coast fronting an area of
open sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge which contains East
Mouse rock a few hundred metres offshore.

Pattern and complexity

A north facing, moderately exposed rocky coastline of low to medium
size cliffs with several rocky coves and the larger Bull Bay as well as
East Mouse rock offshore.

Activity and movement

There is little recreational use of the sea but the Liverpool-Dublin ferry
route passes through the seaward margin of the sub-unit and
navigation lights provide evidence of commercial navigation along the
North Wales coast. Low waviness, being sheltered from the
prevailing south-westerly winds by Anglesey and some intertidal
areas in Bull Bay and off the point that forms its eastern side.

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be moderate, with the
complex coastline, calm seas,
relatively low levels of human activity
(although some ferry traffic), relative
remoteness (although a navigation
light is present) and the cultural
importance of Porth Amlwch.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

An area of moderately exposed coast fronting open sea with a
navigation light at Amlwch.

Distinctiveness

The historically important harbour of Porth Amlwch was developed to
export copper from Mynydd Parys, the hill which dominates the
landscape in the distance.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

Rocky coastline of low to medium size cliffs with several rocky coves
rising swiftly up to 50 m AOD inland. Point Lynas forms a definite
headland to the east. Inland, noticeable hills include Mynydd Eilian
(177 m) and Parys Mountain (147 m).

Extent of existing human
activity/development

The landscape within the ZTV is rural, consisting mostly of pasture
with some semi-natural land, particularly along the coast. Amlwch is
the main settlement within the ZTV, settlement being otherwise
sparse. Inland, the pastoral landscape contains small scattered
settlements and a small number of campsites and caravan parks.
Other developed features include the former chemical works at
Amlwch and communication masts on the hill behind the village of
Nebo. There is occasional road access to the coast within the ZTV,
mostly at the coastal settlements, although the Anglesey Coastal
Path provides almost continuous access by foot.

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be moderate. This
reflects the relatively undeveloped
nature of the coast and its hinterland,
moderately strong sense of place
(based on Landmap evaluations and
coastal features), intermittent road
access to the coast and patches of
semi-natural habitat. The presence
of a former chemical works,
communication masts, lack of dark
skies and moderately low tranquillity
indicate lower sensitivity.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 19 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 47%
have an overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ (3) or ‘high’ (6).
Distinctive features of the ZTV include the rocky shore, headlands
and coves of the north Anglesey coast, offshore rocks such as East,
Middle and West Mouse and The Skerries, the headland and
lighthouse at Point Lynas, the coastal settlement of Amlwch and
inland high points including the former copper mining location of
Parys Mountain.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and

Dark skies: 11% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
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tranquillity

Intrusion: 30% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Feeling of wildness is enhanced by some areas of semi-natural
habitat, notably coastal habitat and heathland at the coast
(particularly backing Bull Bay) whilst inland there are scattered areas
of heathland and rock exposure (concentrated on high points such as
Parys Mountain).

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities
2

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 292 km .
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 9% of this land area.

Important/key views

This sub-unit is potentially visible from much of the north coast of
Anglesey between Point Lynas and Carmel Head although headlands
screen parts of Cemaes Bay, Porth-y-pistyll, Cemlyn Bay and Hen
Borth as well as the headland at Moelfre. The entire length of this
coast is accessible via the Anglesey Coastal Path.
There are significant areas of Registered Common Land, Open
Country or other statutory access land potentially within view of this
sub-unit, including much of the coast between Hell’s Mouth and Point
Lynas and at Mynydd Bodafon, Mynydd y Garn, Parys Mountain and
Pen-y-foel.
Views of this sub-unit would also be had from the Liverpool-Dublin
ferry and the following 12 identified key views:
- Moelfre (part)
- Point Lynas
- Dinas Gynfor hill fort
- Parys Mountain
- Mynydd Eilian
- Mynydd y Garn

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices
within this seascape sub-unit is
judged to be low. This reflects the
small land area from which the subunit is potentially visible and the
absence within the ZTV of significant
recreational destinations or
settlements other than Amlwch.
Sensitivity is increased by the
presence within the ZTV of the
Liverpool-Dublin ferry, the Anglesey
Coastal Path and a number of inland
highpoints.

- Amlwch
- Mynydd Bodafon
- Trwyn Bychan
- Porthwen
- Wylfa head
- Carmel Head

Sensitivity of receptors

The main receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to
be passengers on Liverpool-Dublin ferries, visitors to and residents of
the settlements of Amlwch and Bull Bay, those staying in the area’s
few caravan parks and campsites, walkers on the Anglesey Coastal
Path plus a small number of agricultural workers.

Number of receptors

Low.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

47% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Anglesey AONB while approximately 3 km of Heritage Coast
designation (North Anglesey Cost) falls within the sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices
within this seascape sub-unit is
judged to be high. This reflects the
fact that the a significant proportion
of the ZTV is part of an AONB,
approximately half of the sub-unit’s
coast is Heritage Coast and the ZTV
also covers much of Amlwch and
Parys Mountain Landscape of
Outstanding Historic Interest which is
strongly related to the coastal town
and port of Amlwch.

Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within
ZTV):
- Amlwch and Parys Mountain (Outstanding Historic Interest, 4 km2)
Parks & Gardens:
- None

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of A3 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This reflects its
context as an area of sea with some ferry traffic and commercial shipping but with its sense of remoteness reduced by a navigation light
and bordered by a complex and moderately distinctive coastline. The landward area is moderately undeveloped, but includes
development at Amlwch, and tranquil with few sensitive receptors but high landscape value.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
offshore

Indication of
tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5-10 km

Good tidal
flow

Area is devoid of human features, although commercial shipping
travelling around the north coast of Wales and ferries travelling
between Liverpool and Ireland may pass through this area. No
natural rocks or islands are present. Waviness is low throughout.
This area has moderately high visibility from land, reducing to
moderate in the southwest part.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is
judged to be moderate, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped
sea that provides a backdrop to a
moderately sensitive coastal
landscape.

10-15 km

Some areas
of good tidal
flow

Area is devoid of human features, although commercial shipping
travelling around the north coast of Wales and ferries travelling
between Liverpool and Ireland may pass through this area. No
natural rocks or islands are present. Waviness is low throughout.
This area has moderately high visibility from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is
judged to be low, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped
sea that provides a distant backdrop
to a moderately sensitive coastal
landscape.

> 15 km

Insufficient
tidal flow

N/A

N/A
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT A4 - part of regional seascape unit 7 (Point Lynas to Carmel Head)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A medium to small scale indented rocky coast with Porth Wen cove at its
centre. Fronts an area of open sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge
which contains Middle Mouse rock 1 km offshore.

Pattern and complexity

A north facing, moderately exposed rocky coastline of low to medium size cliffs
with several rocky coves (Porth Wen, Porth Cynfor) and headlands as well as
the rocky islet of Middle Mouse.

Activity and movement

There is little recreational use of the sea. The Liverpool-Dublin ferry route
passes through seaward margin of the sub-unit and a recommended navigation
track based on a system of fixed marks provides evidence of commercial
navigation along the North Wales coast. Low waviness and little intertidal area,
except in the coves.

The sensitivity of the
seascape is judged to be
moderate, with the complex
coastline, relatively low levels
of human activity (although
some ferry traffic) and
presence of landmark
features such as the rock arch
and historic brick/tile works at
Porth Wen.

Sense of remoteness
and wildness

An area of exposed coast fronting open sea with no human features evident in
the sea.

Distinctiveness

The remains of a large fortified prehistoric encampment at Dinas Gynfor
overlook this stretch of coast. The cove of Porth Wen has a distinctive rock
arch as well as the remains of a historic brick and tile works and associated
quay. Middle Mouse lies within 1 km of this stretch of coast.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A rocky coastline of low to medium size cliffs with several rocky coves and
headlands. Inland, the land swiftly rises to 50 m AOD and the coastal plateau
features a distinctive glaciated landform of drumlins (‘basket of eggs’
appearance).

Extent of existing human
activity/development

The landscape within the ZTV is rural, consisting mostly of pasture with some
semi-natural land, particularly along the coast. Cemaes and Amlwch are the
main settlements within the ZTV, settlement being otherwise sparse. Inland,
the pastoral landscape contains small scattered settlements and a small
number of campsites and caravan parks. Notable developed features include
the nuclear power station at Wylfa Head, the former chemical works at Amlwch,
small windfarms on inland ridges and communication masts on the hill behind
the village of Nebo. There is occasional road access to the coast within the
ZTV, mostly at the coastal settlements, although the Anglesey Coastal Path
provides almost continuous access by foot.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 17 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 47% have an
overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ (2) or ‘high’ (6).

The sensitivity of the
landscape is judged to be
moderate. This reflects the
relatively undeveloped nature
of the coast and its hinterland,
moderately strong sense of
place (based on Landmap
evaluations and coastal
features), intermittent road
access to the coast and
patches of semi-natural
habitat. The presence of a
nuclear power station, former
chemical works,
communication masts, lack of
dark skies and moderately low
tranquillity indicate lower
sensitivity.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness

Distinctive features of the ZTV include the rocky shore, headlands and coves of
the north Anglesey coast, offshore rocks such as East, Middle and West Mouse
and The Skerries, the headland and lighthouse at Point Lynas, the coastal
settlements of Amlwch and Cemaes, the nuclear power station at Wylfa Head
and inland high points such as Parys Mountain and Mynydd y Garn.
Dark skies: 8% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in the darkest
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and tranquillity

category.
Intrusion: 31% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are classified as
undisturbed.
Feeling of wildness are enhanced by some areas of semi-natural habitat,
notably tall herb and fern at the coast to the west of Bull Bay, whilst inland there
are scattered areas of heathland and rock exposure (concentrated on high
points such as Parys Mountain).

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities
2

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 289 km . The subunit is potentially visible from 13% of this land area.

Important/key views

This sub-unit is potentially visible from almost all of the north-facing coast of
Anglesey between Carmel Head and Point Lynas. The entire length of this
coast is accessible via the Anglesey Coastal Path.
There are significant areas of Registered Common Land, Open Country or
other statutory access land potentially within view of this sub-unit, including
much of the coast between Hell’s Mouth and Point Lynas, the headland to the
east of Cemlyn Bay, and the inland high points of Mynydd y Garn, Parys
Mountain, Mynydd Eilian and Mynydd Bodafon.
Other important viewpoints include Mynydd Eilian, Wylfa Head, Cemaes Bay,
and Carmel Head.
Views of this sub-unit would also be had from the Liverpool-Dublin ferry and the
following 11 identified key views:
- Point Lynas
- Dinas Gynfor hill fort
- Parys Mountain
- Mynydd Eilian
- Mynydd y Garn

- Amlwch
- Mynydd Bodafon
- Trwyn Bychan
- Porthwen
- Wylfa head
- Carmel Head

Sensitivity of receptors

The main receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to be
passengers on Liverpool-Dublin ferries, (mainly) summer recreational users of
the beach and waters at Cemaes Bay, visitors to and residents of the
settlements of Amlwch and Bull Bay, those staying in the area’s few caravan
parks and campsites, walkers on the Anglesey Coastal Path, those employed at
Wylfa Nuclear Power Station plus a small number of agricultural workers.

Number of receptors

Moderate to low.

In terms of views and visual
amenity, sensitivity to tidal
stream devices within this
seascape sub-unit is judged
to be moderate. This reflects
the presence within the ZTV
of Cemaes Bay which is
popular with recreational
users, the settlement of
Amlwch, the Liverpool-Dublin
ferry, the Anglesey Coastal
Path and a number of inland
highpoints. Sensitivity is
reduced by the small land
area from which the sub-unit
is potentially visible, the
absence within the ZTV of
settlements other than
Amlwch and the fact that
many receptors are at work
rather at home or on holiday.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

42% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the Anglesey
AONB while approximately 6 km of Heritage Coast designation (North Anglesey
Cost) falls within the sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to tidal stream
devices within this seascape
sub-unit is judged to be high.
This reflects the fact that the a
significant proportion of the
ZTV is part of an AONB, all of
the sub-unit’s coast is
Heritage Coast and the ZTV
also covers much of Amlwch
and Parys Mountain
Landscape of Outstanding
Historic Interest which is
strongly related to the coastal
town and port of Amlwch.

Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within ZTV):
- Amlwch and Parys Mountain (Outstanding Historic Interest, 3 km2
Parks & Gardens:
-Cestyll

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of A4 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This reflects its context
as a remote area of sea with some ferry traffic and commercial shipping bordered by a complex and moderately distinctive coastline. The
landward area is generally rural in nature but with existing and former industrial development reducing sensitivity in terms of landscape
character. The number of sensitive receptors within the ZTV is moderate to low but landscape value is high.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
offshore

Indication
of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5-10 km

Good tidal
flow

Area is devoid of human features, although commercial shipping
travelling around the north coast of Wales and ferries travelling
between Liverpool and Ireland may pass through this area. No natural
rocks or islands are present. Waviness is low throughout. This area
has moderate visibility from land, increasing to moderately high in the
seaward part.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is
judged to be moderate, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped
sea that provides a backdrop to a
moderately sensitive coastal
landscape.

10-15 km

Some areas
of good
tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features, although commercial shipping
travelling around the north coast of Wales and ferries travelling
between Liverpool and Ireland may pass through this area. No natural
rocks or islands are present. Waviness is low throughout. This area
has moderately high visibility from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is
judged to be low, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped
sea that provides a distant backdrop
to a moderately sensitive coastal
landscape.

> 15 km

Insufficient
tidal flow

N/A

N/A
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT A5 - part of regional seascape unit 7 (Point Lynas to Carmel Head)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A medium scale indented rocky coast containing the sheltered rocky
Cemaes Bay which also contains small sandy beaches and the estuary of
the River Wygyr. The rocky headland of Wylfa Head lies to the west.
Fronts an area of open sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge.

Pattern and complexity

A north facing, rocky coastline that is sheltered in Cemaes Bay but
moderately exposed on the western side of Wylfa Head.

Activity and movement

There is some small boat fishing out of Cemaes Bay as well as swimming
and shore fishing from the beaches. A Liverpool-Dublin ferry route
passes through the sub-unit and a recommended navigation track based
on a system of fixed marks and beacons at West Mouse and Carmel
Head provides evidence of commercial navigation along the North Wales
coast. Low waviness except along the eastern shore of Cemaes Bay.
Some intertidal areas in Cemaes Bay.

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be moderate, with the
complex coastline, fishing,
swimming and ferry activity and
uncluttered and calm water
surface increasing sensitivity
whilst the dominant nuclear
power station at Wylfa Head
(with attendant jetty and
navigation light) and recreational
activity reduce the sense of
wildness.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

The presence of the nuclear power station, jetty and navigation light at
Wylfa Head, the sheltered nature of Cemaes Bay and the small seaside
resort of Cemaes combine to substantially lower the sense of wildness of
this nevertheless remote sub-unit.

Distinctiveness

A nuclear power station occupies the headland at Wylfa head.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A rocky coast with a low headland at Wylfa Head and some beaches and
an estuary in Cemaes Bay. Inland, the land swiftly rises to 50 m AOD
and the coastal plateau features a distinctive glaciated landform of
drumlins (‘basket of eggs’ appearance). Behind these is a ridge of higher
land (100 m AOD) running southeast to northwest and ending at Carmel
Head which includes the highpoint of Mynydd y Garn (170 m).

Extent of existing human
activity/development

The landscape within the ZTV is rural, consisting mostly of pasture with
some semi-natural land, particularly along the coast. Cemaes and
Amlwch are the main settlements within the ZTV, settlement being
otherwise sparse. Inland, the pastoral landscape contains small
scattered settlements and a small number of campsites and caravan
parks. The dominant developed feature is the nuclear power station at
Wylfa Head; there is also a windfarm to the southeast of Cemaes. There
is occasional road access to the coast within the ZTV, mostly at the
coastal settlements, although the Anglesey Coastal Path provides almost
continuous access by foot.

The sensitivity of the landscape
is judged to be low. This reflects
the dominance of Wylfa nuclear
power station in the landscape
as well as the presence within
the ZTV of a windfarm, the lack
of dark skies and moderately low
tranquillity. Sensitivity is
increased by the otherwise rural
character of the coast and its
hinterland, moderately strong
sense of place (based on
Landmap evaluations and
coastal features), intermittent
road access to the coast and
patches of semi-natural habitat.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 17 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 47%
have an overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ (2) or ‘high’ (6).
Distinctive features of the ZTV include the nuclear power station at Wylfa
Head, the beaches and estuary of Cemaes Bay, the wider rocky shore,
headlands and coves of the north Anglesey coast, offshore rocks such as
East, Middle and West Mouse and The Skerries, the headland and
lighthouse at Point Lynas, the coastal settlements of Amlwch and
Cemaes, and inland high points such as Parys Mountain and Mynydd y
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Garn.
Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 13% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in the
darkest category.
Intrusion: 30% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Feeling of wildness are enhanced by some areas of semi-natural habitat,
notably grassland and marsh at Wylfa Head, whilst inland there are
scattered areas of heathland and rock exposure, particularly on the ridge
of higher land running southeast to northwest and ending at Carmel Head
which includes Mynydd y Garn.

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 288 km2.
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 15% of this land area.

Important/key views

This sub-unit is potentially visible from most of the north-facing coast of
Anglesey between Carmel Head and Point Lynas as well as North Stack
on Holyhead Island. The entire length of this coast is accessible via the
Anglesey Coastal Path.

In terms of views and visual
amenity, sensitivity to tidal
stream devices within this
seascape sub-unit is judged to
be moderate. This reflects the
presence within the ZTV of
Cemaes Bay which is popular
with recreational users, the
settlement of Amlwch, the
Liverpool-Dublin ferry, the
Anglesey Coastal Path and a
number of inland highpoints.
Sensitivity is reduced by the
small land area from which the
sub-unit is potentially visible, the
absence within the ZTV of
settlements other than Amlwch
and the fact that many receptors
are at work rather at home or on
holiday.

Areas of Registered Common Land, Open Country or other statutory
access land potentially within view of this sub-unit include parts of
Holyhead Mountain, much of the coast between Hell’s Mouth and Point
Lynas, the headland to the east of Cemlyn Bay, and the inland high
points of Mynydd y Garn, Pen-y-foel, Parys Mountain, Mynydd Eilian and
Mynydd Bodafon.
Views of this sub-unit would also be had from the Liverpool-Dublin ferry
and the following 11 identified key views:
- Point Lynas
- Dinas Gynfor hill fort
- Parys Mountain
- Mynydd Eilian
- Mynydd y Garn

- Amlwch
- Mynydd Bodafon
- Trwyn Bychan
- Wylfa head
- Cemaes beach
- Carmel Head

Sensitivity of receptors

The main receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to be
passengers on Liverpool-Dublin ferries, (mainly) summer recreational
users of the beach and waters at Cemaes Bay, visitors to and residents
of the settlement of Cemaes, those staying in the area’s few caravan
parks and campsites, walkers on the Anglesey Coastal Path, those
employed at Wylfa Nuclear Power Station plus a small number of
agricultural workers.

Number of receptors

Moderate to low.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

36% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is
covered by the Anglesey AONB while approximately 3 km of
Heritage Coast designation (North Anglesey Cost) falls
within the sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity to
tidal stream devices within this seascape subunit is judged to be moderate. This reflects
the fact that approximately one third of the
ZTV is part of an AONB, part of the sub-unit’s
coast is Heritage Coast and the ZTV also
covers small parts of Amlwch and Parys
Mountain Landscape of Outstanding Historic
Interest which is strongly related to the
coastal town and port of Amlwch.

Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling
within ZTV):
- Amlwch and Parys Mountain (Outstanding Historic Interest,
2 km2
Parks & Gardens:
-Cestyll
OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT

Overall, the sensitivity of A5 is judged to be low to commercial schemes and demonstration schemes. This reflects the dominance of
Wylfa nuclear power station within the landscape which is judged to outweigh other factors in respect of seascape character, views and
visual amenity, and landscape values more consistent with moderate sensitivity.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
offshore

Indication of
tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5-10 km

Good tidal
flow

Area is devoid of human features, although commercial shipping
travelling around the north coast of Wales and ferries travelling
between Liverpool and Ireland are likely to pass through this area, as
evidenced by the eastbound lane of a traffic separation scheme
abutting this area. No natural rocks or islands are present. Waviness
is low throughout. This area has moderate visibility from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is
judged to be low, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped
sea that provides a backdrop to a
low sensitivity coastal landscape.

10-15 km

Some areas
of good tidal
flow

Area is devoid of human features and commercial shipping is likely to
be limited since much of the area is covered by the separation zone
of a traffic separation scheme abutting this area. No natural rocks or
islands are present. Waviness is low throughout. This area has
moderately high visibility from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is
judged to be low, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped
sea that provides a distant backdrop
to a low sensitivity coastal
landscape.

> 15 km

Some areas
of good tidal
flow

Area is devoid of human features, although commercial shipping
travelling around the north coast of Wales and ferries travelling
between Liverpool and Ireland are likely to pass through this area, as
evidenced by the westbound lane of a traffic separation scheme
abutting this area. No natural rocks or islands are present. Waviness
is low throughout. This area has moderately high visibility from land.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to its
context as an area of open sea that
is only visible from commercial
shipping and passenger ferries.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT A6 - part of regional seascape unit 7 (Point Lynas to Carmel Head)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A medium to small scale indented rocky coast containing the sheltered
Cemlyn Bay where a sand bar encloses a lagoon. Fronts an area of
open sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge which contains the
notable offshore rocks of The Skerries, West Mouse and Harry
Furlough’s Rocks

Pattern and complexity

A north facing, moderately exposed rocky coastline of low to medium
size cliffs with small rocky coves and headlands and the sheltered
Cemlyn Bay where a sand bar encloses a lagoon. Several offshore
islets, including West Mouse and The Skerries.

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be moderate, with the
complex coastline, remoteness and
presence of landmark features such
as the distinctive offshore islets and
19th century navigation marks
increasing sensitivity whilst the ferry
traffic and navigational aids are
present are a reminder of human
presence.

Activity and movement

There is little recreational use of the sea. A Liverpool-Dublin ferry route
passes through the sub-unit and a recommended navigation track
based on a system of fixed marks and beacons at West Mouse and
Carmel Head provide evidence of commercial navigation along the
North Wales coast. Low waviness in the eastern third, but moderate
waviness in the rest of the sub-unit, with isolated high waviness around
the western end of The Skerries. Overfalls, tide rips and races are
sometimes visible on the sea surface, especially in the seaward part of
this sub-unit, to the northeast of The Skerries. Very limited intertidal
area.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

A coastal area of sea with offshore rocks and multiple navigational
features, including lights at The Skerries and Porth-y-pistyll and a
number of lit marker buoys.

Distinctiveness

There are several offshore rocks, as described above. On the
mainland opposite West Mouse are two large triangular stone towers
erected in the 1860s as an aid to navigation which line up with a third
marker on West Mouse. Carmel Head also has distinctive rock
features.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A rocky coastline of low to medium size cliffs with small rocky coves
and headlands and Cemlyn Bay where a sand bar encloses a lagoon.
Inland, the land swiftly rises to 50 m AOD and the coastal plateau
features a distinctive glaciated landform of drumlins (‘basket of eggs’
appearance). Behind these is a ridge of higher land running southeast
to northwest and ending at Carmel Head which includes the highpoint
of Mynydd y Garn (170 m).

Extent of existing human
activity/development

The landscape within the ZTV has two distinct elements. Along the
north Anglesey coast and its hinterland it is rural in character,

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be moderate. This reflects
the relatively undeveloped nature of
the coast and its hinterland as far
south as Holyhead Island, moderately
strong sense of place (based on
Landmap evaluations and coastal
features), intermittent road access to
the coast and patches of semi-natural
habitat. Sensitivity is reduced by the
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consisting mostly of pasture with some semi-natural land, particularly
along the coast and containing the coastal village of Cemaes,
settlement being otherwise sparse. Inland, the pastoral landscape
contains small scattered settlements and a small number of campsites
and caravan parks.

presence on Holyhead Island of a
major settlement, port installation, and
aluminium works and by the lack of
dark skies and moderately low
tranquillity.

In contrast to this is the more distant landscape of Holyhead Bay
featuring the dominant settlement of Holyhead with its port installation
and aluminium works, backed by the exposed rock and semi-natural
vegetation and rough pasture of Holyhead Mountain.
There is occasional road access to the coast within most of the ZTV,
mostly at the coastal settlements, although the Anglesey Coastal Path
provides almost continuous access by foot. Road access to the coast
in Holyhead is substantial.
Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 33 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 52%
have an overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ (4) or ‘high’ (13).
Distinctive features of the ZTV include the rocky headland at Carmel
Head, the rocky shore, headlands and coves of the north Anglesey
coast, offshore rocks such as East, Middle and West Mouse and The
Skerries, the headland and lighthouse at Point Lynas, the coastal
settlements of Amlwch and Cemaes, inland high points such as
Mynydd y Garn, Pen-y-foel, and longer views to the rocky west
Anglesey coast and Traeth y Gribin, Holyhead town and port facilities,
and Holyhead Mountain in Holyhead Bay.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 10% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 30% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Feeling of wildness are enhanced by some areas of semi-natural
habitat, notably heathland on the ridge of higher land running
southeast to northwest and ending at Carmel Head which includes
Mynydd y Garn, coastland at Traeth y Gribin and the Alaw estuary,
and heathland on Holyhead Mountain.

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 302 km2.
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 23% of this land area.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices
within this seascape sub-unit is
This sub-unit is potentially visible from the Anglesey coast from Carmel judged to be high. This reflects the
Head to North Stack on Holyhead Island, South Stack and higher parts presence within the ZTV of a large
of the north-facing coast of Anglesey between Carmel Head and Point number of receptors, notably the
residents of Holyhead but also
Lynas. The entire length of this coast is accessible via the Anglesey
including visitors to Holyhead Island
Coastal Path.
and Cemaes Bay, passengers on
Areas of Registered Common Land, Open Country or other statutory
ferries arriving at and departing from
access land potentially within view of this sub-unit include Holyhead
Holyhead port and on ferries from
Mountain, parts of coastal access land between Hell’s Mouth and Point Liverpool to Dublin, walkers on the
Lynas and the inland high points of Mynydd y Garn, Pen-y-foel, Parys Anglesey Coastal Path and a number
Mountain and Mynydd Bodafon.
of inland highpoints.
Views of this sub-unit would also be had from the town of Holyhead,
the Liverpool-Dublin ferry and the following 15 identified key views:
- Point Lynas
- Parys Mountain
- Mynydd Eilian
- Mynydd y Garn
- Holyhead Mountain
- South Stack lighthouse
- Mynydd Bodafon
- Trwyn Bychan
- Wylfa head
- Cemaes beach
- Carmel Head
- Breakwater Country Park
- Penrhos Coastal Park
- Breakwater Quarry (open access)
- Railway and road crossing the Alaw estuary

Sensitivity of receptors

The main receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to
be passengers on Liverpool-Dublin and Holyhead-Ireland ferries,
(mainly) summer recreational users of the beach and waters at
Cemaes Bay, visitors to and residents of the settlement of Cemaes,
residents of and workers in Holyhead town and visitors to Holyhead
Island (including Penrhos Coastal Park, Holyhead Mountain,
Breakwater Country Park), those staying in the area’s few caravan
parks and campsites, walkers on the Anglesey Coastal Path and a
small number of agricultural workers.
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Number of receptors

High

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

49% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Anglesey AONB while approximately 11 km of Heritage Coast
designation (North Anglesey Cost) falls within the sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices
within this seascape sub-unit is
judged to be high. This reflects the
Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within ZTV):
fact that approximately half of the ZTV
is part of an AONB, all of the sub- Amlwch and Parys Mountain (Outstanding Historic Interest, 2 km2
unit’s coast is Heritage Coast and the
Parks & Gardens:
ZTV also covers small parts of
Amlwch and Parys Mountain
-Carreglwyd
Landscape of Outstanding Historic
-Cestyll
Interest which is strongly related to
the coastal town and port of Amlwch
and all of Breakwater Quarry Country
Park.

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of A6 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This reflects its context
as a moderately remote area of sea with some ferry traffic and commercial shipping bordered by a complex and moderately distinctive
coastline. The landward area of the ZTV is generally rural in nature as far as Holyhead Island where the settlement and busy port reduce
sensitivity. The number of receptors within the ZTV is high and includes a significant number of views from residential areas or visitor
attractions. Landscape value is high. Any devices would need to be carefully located in relation to key features such as The Skerries or
headlands such as Carmel Head.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance offshore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5-10 km

Good tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features,
although commercial shipping
travelling around the north coast of
Wales and ferries travelling between
Liverpool and Ireland pass through
this area, as evidenced by the traffic
separation scheme. No natural
rocks or islands are present.
Waviness is low in most of the area,
becoming moderate at the landward
edge. Overfalls, tide rips and races
are sometimes visible on the sea
surface. This area has moderate
visibility from land.

Sensitivity to commercial
schemes is judged to be
moderate, relating to its
context as an area of
undeveloped sea that
provides a backdrop to a
moderately sensitive
coastal landscape.

10-15 km

Good tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features
although commercial shipping
travelling around the north coast of
Wales and ferries travelling between
Liverpool and Ireland pass through
this area, as evidenced by the traffic
separation scheme. No natural
rocks or islands are present.
Waviness is low throughout. This
area has moderate visibility from
land.

Sensitivity to commercial
schemes is judged to be
low, relating to its
context as an area of
undeveloped sea that
provides a distant
backdrop to a moderately
sensitive coastal
landscape.

> 15 km

Some areas of good tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features,
although commercial shipping
travelling around the north coast of
Wales and ferries travelling between
Liverpool and Ireland pass through
this area, as evidenced by the traffic
separation scheme. No natural
rocks or islands are present.
Waviness is low throughout. This
area has moderate visibility from
land.

Sensitivity is judged to be
low to commercial
schemes, relating to its
context as an area of
open sea that is only
visible from commercial
shipping and passenger
ferries.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT A7 - part of regional seascape unit 8 (Carmel Head to Holyhead Mountain and North Stack)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A coastal area of sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge with a
band of water less than 10 m in depth along the rocky shore.

Pattern and complexity

A west facing, moderately exposed rocky coastline of low cliffs in the
south rising to higher, steep rocky slopes at Carmel Head in the
north. Small scale and indented with scattered rocks just offshore.

Activity and movement

There is some recreational use of the sea in the form of leisure boats
and yachts out of Holyhead and a Holyhead-Dublin ferry route passes
through the sub-unit as does a recommended navigation track.
Moderate waviness over most of the sub-unit becoming higher off
Carmel Head and high at the coast. Overfalls, tide rips and races are
sometimes visible on the sea surface in parts of this sub-unit. Very
narrow intertidal strip along the rocky shore.

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be moderate, with a
complex, indented coastline and
relative remoteness adding to
sensitivity but offset by relatively
dynamic seas and regular ferry traffic
in and out of Holyhead passing
through the sub-unit.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

A coastal area of sea with offshore rocks and a number of lit marker
buoys.

Distinctiveness

Remains of a prehistoric fort overlook the coast near Trefadog.
Restored 17th century welsh cottage at Swtan. A variety of small
rocks just offshore.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A small scale coastline of low cliffs backed by shallow slopes in the
south rising to higher, steep rocky slopes at Carmel Head in the
north. Inland, a glaciated landform of drumlins (‘basket of eggs’
appearance) overlies an undulating lowland plateau but with the
highpoint of Mynydd y Garn (170 m) in the north.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

The landscape within the ZTV has two distinct elements. Along the
west Anglesey coast and its hinterland it is rural in character,
consisting mostly of pasture with some semi-natural land, particularly
along the coast, and sparse settlement and a number of coastal
recreation sites.

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be moderate. This
reflects the relatively undeveloped
nature of the coast and its hinterland
as far south as Holyhead Island,
moderately strong sense of place
(based on Landmap evaluations and
coastal features), intermittent road
access to the coast and patches of
semi-natural habitat. Sensitivity is
reduced by more distant views of
Holyhead Island with its major
settlement, port installation, and
aluminium works and by the lack of
dark skies and moderately low
tranquillity.

In contrast to this is the more distant landscape of Holyhead Bay
featuring the dominant settlement of Holyhead with its port installation
and aluminium works, backed by the exposed rock and semi-natural
vegetation and rough pasture of Holyhead Mountain.
There is occasional road access to the coast within most of the ZTV,
mostly at the coastal settlements, although the Anglesey Coastal
Path provides almost continuous access by foot. Road access to the
coast in Holyhead is substantial.
Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 35 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 43%
have an overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ (3) or ‘high’ (12).
Distinctive features of the ZTV include the rocky headland at Carmel
Head, the low cliffs of the west Anglesey coast, offshore rocks such
as The Skerries, Holyhead Bay with its town and port facilities backed
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by Holyhead Mountain and Traeth y Gribin and the Alaw estuary and
inland high points such as Mynydd y Garn and Pen-y-foel.
Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 4% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 37% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Feeling of wildness are enhanced by some areas of semi-natural
habitat, notably patches of grassland and marsh along the west
coast, heathland on the ridge of higher land running southeast to
northwest and ending at Carmel Head which includes Mynydd y
Garn, coastland at Traeth y Gribin and the Alaw estuary, and
heathland on Holyhead Mountain.

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities
2

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 346 km .
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 27% of this land area.

Important/key views

This sub-unit is potentially visible from much of the north-facing coast
of Anglesey between Carmel Head and Point Lynas as well as the
coast from Carmel Head to North Stack on Holyhead Island and parts
of the west facing coast of Holyhead Island. The entire length of this
coast is accessible via the Anglesey Coastal Path.
Areas of Registered Common Land, Open Country or other statutory
access land potentially within view of this sub-unit include Holyhead
Mountain, a coastal area of Holyhead Island around Porth-y-garan,
parts of common land around Valley Airfield, Caergeiliog, and the
inland high points of Mynydd y Garn, Pen-y-foel, and Parys Mountain.
Views of the sub-unit are also potentially available from the town of
Holyhead and the Holyhead-Ireland ferry route.

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices
within this seascape sub-unit is
judged to be high. This reflects the
presence within the ZTV of a large
number of receptors, notably the
residents of Holyhead but also
including visitors to Holyhead Island,
passengers on ferries arriving at and
departing from Holyhead port and on
ferries from Liverpool to Dublin,
walkers on the Anglesey Coastal
Path and a number of inland
highpoints, as well as the northern
coast of Anglesey.

The sub-unit is potentially visible from 10 of the identified key views
as follows:
- Parys Mountain
- Mynydd y Garn
- Holyhead Mountain
- South Stack lighthouse
- Wylfa head
- Carmel Head
- Breakwater Country Park
- Penrhos Coastal Park
- Breakwater Quarry (open access)
- Railway and road crossing the Alaw estuary
Sensitivity of receptors

The main receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to
be passengers on Liverpool-Dublin and Holyhead-Ireland ferries,
residents of and workers in Holyhead town and visitors to Holyhead
Island (including Penrhos Coastal Park, Holyhead Mountain,
Breakwater Country Park, users of Alaw Estuary road and rail
crossings), those staying in the area’s few caravan parks and
campsites, employees of Wylfa nuclear power station, walkers on the
Anglesey Coastal Path and a small number of agricultural workers.

Number of receptors

High.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

50% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Anglesey AONB while approximately 7 km of Heritage Coast
designation (North Anglesey Cost) falls within the sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices
within this seascape sub-unit is
judged to be high. This reflects the
fact that approximately half of the
ZTV is part of an AONB,
approximately one third of the subunit’s coast is Heritage Coast and
the ZTV also covers small parts of
Amlwch and Parys Mountain
Landscape of Outstanding Historic
Interest which is strongly related to
the coastal town and port of Amlwch
and all of Breakwater Quarry
Country Park.

Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within
ZTV):
- Amlwch and Parys Mountain (Outstanding Historic Interest, 1 km2)
Parks & Gardens:
-Carreglwyd

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of A7 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This reflects its
context as a moderately remote area of sea with a moderately complex coastline but disturbed by significant volumes of ferry traffic and
navigational aids. The landward area of the ZTV is generally rural in nature as far as Holyhead Island where the settlement and busy port
reduce sensitivity. The number of receptors within the ZTV is high and includes a significant number of views from residential areas or
visitor attractions. Landscape value is high.
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CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
offshore

Indication of
tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5-10 km

Good tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features, although it provides a
recommended anchorage for laden tankers. No natural rocks or
islands are present. Waviness is low in most of the area, becoming
moderate at the landward edge. This area has moderately high
visibility from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is
judged to be moderate, relating to
its context as an area of
undeveloped sea that provides a
backdrop to a moderately sensitive
coastal landscape.

10-15 km

Good tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features although commercial shipping
travelling around the north coast of Wales passes through this area,
as evidenced by the traffic separation scheme. No natural rocks or
islands are present. Waviness is low throughout. This area has
moderately high visibility from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is
judged to be low, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped
sea that provides a distant backdrop
to a moderately sensitive coastal
landscape.

> 15 km

Some areas of
good tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features, although commercial shipping
travelling around the north coast of Wales passes through this area,
as evidenced by the traffic separation scheme. No natural rocks or
islands are present. Waviness is low throughout. This area has
moderate visibility from land.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to its
context as an area of open sea that
is only visible from commercial
shipping and passenger ferries.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT A8 - part of regional seascape unit 8 (Carmel Head to Holyhead Mountain and North Stack)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A coastal area of sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge, the
southeast end being enclosed by Holyhead Bay. Approximately one
quarter of the sub-unit (in the bay) is less than 10 m in depth.

Pattern and complexity

A northwest facing, moderately exposed mud and sand bay,
becoming moderately exposed rock in Holyhead Harbour, which is
enclosed by a pier and breakwater, and then exposed rock and steep
cliffs at the headland of North Stack.

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be low, with the sensitivity
created by the enclosed bay and
distinctive infrastructure features at
Holyhead being more than offset by
the presence of a busy port town,
frequent ferry traffic and numerous
navigation markers and aids.

Activity and movement

All Holyhead-Dublin ferry routes pass through the sub-unit as do
several recommended navigation tracks and there is a designated
pilot boat boarding point in the sub-unit. There is some recreational
use of the sea in the form of leisure boats and yachts out of
Holyhead. Moderate waviness over most of the sub-unit becoming
low in the bay which is protected by Holyhead Island and a
breakwater. The landward part of Holyhead Bay has a large intertidal
area.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

A coastal area of sea that contains the busy port of Holyhead with
numerous associated marker buoys and beacons including the New
Harbour breakwater lighthouse.

Distinctiveness

This seascape sub-unit is distinctive for the port town of Holyhead
and its associated transport infrastructure achievements, notably the
main line railway, the extensive harbour works by Telford and Rennie
and the great breakwater. Penrhos Coastal Park to the east of the
town is the ancestral home of the landowning Stanley family who may
have been patrons of the poet who composed ‘Gawain and the Green
Knight’ in which Holyhead is mentioned.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

Holy Island to the west features steep rocky cliffs and the 220 m peak
of Holyhead Mountain with the coast to the east of this containing the
long breakwater of Holyhead harbour and then the open expanse of
sand and mud in the Alaw estuary.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

The landscape adjacent to this sub-unit is dominated by the
settlement of Holyhead with its port installation and aluminium works,
backed by the exposed rock and semi-natural vegetation and rough
pasture of Holyhead Mountain. It also contains the large beach and
unsettled hinterland of Traeth y Gribin.

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be low. This reflects the
dominance in the landscape of the
major settlement, port installation,
and aluminium works at Holyhead
and the lack of dark skies and
moderately low tranquillity.
Sensitivity is increased by the strong
sense of place (based on dominance
of Holyhead Mountain, Landmap
evaluations and coastal features),
and patches of semi-natural habitat.

More distant views of the west Anglesey coast and its hinterland are
rural in character, consisting mostly of pasture with some seminatural land, particularly along the coast, and sparse settlement.
There is substantial road access to the coast in Holyhead town but
elsewhere within the ZTV it is sporadic although the Anglesey Coastal
Path provides almost continuous access by foot.
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Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 35 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 40%
have an overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ (2) or ‘high’ (12).
The dominant feature of the ZTV is Holyhead Bay with its town and
port facilities backed by Holyhead Mountain and Traeth y Gribin and
the Alaw estuary. Also of note are the rocky headlands of North
Stack and South Stack (with its lighthouse), the rocky headland at
Carmel Head, the low cliffs of the west Anglesey coast, and inland
high points such as Mynydd y Garn and Pen-y-foel.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 6% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 39% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
A substantial portion of the coast and hinterland of this sub-unit are
developed. There are, nevertheless, a number of areas of seminatural habitat within the ZTV, notably patches of grassland and
marsh along the west coast, coastland at Traeth y Gribin and the
Alaw estuary, and heathland on Holyhead Mountain.

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities
2

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 357 km .
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 33% of this land area.

Important/key views

This sub-unit is potentially visible from almost all of the northwest
facing coast of Anglesey between Carmel Head and South Stack as
well as parts of the west facing coast such as Ravens Point and some
of Rhoscolyn Head. The entire length of this coast is accessible via
the Anglesey Coastal Path.
Areas of Registered Common Land, Open Country or other statutory
access land potentially within view of this sub-unit include Holyhead
Mountain, a coastal area of Holyhead Island around Porth-y-garan,
common land around Valley Airfield, Caergeiliog, and the inland high
points of Mynydd y Garn, and Pen-y-foel.
Views of the sub-unit are also potentially available from the town of
Holyhead and the Holyhead-Ireland ferry route.

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices
within this seascape sub-unit is
judged to be high. This reflects the
presence within the ZTV of a large
number of receptors, notably the
residents of Holyhead but also
including visitors to Holyhead Island
and Trearddur Bay, passengers on
ferries arriving at and departing from
Holyhead port and on ferries from
Liverpool to Dublin, walkers on the
Anglesey Coastal Path and a
number of inland highpoints.

The sub-unit is potentially visible from 8 of the identified key views as
follows:
- Mynydd y Garn
- Holyhead Mountain
- South Stack lighthouse
- Trearddur Bay
- Breakwater Country Park
- Penrhos Coastal Park
- Breakwater Quarry (open access)
- Railway and road crossing the Alaw estuary
Sensitivity of receptors

The main receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to
be passengers on Liverpool-Dublin and Holyhead-Ireland ferries,
residents of and workers in Holyhead town and visitors to Holyhead
Island (including Penrhos Coastal Park, Holyhead Mountain,
Breakwater Country Park, users of Alaw Estuary road and rail
crossings, South Stack), those staying in the area’s few caravan
parks and campsites, walkers on the Anglesey Coastal Path and a
small number of agricultural workers.

Number of receptors

High.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

41% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Anglesey AONB while approximately 3 km of Heritage Coast
designation (North Anglesey Cost) falls within the sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices
within this seascape sub-unit is
judged to be moderate. This
reflects the fact that 41% of the ZTV
is part of an AONB, a small part of
the sub-unit’s coast is Heritage
Coast and the ZTV also covers all of
Breakwater Quarry Country Park.

Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within
ZTV):
None
Parks & Gardens:
-Carreglwyd

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of A8 is judged to be low to commercial schemes and demonstration schemes. This reflects the presence of
Holyhead port and its associated shipping and navigation markers within the seascape and the settlement and aluminium works within the
landscape. These factors are judged to outweigh others in respect of views and visual amenity, and landscape values more consistent
with a moderate sensitivity overall.
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CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
offshore

Indication of
tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5-10 km

Good tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features, although it provides a
recommended anchorage for laden tankers. No natural rocks or
islands are present. Waviness is low in the western part of the
area, becoming moderate in the eastern part. This area has
moderately high visibility from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is
judged to be low, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped
sea that provides a backdrop to a low
sensitivity coastal landscape.

10-15 km

Good tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features although commercial shipping
travelling around the north coast of Wales passes through this
area, as evidenced by the traffic separation scheme. No natural
rocks or islands are present. Waviness is low throughout. This
area has moderately high visibility from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is
judged to be low, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped
sea that provides a distant backdrop
to a low sensitivity coastal landscape.

> 15 km

Some areas of
good tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features, although commercial shipping
travelling around the north coast of Wales passes through this
area, as evidenced by the traffic separation scheme. No natural
rocks or islands are present. Waviness is low throughout. This
area has moderate visibility from land.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to its
context as an area of open sea that is
only visible from commercial shipping
and passenger ferries.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT A9 - part of regional seascape unit 9 (Holyhead Mountain, North Stack to Penrhyn Mawr)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A coastal area of sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge, the rocky The sensitivity of the seascape is
shore having a very narrow shallow (less than 10 m depth) area.
judged to be high, with a complex,
indented coastline featuring island
An indented and precipitous west facing, coast of exposed rock with ‘headlands’, sense of remoteness with
little human activity (albeit with the
steep, high cliffs at Holyhead Mountain becoming lower in the south
presence of a lighthouse), dominant
and the distinctive island ‘headlands’ of North Stack and South Stack
landmark features such as Holyhead
immediately offshore.
Mountain and South Stack lighthouse
and a moderately dynamic sea
There is infrequent recreational use of the sea for sailing and leisure
boating. Moderate waviness over much of the sub-unit becoming high surface.
at the shore but low at the seaward margin. Overfalls, tide rips and
races are sometimes visible on the sea surface, especially in the
landward part of this sub-unit. Very narrow intertidal area along the
rocky shore.

Pattern and complexity

Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

A coastal area of sea visually interrupted only by South Stack
lighthouse.

Distinctiveness

The dominant feature of this sub-unit is Holyhead Mountain which acts
as a landmark for ferries arriving from Ireland and which provides
views to Ireland. Prehistoric hut circles are found on the mountain and
nearby South Stack lighthouse is spectacularly located on a small
island. The sub-unit is also overlooked by the prehistoric hill fort of
Caer y Twr.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

This stretch of coast comprises the west facing edge of Holy Island
with steep, high cliffs at Holyhead Mountain becoming lower (30-50 m)
in the south and inland of the mountain. The distinctive island
‘headlands’ of North Stack and South Stack lie immediately offshore.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be high. This reflects the
strong sense of place lent by the tip of
Holyhead Island (featuring North
Stack and South Stack, a lighthouse
and Holyhead Mountain), relatively
The settlement of Holyhead with its port installation and aluminium
works is potentially visible from this sub-unit as are coastal lighthouses remote, tranquil and undeveloped
nature of the coast and its hinterland
and wireless masts. The coastal villages of Trearddur Bay and
(with the exception of Holyhead
Rhosneigr are also potentially visible. Other potentially visible
settlements within the ZTV are small and scattered and the west coast breakwater and harbour), intermittent
road access to the coast and patches
of Anglesey and its hinterland are mostly rural in character.
of semi-natural habitat. In addition to
Road access to the coast in Holyhead is substantial. There is
Holyhead harbour, sensitivity is
occasional road access to the coast within most of the ZTV, mostly at reduced by the lack of dark skies.
the coastal settlements, although the Anglesey Coastal Path provides
almost continuous access by foot.
Of the 26 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 50%
have an overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ (2) or ‘high’ (11).
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The dominant features of the ZTV are Holyhead Mountain and the
rocky island ‘headlands’ of North Stack, South Stack (with its
lighthouse) and Penrhyn Mawr. Also of note are the breakwater and
harbour of Holyhead Port, Traeth y Gribin and the Alaw estuary, the
low cliffs of the west Anglesey coast, and inland high points such as
Mynydd y Garn and Pen-y-foel.
Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 4% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in the
darkest category.
Intrusion: 45% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats potentially in view of this sub-unit include
heathland on Holyhead Mountain, patches of grassland and marsh
along the west coast, and coastland at Traeth y Gribin/the Alaw
estuary and coastland south of Rhosneigr.

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 179 km2.
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 35% of this land area.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices
within this seascape sub-unit is
judged to be high. This relates to the
This sub-unit is potentially visible from all of the west facing coast of
Anglesey between Carmel Head and Traeth y Gribin, from most of the presence of large amounts of open
coast of Holyhead Island (although not the seafront of Holyhead itself) access land over Holyhead Mountain
as well as much of the west facing coast from Trearddur Bay to Traeth and at Penrhyn Mawr, as well as the
Llydan, although excluding Cymyran Bay and Rhosneigr. The entire high sensitivity of receptors at these
locations and at the number of
length of this coast is accessible via the Anglesey Coastal Path.
identified key views within the area.
Areas of Registered Common Land, Open Country or other statutory
The importance of the area in views of
access land potentially within view of this sub-unit include Holyhead
the sea approach to Wales also
Mountain, Penrhyn Mawr, a coastal area of Holyhead Island around
contributes to sensitivity.
Porth-y-garan, Rhoscolyn Head, dunes backing Traeth Llydan,
Caergeiliog, and the inland high points of Mynydd y Garn and Pen-yfoel.
Views of the sub-unit are also potentially available from the western
edge of the town of Holyhead and the Holyhead-Ireland ferry route.
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 8 of the identified key views as
follows:
- Mynydd y Garn
- Holyhead Mountain
- RSPB nature reserve – Elin’s Tower
- South Stack lighthouse
- Trearddur Bay
- Breakwater Country Park
- Penrhos Coastal Park
- Breakwater Quarry (open access)

Sensitivity of receptors

The main receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to
be passengers on Liverpool-Dublin and Holyhead-Ireland ferries,
visitors to parts of Holyhead Island (including Holyhead Mountain,
South Stack), coastal recreation visitors to Trearddur Bay, those
staying in the area’s few caravan parks and campsites, walkers on the
Anglesey Coastal Path and a small number of agricultural workers.

Number of receptors

Moderate to low.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

52% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Anglesey AONB while approximately 7 km of Heritage Coast
designation (North Anglesey Cost) falls within the sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the AONB designation
Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within ZTV):
covering all of the land adjacent to the
sub-unit, as well as the Heritage
None
Coast designation covering the entire
Parks & Gardens:
stretch of coastline within the sub-unit.
-Carreglwyd

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit A9 is judged to be high to commercial schemes and moderate to demonstration schemes. This
relates to its context as an area of undeveloped sea fronting a complex coastline, with a highly distinctive landward area that has some key
views, large areas of open access land and generally high levels of tranquillity.
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CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
off shore

Indication of
tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km Good tidal
flow

Area of open sea devoid of human features or other visual interruptions,
with predominantly low waviness. The Holyhead to Ireland ferry crosses
the northern tip of the area (and provides offshore views) and commercial
shipping travelling around the north coast of Wales passes through this
area, as evidenced by the presence of a traffic separation scheme. Other
marine activity is generally restricted to infrequent sailing and leisure
boats. Highly sensitive mainland views from the tip of Holyhead Island.

Sensitivity is judged to be high to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of
undeveloped sea that provides a
backdrop to the highly sensitive
coastal landscape, notably
Holyhead Mountain.

10 – 15
km

Good tidal
flow

Area of open sea devoid of human features or other visual interruptions,
with low to moderate waviness. The Holyhead to Ireland ferry crosses the
northern tip of the area (and provides offshore views) and commercial
shipping travelling around the north coast of Wales passes through this
area, as evidenced by the presence of a traffic separation scheme. Other
marine activity is generally restricted to infrequent sailing and leisure
boats. Sensitive mainland views from the tip of Holyhead Island.

Sensitivity is judged to be
moderate to commercial
schemes, relating to its context as
an area of undeveloped sea that
provides a distant backdrop to the
highly sensitive coastal
landscape.

>15km

Some areas of Area of open sea devoid of human features or other visual interruptions,
with predominantly low levels of waviness. The Holyhead to Ireland ferry
good tidal
crosses the northern tip of the area (and provides offshore views) and
flow
commercial shipping travelling around the north coast of Wales passes
through this area, as evidenced by the presence of a traffic separation
scheme. Other marine activity is generally restricted to infrequent sailing
and leisure boats.
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Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of open sea
that is only visible from the
Holyhead to Ireland ferry,
commercial shipping and
infrequent leisure craft.

SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT A10 - part of regional seascape unit 11 (Penrhyn Mawr to Pen-y-Parc/Malltraeth Bay)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

Activity and movement

A coastal area of sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge, the rocky The sensitivity of the seascape is
shore having a very narrow shallow (less than 10 m depth) area except judged to be moderate, with a
off the large sandy beach at Trearddur Bay.
complex, indented coastline with
offshore rocks, relatively little human
activity, a relative sense of
An indented southwest facing, exposed rocky coast with low cliffs,
remoteness (reduced by Rhoscolyn
numerous small headlands and a beach at Trearddur Bay.
beacon), and a moderately dynamic
sea surface offset by a lack of major
There is infrequent recreational use of the sea for sailing and leisure
distinctive features.
boating and a navigation clearing line indicates some boat traffic. A
rescue station with lifeboat is located in Trearddur Bay which is used
for swimming and watersports. Moderate waviness over much of the
sub-unit becoming high at the shore. Overfalls, tide rips and races are
sometimes visible on the sea surface, especially in the southern part of
this sub-unit, off Rhoscolyn Head. Very narrow intertidal strip along
the rocky shore but a large area at Trearddur Bay.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

A coastal area of sea with some offshore rocks, one of which bears
Rhoscolyn navigation beacon.

Distinctiveness

Tywyn y Capel, or Capel St. Ffraid, is the site of a former 6th or 7th
century chapel and burial mound situated adjacent to the beach at
Trearddur Bay. St Gwenfaen’s Well water is credited with curing
mental problems is located near Rhoscolyn. The prehistoric hill fort of
Dinas Porth Rufydd overlooks the sub-unit whilst just inland are the
prehistoric Porth Dafarch hut circles.

Pattern and complexity

Key Sensitivities

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

An exposed rocky coast with low cliffs, numerous small headlands and
a beach at Trearddur Bay. Behind the coastal edge, the coastal
plateau is low and undulating with gentle ridges reaching 50 m AOD,
some with rocky outcrops and small lakes behind well developed dune
systems.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Development within the ZTV of this sub-unit includes the coastal
villages of Trearddur Bay and Rhosneigr, the A55 running southeast
from Holyhead, RAF Valley airfield and several caravan sites near the
coast. Inland, the landscape is otherwise rural in nature with pastoral
farmland and scattered settlements.

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be moderate. This reflects
the moderately strong sense of place
(based on Landmap evaluations and
the presence of South Stack, a
lighthouse and parts of Holyhead
Mountain within the ZTV), relatively
undeveloped nature of the coast and
its hinterland (with the exception of
Trearddur Bay coastal resort and RAF
Valley airfield), intermittent road
access to the coast and patches of
semi-natural habitat. Sensitivity is
also reduced by the lack of dark skies.

Road access to the coast is good at the settlements but otherwise
intermittent. The Anglesey Coastal Path provides almost continuous
access by foot.
Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 34 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 41%
have an overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ (2) or ‘high’ (12).
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The distinctive features of the ZTV are Holyhead Mountain and the
rocky headlands’ of South Stack (with its lighthouse) and Penrhyn
Mawr, the offshore rocks and headland at Rhoscolyn Head, the
settlement of Trearddur Bay, the airfield at RAF Valley, the rocky coast
and low cliffs of the southwest facing Anglesey coast and inland high
points such as Mynydd y Garn and Pen-y-foel.
Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 7% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in the
darkest category.
Intrusion: 38% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats potentially in view of this sub-unit include
patches of coastal heathland and grassland and marsh with a
substantial area of coastland at Cymyran Bay and around RAF Valley
continuing south of Rhosneigr.

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 296 km2.
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 53% of this land area.

Important/key views

This sub-unit is potentially visible from most of the southwest facing
coast of Anglesey between South Stack and Pen-y-parc, with the
exception of Aberffraw Bay, as well as parts of the coast between
Carmel Head and Porth Swtan. The entire length of this coast is
accessible via the Anglesey Coastal Path.

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices
within this seascape sub-unit is
judged to be moderate. This relates
to the presence of key views along
the Anglesey Coastal Path and the
sensitivity of receptors along its
undeveloped stretches, plus relatively
high receptor numbers at Trearddur
Bay, countered to an extent by
relatively low receptor numbers
elsewhere and lower sensitivities
around Trearddur.

Areas of Registered Common Land, Open Country or other statutory
access land potentially within view of this sub-unit include Holyhead
Mountain, Penrhyn Mawr, a coastal area of Holyhead Island around
Porth-y-garan, Rhoscolyn Head, common land around Valley Airfield,
dunes backing Traeth Llydan, Caergeiliog, and the inland high points
of Mynydd y Garn and Pen-y-foel.
Views of the sub-unit are also potentially available from parts of the
town of Holyhead and the Holyhead-Ireland ferry route.
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 6 of the identified key views as
follows:
- Mynydd y Garn
- Holyhead Mountain
- RSPB nature reserve – Elin’s Tower
- South Stack lighthouse
- Trearddur Bay
- Penrhos Coastal Park
Sensitivity of receptors

The main receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to
be coastal recreation visitors to Trearddur Bay, passengers on
Liverpool-Dublin and Holyhead-Ireland ferries, visitors to parts of
Holyhead Island (including Holyhead Mountain, South Stack), those
staying in the area’s few caravan parks and campsites, walkers on the
Anglesey Coastal Path and a small number of agricultural workers.

Number of receptors

Moderate to low.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

29% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Anglesey AONB while approximately 4 km of Heritage Coast
designation (North Anglesey Cost) falls within the sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be
moderate. This relates to the AONB
Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within ZTV):
designation covering much of the land
adjacent to the sub-unit, as well as
None
the section of Heritage Coast in the
Parks & Gardens:
west.
-Carreglwyd
-Bodorgan

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit A10 is judged to be moderate to both commercial and demonstration schemes. This relates to its
context as an area of undeveloped sea fronting a relatively complex coastline, with a moderately strong sense of place throughout the wider
landscape and the presence of some sensitive views and landscape designations. Any tidal stream development would need to be carefully
located with respect to key views and headlands (Penrhyn Mawr).
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CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
off shore

Indication of Evidence
tidal flow

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Some areas Area of open sea devoid of human features or other visual
of good tidal interruptions. Limited activity from leisure boats, with low to moderate
waviness. Overfalls, tide rips and races are sometimes visible on the
flow
sea surface in the landward part of the area. Offshore views from the
Holyhead to Ireland ferry, with some sensitive views from the
mainland.

Sensitivity is judged to be moderate to
commercial schemes, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped sea
that provides a backdrop to the
moderately sensitive coastal
landscape.

10 – 15 km

Some areas Area of open sea devoid of human features or other visual
of good tidal interruptions. Limited activity from leisure boats, with moderate
waviness in the north (coinciding with areas of tidal stream potential).
flow
Distant views from the moderately sensitive mainland.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to the
lack of offshore views and distance
from the coast combined with the level
of waviness.

>15km

Limited
areas of
good tidal
flow

Area of open sea devoid of human features or other visual
interruptions. Limited activity from leisure boats, with predominantly
low levels of waviness. No significant offshore views.
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Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to its
context as an area of open sea that
has no significant views into it.

SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT L1 - part of regional seascape unit 15 (Trwyn Porth Dinllaen to Braich y Pwll / Mynydd Mawr)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

An open coastal area of sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge
with a narrow coastal strip up to 10 m in depth. The unit includes an
indented context of cliffs and ‘Porths’.

Pattern and complexity

North-west facing moderately exposed, rocky, indented coastline of
low cliffs, rising to the south and intersected by several streams.

Activity and movement

Some sailing from boat launching points to the south and east of
regional seascape sub-unit. Generally low waviness and a small
extent of intertidal areas.

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be moderate to commercial
and low to demonstration schemes,
with sensitivity to tidal stream devices
increased by calm seas, a reasonably
complex coastline and an absence of
activity and movement or human
features but decreased by its scale and
openness and absence of features such
as islands.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

Area of coastal sea with no human features evident.

Distinctiveness

No distinctive cultural features are visible in this area of coastal sea
although the wreck of the Stewart, which foundered with a cargo of
whisky, is recorded.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

Low cliffs with gently undulating landscape rising gently behind to
Mynydd Rhiw (304 m) on the southeast side of the peninsula.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be moderate to commercial
schemes and low to demonstration
schemes. The absence of
The landscape within the ZTV is largely undeveloped with scattered
villages, hamlets, farms and campsites. Access to the coast within the development, lack of coastal access,
strong sense of tranquillity and dark
sub-unit is largely restricted to the Llŷn Coast Path with occasional
skies all add to sensitivity to commercial
road access e.g. at Penrhyn Colmon and Porth Ferin.
tidal stream devices. Sense of place
and the relationship of land to sea are
Of the 16 Landmap sub-units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility,
judged to be moderate.
69% have an overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ or ‘high’.
A remote and tranquil area of strong Welsh-language and farming
traditions leading to the tip of the Llŷn peninsula.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 80% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 85% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
A narrow strip of semi-natural coastal habitat along the coast,
increasing in width towards the tip of the peninsula where it also
includes tall herb and fern, mostly backed by improved grassland,
other agricultural land and scattered settlements.
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VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 215 km2.
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 25% of this land area.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices within
this seascape sub-unit is judged to be
moderate although this is likely to be
This sub-unit is potentially visible from almost all of the northwest
coastline of the peninsula within 15 km (the inland area of search), with less for the smaller demonstration
schemes. Sensitivity is increased by
the exception of the stretch to the east of Carreg Dhu, much of it
presence of a number of important
accessible by the Llŷn Coastal Path and other public rights of way.
viewpoints from which there would be
It is also potentially in view of the historic abbey at the northern end of views out to sea encompassing the tidal
Bardsey Island (at some distance), areas of Registered Common Land stream devices (including a substantial
or Open Country towards the tip of the Llŷn peninsula and elevated
section of the Llŷn Coastal Path), the
inland areas.
remote, exposed coastline that forms
the context of the views and the fact that
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 7 of the identified key views:
many viewers are tourists for whom the
- Mynydd Mawr
area’s sense of wildness forms much of
its appeal. Sensitivity is reduced by the
- Mynydd Carreg
absence of a significant number of
- Mynydd Penarfynydd
users of the sea and the fact that
inaccessibility constrains visitor
- Mynydd y Graig
numbers on land.
- Porth Colmon
- Porth Oer
- Penllech Beach

Sensitivity of receptors

Most receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to be
leisure users (walkers, sailors) plus a small number of agricultural
workers and residents.

Number of receptors

Very limited settlement, a limited road network and the dominance of
agricultural land use mean that the number of resident receptors is
likely to be small. Despite the inaccessibility of the peninsula, its
AONB status, and presence of the Llŷn Coastal Path, occasional
coastal campsites and a rich natural and historic environment within
view of the sub-unit create a draw for tourism visitors.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

43% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Llŷn AONB while approximately 4 km of Heritage Coast designation
(Llŷn Coast) falls within the sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity
to tidal stream devices within this
seascape sub-unit is judged to be high.
This reflects the fact that all of the ZTV
Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within ZTV):
is a Landscape of Outstanding Historic
Interest, the entire coast of the sub-unit
- Llŷn and Bardsey Island (Outstanding Historic Interest, 52 km2)
is Heritage Coast and the coastal part of
Parks & Gardens:
the ZTV is part of an AONB. However
for demonstration schemes only, this
- Cefnamwlch
would be lower.

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of L1 is judged to be low to demonstration schemes. Commercial schemes would not be feasible in this sub unit. This
judgement reflects its context as an undeveloped area of sea with low levels of activity and movement bordered by a complex coastline. The
landward area has a strong sense of remoteness and tranquillity with dark skies making it especially sensitive to light intrusion. It also has
several key views and many areas of high landscape value although few receptors. Given the small scale of demonstration schemes, it is
considered that these key sensitive features would not be adversely affected and sensitivities are low.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance offshore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5-10 km

Limited areas of good
tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features, activity
or additional receptors. No natural rocks
or islands are present. Waviness is low
throughout. This area has moderate
visibility from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is
judged to be moderate, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped sea
that provides a backdrop to a
moderately sensitive coastal landscape.

10-15 km

Insufficient tidal flow

N/A

N/A

> 15 km

Insufficient tidal flow

N/A

N/A
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT L2 - part of regional seascape unit 15 (Trwyn Porth Dinllaen to Braich y Pwll/Mynydd Mawr)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

An open coastal area of sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge with a narrow
coastal strip up to 10 m in depth.

Pattern and
complexity

Activity and
movement

Sense of
remoteness and
wildness
Distinctiveness

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the seascape
is judged to be moderate to
commercial schemes and lower
West-northwest facing moderately exposed (becoming exposed to the south), rocky, to demonstration schemes.
Sensitivity to tidal stream
indented coastline of sloping cliffs that rise significantly to the south. Several small
sandy coves (Porth Iago, Porth y Wrach and Porth Iago in the north; Porthorion in the devices is increased by calm
seas, natural patterns of water
south) and two distinctive small promontories in the centre (Dinas Bach and Dinas
movement at the sea surface
Fawr) with distinctive landform of Mynydd Carreg behind.
(tide rips etc.), a complex
Some sailing from boat launching points to the south and east of regional seascape coastline and an absence of
sub-unit and limited swimming from beaches. Generally low waviness, increasing to activity and movement or
human features but decreased
moderate along the landward edge. Overfalls, tide rips and races are sometimes
by its relative openness and
visible on the sea surface in places. A small extent of intertidal areas.
absence of features such as
islands.
Area of coastal sea with no human features evident.

No distinctive cultural features are visible in this area of coastal sea although two
wreck sites (the Newry and the other unidentified) are recorded.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

Sloping cliffs that rise significantly to the south with the distinctive landform of
Mynydd Carreg immediately behind and the more distant Mynydd Ystum (146 m)
providing views from the middle of the peninsula.

The sensitivity of the landscape
is judged to be moderate to
high, although sensitivity is
lower to demonstration
schemes. The absence of
development, lack of coastal
access, strong sense of
tranquillity and dark skies all
add to sensitivity to tidal stream
devices. Sense of
place/cohesive character and
the relationship of land to sea
are judged to be moderate.

Extent of existing
The landscape within the ZTV is largely undeveloped with scattered villages,
human
hamlets, farms and campsites. Access to the coast within the sub-unit is largely
activity/development restricted to the Llŷn Coast Path with occasional road access e.g. at Porth Iago and
Porth Oer.
Sense of
place/cohesive
character

Of the 12 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 75% have an
overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ or ‘high’.
A remote and tranquil area of strong Welsh-language and farming traditions leading
to the tip of the Llŷn peninsula. Includes an area of NT coastal land.

Perceptual attributes Dark skies: 87% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in the darkest
of
category.
remoteness/wildness
Intrusion: 87% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are classified as
and tranquillity
undisturbed.
A narrow strip of semi-natural coastal habitat along the coast, increasing in width
towards the tip of the peninsula where it also includes tall herb and fern, mostly
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backed by improved grassland, other agricultural land and scattered settlements.
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 178 km2. The sub-unit is In terms of views and visual
potentially visible from 27% of this land area.
amenity, sensitivity to tidal
stream devices within this
seascape sub-unit is judged to
This sub-unit is potentially visible from almost all of the northwest coastline of the
peninsula within 15 km (the inland area of search), much of it accessible by the Llŷn be moderate. Sensitivity is
increased by the presence of a
Coastal Path and other public rights of way.
number of important viewpoints
It is also potentially in view of the historic abbey at the northern end of Bardsey Island from which there would be
(at some distance), areas of Registered Common Land or Open Country towards the views out to sea encompassing
tip of the peninsula and elevated inland areas.
the devices, the remote,
exposed coastline that forms
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 8 of the identified key views:
the context of the views and the
fact that many viewers are
tourists for whom the area’s
sense of wildness forms much
- Mynydd Mawr
- Mynydd y Graig
of its appeal. Sensitivity is
- Mynydd Carreg
- Porth Colmon
reduced by the absence of a
- Bardsey Island
- Porth Oer
significant number of users of
- Mynydd Penarfynydd
- Penllech Beach
the sea and the fact that
inaccessibility constrains visitor
numbers on land.
Most receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to be leisure users
(visitors to St Mary’s Abbey on Bardsey Island, walkers, sailors) plus a small number
of agricultural workers and residents.

Important/key views

Sensitivity of
receptors

Key Sensitivities

Number of receptors Very limited settlement, a limited road network and the dominance of agricultural land
use mean that the number of resident receptors is likely to be small. Despite the
inaccessibility of the peninsula, its AONB status, and presence of the Llŷn Coastal
Path, some coastal recreation sites (campsites, parking) and a rich natural and
historic environment within view of the sub-unit create a draw for tourism visitors.
RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated
landscapes with
special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape
views

43% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the Llŷn AONB
while approximately 5 km of Heritage Coast designation (Llŷn Coast) falls within the
sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to tidal stream
devices within this seascape
sub-unit is judged to be high.
This reflects the fact that all of
the ZTV is a Landscape of
Outstanding Historic Interest,
the entire coast of the sub-unit
is Heritage Coast and the
coastal part of the ZTV is part
of an AONB.

Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within ZTV):
- Llŷn and Bardsey Island (48 km2)
Parks & Gardens:
- Cefnamwlch

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of L2 is judged to be moderate to high to commercial schemes and low - moderate to demonstration schemes. This
reflects its context as an undeveloped area of sea with low levels of activity and movement bordered by a complex coastline. The landward
area has a strong sense of remoteness and tranquillity with dark skies making it especially sensitive to light intrusion. It also has several key
views and many areas of high landscape value although few receptors. The small scale of demonstration schemes means these landscape
attributes would not generally be adversely affected and therefore sensitivity is judged to be lower.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
offshore

Indication of tidal
flow

Evidence

Judgement

5-10 km

Good tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features, activity or
additional receptors. No natural rocks or
islands are present. Waviness is low
throughout. This area has moderate visibility
from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is judged to be
moderate, relating to its context as an area of undeveloped
sea that provides a backdrop to a moderately sensitive
coastal landscape.

10-15 km

Limited areas of
good tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features, activity or
additional receptors. No natural rocks or
islands are present. Waviness is low
throughout. This area has moderate visibility
from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is judged to be low,
relating to its context as an area of undeveloped sea that
provides a distant backdrop to a moderately sensitive
coastal landscape.

> 15 km

Limited areas of
good tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features, activity or
additional receptors. No natural rocks or
islands are present. Waviness is low
throughout. This area has moderate visibility
from land.

The Limited areas of good tidal flow is mostly more than 35
km offshore and sensitivity is therefore judged to be low as
there are no significant views into it and no additional
seascape features at this distance that would increase
sensitivity.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT L3 - part of regional seascape unit 15 (Trwyn Porth Dinllaen to Braich y Pwll/Mynydd Mawr)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A coastal area of sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge with a
narrow coastal strip up to 10 m in depth.

Pattern and complexity

Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be moderate with sensitivity
to tidal stream devices increased by a
complex coastline, natural patterns of
West-northwest facing exposed, rocky, indented coastline of sloping
cliffs, with the high distinctive landforms of Mynydd Anelog in the north water movement at the sea surface (tide
rips etc.) and an absence of activity and
and Mynydd Mawr in the south, separated by the rocky cove of Porth
movement or human features but
Llanllawen.
decreased by a lack of distinctive
cultural features. Small scale
Some sailing from boat launching points to the south and east of
demonstration schemes could however
regional seascape unit. Generally low waviness in the seaward half,
rising to moderate then high waviness in the landward half. Overfalls, be accommodated without adverse
tide rips and races are sometimes visible on the sea surface in places. effects on landscape attributes.
A small extent of intertidal areas,

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

Area of coastal sea with no human features evident.

Distinctiveness

No distinctive cultural features are visible in this area of coastal sea.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

Sloping cliffs, overlooked by the high distinctive landforms of Mynydd
Anelog (192 m) at the north end of the sub-unit and Mynydd Mawr in
the south.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be high. The absence of
development, lack of coastal access,
strong sense of place/cohesive
character (as indicated by Landmap
The landscape within the ZTV is largely undeveloped with scattered
villages, hamlets, farms and campsites. Access to the coast within the evaluations), strong sense of tranquillity
sub-unit is largely restricted to the Llŷn Coast Path with road access to and exceptionally dark skies all add to
sensitivity to tidal stream devices.
the cliff tops at the tip of the peninsula.
Of the 11 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 73%
have an overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ or ‘high’.
A remote and tranquil area of strong Welsh-language and farming
traditions leading to the tip of the Llŷn peninsula.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 95% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 87% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
A narrow strip of semi-natural coastal habitat along the coast,
increasing in width towards the tip of the peninsula where it also
includes tall herb and fern, mostly backed by improved grassland,
other agricultural land and scattered settlements.
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VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 130 km2.
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 24% of this land area.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices within
this seascape sub-unit is judged to be
moderate. Sensitivity is increased by
This sub-unit is potentially visible from almost all of the northwest
coastline of the peninsula within 15 km (the inland area of search), with presence of a number of important
viewpoints from which there would be
the exception of north-northwest facing stretches obscured by the
views out to sea encompassing the
headlands at Penrhyn Mawr, Penrhyn Colmon and Porth Ysgaden,
much of it accessible by the Llŷn Coastal Path and other public right of devices and the remote, exposed
coastline that forms the context of the
way.
views and the fact that many viewers
It is also potentially in view of visitors travelling to and from Bardsey
are tourists for whom the area’s sense
Island and from many of that island’s distinctive features, as well as
of wildness forms much of its appeal.
from areas of Registered Common Land or Open Country towards the Sensitivity is reduced by the absence of
tip of the peninsula and elevated inland areas.
a significant number of users of the sea
and the fact that inaccessibility
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 8 of the identified key views:
constrains visitor numbers on land. For
small scale demonstration schemes
- Anelog (open access land)
- Mynydd Penarfynydd
sensitivity would be lower.
- Mynydd Mawr
- Mynydd y Graig
- Mynydd Carreg
- Porth Colmon
- Bardsey Island
- Porth Oer

Sensitivity of receptors

Most receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to be
leisure users (day trippers to Bardsey Island, walkers, sailors) plus a
small number of agricultural workers and residents.

Number of receptors

Very limited settlement, a limited road network and the dominance of
agricultural land use mean that the number of resident receptors is
likely to be small. Despite the inaccessibility of the peninsula, its
AONB status, and presence of Bardsey Island, the Llŷn Coastal Path,
a variety of coastal recreation sites (view points, NT land) and a rich
natural and historic environment within view of the sub-unit create a
draw for tourism visitors.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

46% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Llŷn AONB while approximately 3 km of Heritage Coast designation
(Llŷn Coast) falls within the sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity
to tidal stream devices within this
seascape sub-unit is judged to be high.
This reflects the fact that all of the ZTV
Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within ZTV):
is a Landscape of Outstanding Historic
Interest, the entire coast of the sub-unit
- Llŷn and Bardsey Island (31 km2)
is Heritage Coast and the coastal part of
Parks & Gardens:
the ZTV is part of an AONB.
Nevertheless, for small scale
- None
demonstration schemes sensitivity
would be lower.

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of L3 is judged to be moderate to high to commercial schemes and low to moderate to demonstration schemes. This
reflects its context as an undeveloped area of sea with low levels of activity and movement bordered by a complex coastline. The landward
area has a strong sense of remoteness and tranquillity with exceptionally dark skies making it especially sensitive to light intrusion and a
strong sense of place/cohesive character. It also has several key views and many areas of high landscape value although few receptors.
The small scale of demonstration schemes means these landscape attributes would not generally be adversely affected and therefore
sensitivity is judged to be lower.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
offshore

Indication of Evidence
tidal flow

Judgement

5-10 km

Good tidal
flow

Area is devoid of human features, activity or additional
receptors. No natural rocks or islands are present.
Waviness is low throughout. This area has moderate
visibility from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is judged to be
moderate, relating to its context as an area of
undeveloped sea that provides a backdrop to a
moderately sensitive coastal landscape.

10-15 km

Good tidal
flow

Area is devoid of human features, activity or additional
receptors. No natural rocks or islands are present.
Waviness is low throughout. This area has moderate
visibility from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is judged to be
low, relating to its context as an area of undeveloped
sea that provides a distant backdrop to a moderately
sensitive coastal landscape.

> 15 km

Some areas Area is devoid of human features, activity or additional
of good tidal receptors. No natural rocks or islands are present.
Waviness is low throughout. This area has moderate
flow
visibility from land.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is judged to be
low, relating to its context as an area of undeveloped
sea that has no significant views into it.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT L4 - part of regional seascape unit 16 (Braich y Pwll and Bardsey Island)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A coastal area of sea between 0-5 km from the southwest facing tip of
the Llŷn Peninsula with isolated areas up to 10 m in depth to the south
and west of Bardsey Island, in the south-southeast of the sub-unit and
off the headlands on the eastern part of the coast.

Pattern and complexity

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be high with sensitivity to tidal
stream devices increased by the cultural
distinctiveness of Bardsey Island, the
complex coastline, natural patterns of
water movement at the sea surface (tide
An indented coastline with exposed, rugged, rocky cliffs, with higher
rips etc.) and relatively little human
rocky outcrops set back from the coast and the rocky outcrop of
Carreg Ddu 200 m off the coast. Mynydd Enlli forms the main focus of activity and movement.
Bardsey Island, which lies 2.5 km off the coast, with a coastal plateau
running down to the lower west facing rocky coast of the island.

Activity and movement

Sailing occurs around the coast from Aberdaron and elsewhere. Day
trips to Bardsey Island and other nature and history appreciation
cruises from Porth Meudwy. Generally moderate waviness but with
higher waves to the west of Bardsey Island and along the coastal edge
and lower waves in the lee of the island to its east. Overfalls, tide rips
and races are sometimes visible over much the sea surface in this unit.
Very small extent of intertidal areas.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

The area of sea itself bears no human features but a variety of
structures are present on Bardsey Island, including the 30 m
lighthouse at its southern end and a tower forming part of the remains
of St Mary’s Abbey at its northern end.

Distinctiveness

Bardsey Island lends strong distinctiveness to this sub-unit with its
importance to the early Christian church, long history of settlement and
the tallest square-towered lighthouse in the UK. It contains the
remains of the 13th century abbey of St Mary’s, medieval field
enclosures, prehistoric huts and various other historic features, many
of them designated as listed buildings or scheduled ancient
monuments. No cultural features are visible in the sea itself, although
multiple wreck sites are recorded.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

Rocky cliffs, with higher rocky outcrops set back from the coast and
the rocky outcrop of Carreg Ddu 200 m off the coast. Mynydd Enlli
(167 m) provides views over the lower plateau that forms the
remainder of Bardsey Island.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be high. The absence of
development, lack of coastal access,
strong sense of place/cohesive
character (cultural importance of
Bardsey Island), strong sense of
The landscape within the ZTV is largely undeveloped with scattered
villages, hamlets, farms and campsites. Access to the coast within the tranquillity and dark skies all add to
sub-unit is largely restricted to the Llŷn Coast Path with road access to sensitivity to tidal stream devices.
Sensitivity will be lower for
the cliff tops at the tip of the peninsula.
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Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 16 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 50%
have an overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ or ‘high’.

demonstration schemes.

A remote, sparsely settled coast with significant cultural importance of
Bardsey Island.
Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 78% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 90% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
A narrow strip of semi-natural coastal habitat along the coast,
increasing in width towards the tip of the peninsula where it also
includes tall herb and fern, mostly backed by improved grassland,
other agricultural land and scattered settlements.

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 121 km2.
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 40% of this land area.

Important/key views

This sub-unit is potentially visible from the northwest coastline of the
peninsula as far as Penrhyn Mawr, the end of the peninsula and
almost its entire southern coast as far as Trwyn Cilan at the eastern
end of Aberdaron Bay, most of this being accessible by the Llŷn
Coastal Path and other public rights of way.

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices within
this seascape sub-unit is judged to be
high. Sensitivity is increased by
presence of a number of important
viewpoints from which there would be
views out to sea encompassing the
devices (including from the tip of the
peninsula towards the features of
Bardsey Island) and the remote,
exposed coastline that forms the context
of the views, the fact that many viewers
are tourists for whom the area’s sense
of wildness forms much of its appeal
and the presence of visitors taking boat
trips to and from Bardsey Island. The
sub-unit is also visible from a relatively
high proportion of its ZTV. Sensitivity is
reduced by the fact that inaccessibility
constrains visitor numbers. Sensitivity
would be lower for demonstration
schemes.

It is also potentially in view of visitors travelling to and from Bardsey
Island and all of the island’s distinctive features. There are areas of
Registered Common Land or Open Country towards the tip of the
peninsula, at the headlands to the east and west of Aberdaron Bay
and inland at Mynydd Rhiw.
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 15 of the identified key views:
- Anelog (open access land)
- Mynydd Mawr
- Mynydd Carreg
- Bardsey Island
- Whole tip of the peninsula
- Mynydd Penarfynydd
- Mynydd Rhiw

- Mynydd y Graig
- Trwyn Cilan
- Aberdaron
- Porth Colmon
- Porth Oer
- Porth Ysgo
- Cilan Headland (b)
- Porth Neigwl (Hell's Mouth)

Sensitivity of receptors

Most receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to be
leisure users (day trippers to Bardsey Island, walkers, sailors) plus a
small number of agricultural workers and residents.

Number of receptors

Very limited settlement, a limited road network and the dominance of
agricultural land use mean that the number of resident receptors is
likely to be small. Despite the inaccessibility of the peninsula, its
AONB status, the Llŷn Coastal Path, a variety of coastal recreation
sites (e.g. NT land) and a rich natural and historic environment within
view of the sub-unit create a draw for tourism visitors. The fact that the
coast of this sub-unit is the tip of the peninsula and the offshore
presence of Bardsey Island create a particular draw. Overall the
number of receptors is likely to be moderate.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

64% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Llŷn AONB while approximately 17 km of Heritage Coast designation
(Llŷn Coast) falls within the sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity
to tidal stream devices within this
seascape sub-unit is judged to be high.
This reflects the fact that all of the ZTV
Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within ZTV):
is a Landscape of Outstanding Historic
Interest, the entire coast of the sub-unit
- Llŷn and Bardsey Island (47 km2)
is Heritage Coast and the coastal part of
Parks & Gardens:
the ZTV is part of an AONB.
- None

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of L4 is judged to be high to commercial schemes and moderate to demonstration schemes. This reflects its context
as an undeveloped area of sea, containing the significant central asset and landmark feature of Bardsey Island, with low levels of activity and
movement bordered by a complex and highly distinctive coastline. The landward area has a strong sense of remoteness and tranquillity with
dark skies making it especially sensitive to light intrusion and a strong sense of place/cohesive character. It also has several key views, many
areas of high landscape value and a moderate number of receptors. Any demonstration schemes would need to be carefully sited in relation
to Bardsey Island which is a key feature of the seascape.

CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
offshore

Indication of
tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5-10 km

Limited areas
of good tidal

Area is devoid of human features, activity or additional receptors. No Sensitivity to commercial schemes is
natural rocks or islands are present. Waviness is low in the northeast judged to be high, relating to its context
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flow

half of the offshore area but moderate in the southeast half. Visibility
of this area from land is moderate in its northeast half, becoming high
in the southwest. Overfalls, tide rips and races are sometimes visible
on the sea surface in places.

as an area of undeveloped sea which in
parts has high visibility and natural
patterns of water movement and which
provides a backdrop to a highly sensitive
coastal landscape/seascape, including
Bardsey Island.

10-15 km

Limited areas
of good tidal
flow

Area is devoid of human features, activity or additional receptors. No
natural rocks or islands are present. Waviness is low in the northeast
half of the offshore area but moderate in the southeast half. Visibility
of this area from land is moderate in its northeast half, becoming high
in the southwest. Overfalls, tide rips and races are sometimes visible
on the sea surface in places.

Sensitivity to commercial schemes is
judged to be moderate, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped sea
which in parts has high visibility and
natural patterns of water movement and
which provides a distant backdrop to a
highly sensitive coastal landscape.

> 15 km

Insufficient
tidal flow

N/A

N/A
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT L5 - part of regional seascape unit 17 (Bardsey Island to Trwyn Cilan)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A coastal area of sea between 0-5 km from the coastal edge. The
entire length of coast features a strip less than 10 m in depth which
extends in the northeast part of the sub-unit around the islands of Ynys
Gwylan-fawr and Ynys Gwylan-bach.

Pattern and complexity

Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be moderate with sensitivity
to tidal stream devices increased by the
complex coastline, natural patterns of
water movement at the sea surface (tide
rips etc.) and relatively little human
Southwest facing Aberdaron Bay, with large sand and shingle beach
flanked by an exposed long rocky coastline and headland on the west activity and movement, although
sensitivity is reduced somewhat by a
side and a moderately exposed rocky headland to the east. Two
sea surface that is dynamic in places
islands lie off the eastern headland – Ynys Gwylan Fawr and Ynys
and by the presence of human activity
Gwylan Bach.
associated with recreational use of
Aberdaron Bay. This means sensitivity
Some sailing from boat launching points such as Aberdaron and
would be lower for demonstration
Abersoch. Exposed seas with waves funnelled into Aberdaron Bay
make it popular for surfing. Waviness is generally moderate, becoming schemes.
higher near the coast and in the southwest of the sub-unit. Overfalls,
tide rips and races are sometimes visible on the sea surface in places.
There is an intertidal area off the beach in Aberdaron Bay

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

Area of coastal sea with no human features evident.

Distinctiveness

No distinctive cultural features are visible in this area of coastal sea
although three wreck sites are recorded. The small islands are also
distinctive features.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

Headlands to the east and west of Aberdaron beach at about 60-90 m
AOD provide views over this seascape sub-unit, as do the inland
peaks of Mynydd Ystum (146 m) to the north and Mynydd Anelog (192
m) to the northeast.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be moderate. The absence
of development, lack of coastal access,
strong sense of tranquillity and dark
skies all add to sensitivity to tidal stream
devices. Sense of place/cohesive
The landscape within the ZTV is largely undeveloped with scattered
villages, hamlets, farms and campsites. Access to the coast within the character and the relationship of land to
sea are judged to be moderate.
sub-unit is largely restricted to the Anglesey Coast Path with
occasional road access e.g. at Aberdaron Bay and the cliff tops above Sensitivity would be lower for
demonstration schemes.
the tip of the peninsula.
Of the 19 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 47%
have an overall evaluation of ‘outstanding’ or ‘high’.
An area of sparse, scattered settlement with the exception of
Aberdaron, which was and is the point of departure for pilgrims and
visitors to Bardsey Island, and which now attracts surfers.
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Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 59% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 80% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
A narrow strip of semi-natural coastal habitat along the coast,
increasing in width towards the tip of the peninsula where it also
includes tall herb and fern, mostly backed by improved grassland,
other agricultural land and scattered settlements.

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15 km buffer of the sub-unit is 167 km2.
The sub-unit is potentially visible from 26% of this land area.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices within
this seascape sub-unit is judged to be
moderate. Sensitivity is increased by
This sub-unit is potentially visible from the coast at the end of the
peninsula and almost its entire southern coast as far as Trwyn Cilan at presence of a number of important
the eastern end of Aberdaron Bay, most of this being accessible by the viewpoints from which there would be
views out to sea encompassing the
Llŷn Coastal Path and other public rights of way.
devices and the remote, exposed
It is also potentially in view of visitors travelling to and from Bardsey
coastline that forms the context of the
Island and the island’s east coast and many of its distinctive features. views and the fact that many viewers
Areas of Registered Common Land or Open Country within view of this are tourists for whom the area’s sense
sub-unit include those towards the tip of the peninsula, at the
of wildness forms much of its appeal
headlands to the east and west of Aberdaron Bay and elevated areas and the presence of visitors taking boat
inland such as at Mynydd Rhiw, Carn Fadryn and Myntho Common.
trips to and from Bardsey Island or
using Aberdaron beach and bay.
The unit is potentially visible from 12 of the identified key views:
Sensitivity is reduced by the absence of
a significant number of users of the sea
- Mynydd Mawr
- Trwyn Cilan
and the fact that inaccessibility
- Mynydd Carreg
- Aberdaron
constrains visitor numbers on land.
- Whole tip of the peninsula
- Porth Ysgo
Sensitivity would be lower for
- Mynydd Penarfynydd
- Cilan Headland (b)
demonstration schemes.
- Mynydd Rhiw
- Y Foel Gron, Mynytho
- Mynydd y Graig
- Porth Neigwl (Hell's Mouth)

Sensitivity of receptors

Most receptors potentially within view of the sub-unit are likely to be
leisure users (users of Aberdaron Beach, day trippers to Bardsey
Island, walkers, sailors) plus a small number of agricultural workers
and residents.

Number of receptors

Very limited settlement, a limited road network and the dominance of
agricultural land use mean that the number of resident receptors is
likely to be small. Despite the inaccessibility of the peninsula, its
AONB status, the Llŷn Coastal Path, a variety of coastal recreation
sites and a rich natural and historic environment potentially within view
of the sub-unit create a draw for tourism visitors. Visitors are also
drawn to boat trips leaving to Bardsey Island from Aberdaron and to
recreational use of Aberdaron Bay. Overall the number of receptors is
likely to be moderate.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

81% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Llŷn AONB while approximately 7 km of Heritage Coast designation
(Llŷn Coast) falls within the sub-unit.

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity
to tidal stream devices within this
seascape sub-unit is judged to be high.
This reflects the fact that all of the ZTV
Historic Landscape Areas (with area of designation falling within ZTV):
is a Landscape of Outstanding Historic
Interest, the entire coast of the sub-unit
- Llŷn and Bardsey Island (42 km2)
is Heritage Coast and the coastal part of
Parks & Gardens:
the ZTV is part of an AONB.
- None

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of L5 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This reflects its context as
an undeveloped area of sea with low levels of activity and movement bordered by complex coastlines. The landward area has a strong sense
of remoteness and tranquillity. It also has several key views and many areas of high landscape value and a moderate number of receptors.
Demonstration schemes would need to be carefully located in relation to the key views and islands.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance offshore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5-10 km

Insufficient tidal flow

N/A

N/A

10-15 km

Insufficient tidal flow

N/A

N/A

> 15 km

Insufficient tidal flow

N/A

N/A
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT P1 - part of regional seascape unit 33 (Strumble Head to St David’s Head)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A small-scale indented coastline fronting an area of exposed open sea. The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be high, with the smallscale, relatively complex coastline,
A relatively complex indented coastline of sheer cliffs, with several
small headlands and two sandy coves. Several offshore rock outcrops the presence of several offshore
rock outcrops and other distinctive
within 1km of the coast in the east, while the northernmost island at
features such as St David’s Head,
North Bishop is less than 1.5km distance from the unit in the south.
and the absence of significant
Waviness is moderate throughout most of the unit, though greater near activity and movement and visual
the coast and lesser near the seaward boundary. Intertidal areas are interruptions or other human
limited to occasional sand beaches and wave-cut platforms along the features all increasing sensitivity to
coast. No ferry routes pass through the area, although there are some tidal stream devices. Sensitivity
would be reduced for small scale
adjacent. Recreational use is limited.
demonstration schemes although
An area of exposed sea with offshore rocks (including Cerrig Gwylan, would remain high around St
Llech Uchaf, Llech Ganol, Llech Isaf and Carreg Gwylan Fach) forming David’s Head.
the only visual interruptions and adding to the sense of remoteness.
There are no human features evident.

Pattern and complexity

Activity and movement

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

Distinctiveness

Key Sensitivities

St David’s Head is a nationally important headland with spiritual
connections, forming the western unit boundary. Abereiddy Tower is a
Grade II listed monument on Trwyncastell promontory in the east.
Several small offshore rock outcrops occur within 1km of the coast in
the east.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A rugged cliff coastline reaching up to 75m AOD at St David’s Head,
with a rolling inland coastal plateau with several noticeable hills,
including Carn Llidi, Penberry, Mynydd Morfa, and Garn Fawr.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

A largely undeveloped landscape with scattered campsites and small
hamlets/villages. Access to the coast is largely restricted to the
Pembrokeshire National Trail, with occasional road access e.g. at
Whitesands Bay & Abereiddy Bay.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 15 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 73%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (4) or high (7).

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be high, with the
absence of development, the
presence of several noticeable hills,
the strong sense of place, high
levels of tranquillity, remoteness
and particularly dark night skies all
increasing sensitivity to tidal stream
devices. Generally, sensitivity
would be lower for small scale
demonstration schemes, although
would remain high around St
David’s Head.

St David’s Head is a highly distinctive headland with strong spiritual
associations, while Whitesands Bay is a nationally popular recreation
site.
Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 76% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 87% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
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classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats occur along the coastal cliffs, with some large
areas of heathland inland (e.g. Carn Llidi) and patches of semi-natural
grassland throughout (including over much of Ramsey Island).
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 264
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 48% of this
land area.

Important/key views

The coastline with potential views of this area stretches from Strumble
Head in the north to Pen Del-aderyn (opposite Ramsey Island). The
entire length is accessible via the Pembrokeshire National Trail and
nearly all of the route would potentially have views to the seascape
unit.

In terms of views and visual
amenity, sensitivity to devices
within this seascape unit is judged
to be high. This relates to the
number of key viewpoints and the
significant areas of open access
land that would have views to the
sub-unit, as well as the high
sensitivity of receptors and high
receptor numbers.

There are significant areas of Registered Common Land around St.
David’s Head, as well as at Abereiddy, Trefin and Garn Fawr, and also
Open Country, as over much of Ramsey Island as well as at Garn
Fawr, Garn Folch and Penbwchdy.
Views of the unit would also be had from the Fishguard to Rosslare
ferry to the north, as well as the passenger ferry from St Justinian’s to
Ramsey Island to the south.
The sub-unit is visible from 7 of the identified key views:
- Whitesands Beach (blue flag)
- Pembrokeshire Coastal Path
- St. Justinians to Ramsey
Island ferry

- St David’s Head
- Carn Llidi
- Garn Fawr
- north of Abereiddy

Sensitivity of receptors

The sensitivity of receptors (visitors, tourists, and walkers on the
National Trail etc) will be predominantly high, given the lack of
development and road access to key sites and summits, such as St
David’s Head and Carn Llidi.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high at key recreation sites, namely
Whitesands Bay, and lower along the rest of the coast.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes with
special qualities associated
with coastal/seascape views

63% of the area with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which lists the importance of the
surrounding sea amongst its special qualities, while around 10km of
Heritage Coast designation falls within the sub-unit (St David’s
Peninsular).

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the Landscape of
Outstanding Historic Interest
around St David’s Head and
Historic Landscape Areas:
Ramsey Island (adjacent unit), as
- Pen Gaer: Garn Fawr and Strumble Head, Special Historic Interest (4 well as the National Park and
Heritage Coast designation
square km with potential views to sub-unit)
covering much of the area and the
- St Davids Peninsula and Ramsey Island, Outstanding Historic
other designated landscapes.
Interest (11 square km with potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens:
- Walpool Court Hotel (significant view over the sea)

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit P1 is judged to be high to commercial schemes and moderate to demonstration schemes, with
higher sensitivity towards St David’s Head. This relates to its context as an area of undeveloped sea devoid of significant activity fronting a
complex and highly distinctive coastline, with a landward area demonstrating strong senses of tranquillity and remoteness, with several key
views and areas of high landscape value. Dark night skies are a particular feature of the area, making it especially sensitive to light
intrusion.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
off shore

Indication of
tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Good tidal
flow

Area devoid of human features or other visual interruptions, with
no significant activity. Waviness is moderate over shallower
water in the centre, but low elsewhere. Offshore views from
Fishguard to Rosslare ferry & summer ferry to Ramsey Island.
Highly sensitive mainland views from St David’s Head.

Sensitivity is judged to be high to
commercial schemes, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped sea
that provides a backdrop to the highly
sensitive coastal landscape.

10 – 15 km

Some areas of Area devoid of human features or other visual interruptions, with
no significant activity. Waviness is low throughout. Offshore
good tidal
views from Fishguard to Rosslare ferry & summer ferry to
flow
Ramsey Island. Highly sensitive mainland views from St David’s
Head.

Sensitivity is judged to be moderate to
commercial schemes, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped sea
that provides a distant backdrop to the
highly sensitive coastal landscape.

>15km

Insufficient
tidal flow

N/a

N/a
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT P2 - part of regional seascape unit 33 (Strumble Hd to St David’s Hd) & 34 (St David’s Hd to Ramsey Isd)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A distinctive concave bay fronting an area of otherwise exposed sea.

Pattern and complexity

Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be moderate, with the
A broad sweeping bay enclosed by headlands, with two smaller coves to high levels of waviness and activity
and relatively broad scale of the
the north. Several offshore islets occur within the unit, namely North
coastline reducing sensitivity to tidal
Bishop towards the seaward boundary, Carreg-trai in the centre and
stream devices, but the presence of
Carreg-gafeiliog off the southern headland.
the distinctive St David’s Head and
Whitesands Bay and several
Waviness is high throughout most of the unit, especially near the coast
offshore islets, and the absence
and along the southern boundary. Intertidal areas are limited to the
sand beaches and wave-cut platforms along the coast. No ferry routes human features all increasing
sensitivity to development.
pass through the area, though the bay is identified as an anchorage
area; it is also a very popular area for surfing.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

The unit is devoid of human features, with the islets forming the only
interruption to long sweeping views.

Distinctiveness

St David’s Head is a nationally important headland with spiritual
connections forming the northern unit boundary, while Whitesands Bay
itself is a well recognised coastal feature. Several offshore islets occur
within the unit, most notably the larger North Bishop near the seaward
unit boundary.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A broad sandy bay backed by dunes at Whitesands Bay, with vertical
The sensitivity of the landscape is
cliffs and coastal plateaux elsewhere, with Carn Llidi reaching 84m AOD judged to be high, with the
east of St David’s Head.
absence of development, the
presence of several noticeable hills,
the strong sense of place, the dark
A largely undeveloped landscape with scattered campsites and small
hamlets/villages, as well as the city of St David’s. Access to the coast is night skies and particularly the
strong senses of tranquillity and
largely restricted to the Pembrokeshire National Trail, with occasional
remoteness all increasing
road access e.g. at Whitesands Bay, Abereiddy Bay & St Justinian’s.
sensitivity to tidal stream devices.
Of the 11 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 82%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (3) or high (6).

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Key Sensitivities

St David’s Head (along with Carn Llidi) is a highly distinctive headland
with strong spiritual associations, while Whitesands Bay is a nationally
popular recreation site. Ramsey Island is also a notable feature of the
area, along with the city of St David’s itself.
Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 54% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in the
darkest category.
Intrusion: 91% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
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Semi-natural habitats occur along the coastal cliffs, with an area of
heathland at Carn Llidi and semi-natural grassland covering much of
Ramsey Island as well as in patches inland.
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 135 square
kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 12% of this land area.

Important/key views

The coastline with potential views of this area stretches from Penclegyr
in the north to Pen Del-aderyn (opposite Ramsey Island), with the
headlands at Ynys Deullyn and Llanferran also affected. This entire
length is accessible via the Pembrokeshire National Trail and most of
the route would potentially have views to the seascape unit.

In terms of views and visual
amenity, sensitivity to devices
within this seascape unit is judged
to be high. This relates to the
number of key viewpoints and the
significant areas of open access
land that would have views to the
sub-unit, as well as the high
sensitivity of receptors and high
receptor numbers at key locations.

There are significant areas of Registered Common Land around St.
David’s Head (including Carn Llidi), as well as to the south of
Whitesands Bay around Rhosson and to the north at Penberry and
Abereiddy; there is also Open Country over much of Ramsey Island.
Views of the unit would also be had from the passenger ferry to Ramsey
Island to the south.
The sub-unit is visible from 6 of the identified key views:
- Whitesands Beach (blue flag)
- Pembrokeshire Coastal Path
- St. Justinians to Ramsey Island ferry
- St David’s Head
- Carn Llidi
- north of Abereiddy
Sensitivity of receptors

The sensitivity of receptors will be predominantly high, given the lack of
development and road access to key sites and summits, such as St
David’s Head and Carn Llidi.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high at the key recreation site of Whitesands
Bay, and lower along the rest of the coast.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

92% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which lists the importance of the
surrounding sea amongst its special qualities, while around 6km of
Heritage Coast designation falls within the sub-unit (St David’s
Peninsular).

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the Landscape of
Outstanding Historic Interest
around St David’s Head and
Ramsey Island and the significant
proportion of land covered by
National Park designation, as well
as the stretch of Heritage Coast
and significant views from a
registered park and garden.

Historic Landscape Areas:
- St Davids Peninsula and Ramsey Island, Outstanding Historic Interest
(11 square km with potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens:
- Walpool Court Hotel (significant view over the sea)
OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT

Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit P2 is judged to be high to commercial schemes and moderate to demonstration schemes although
this would be higher in relation to the offshore islands and St David’s Head. This relates to its context as an area of undeveloped sea
fronting a highly distinctive coastline, with a landward area demonstrating particularly strong senses of tranquillity and remoteness, with
several key views and areas of high landscape value.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance off
shore

Indication of tidal
flow

5 – 10 km

Some areas of good Area devoid of human features or other visual interruptions, with
no significant activity. Waviness is predominantly low. Offshore
tidal flow
views from summer ferry to Ramsey Island. Highly sensitive
mainland views from St David’s Head and Ramsey Island.

10 – 15 km & Insufficient tidal
>15km
flow

Evidence

Judgement

N/a

Sensitivity is judged to be high to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of
undeveloped sea that provides a
backdrop to the highly sensitive
coastal landscape.
N/a
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT P3 - part of regional seascape units 34 (St David’s Hd to Ramsey Isd) & 35 (Ramsey Isd to Skomer Isd)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A unit dominated by Ramsey Island in its centre, with the concave
indented mainland coast in the east.

Pattern and complexity

A complex indented coastline around Ramsey Island and along the
coast, with numerous islets and outcrops throughout the unit, plus
extents of
rocks exposed at low tide on headlands.

Activity and movement

Waviness is high throughout most of the unit, especially to the west of
Ramsey Island and the mainland coast. Intertidal areas are limited to
the small bays and wave-cut platforms around Ramsey Island and
along the mainland coast. A passenger ferry operates across
Ramsey Sound between St Justinian’s on the mainland and Ramsey
Island during the summer, while two anchorage areas are identified
east of the Island in Ramsey Sound. Boat trips operate around
Ramsey Island.

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be high to both
demonstration and commercial
devices, with the high levels of
waviness and moderate activity
reducing sensitivity to tidal stream
devices, but being countered by the
presence of the highly distinctive
Ramsey Island and its associated
Sound, as well as numerous offshore
islets and reefs throughout the unit,
the complexity of the coastlines, and
the absence human features, which
all increase sensitivity to
development.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

The unit is devoid of human features, with Ramsey Island enclosing
the Ramsey Sound in the east, and scattered islets forming the only
visual interruptions in the west.

Distinctiveness

Ramsey Island has had long associations with the religious
community of St David’s since the 13th century, while the dangerous
tidal race of Ramsey Sound is a distinctive and well-known seascape.
Numerous offshore islets and reefs surround Ramsey Island, notably
the hazardous reefs in Ramsey Sound known as the Bitches.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A rugged indented coastline of vertical cliffs and coastal plateaux
around 30m AOD, with two prominent hills on Ramsey Island (the
highest, Carn Llundain, at 136m AOD), and inland summits, notably
at Carn Llidi east of St David’s Head in the north.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

A largely undeveloped landscape with scattered campsites and
hamlets, but also including the city of St David’s and settlement at
Solva, plus MoD development at Cawdor Barracks. Access to the
coast is largely restricted to the Pembrokeshire National Trail, with
road access at Whitesands Bay & St Justinian’s, as well as at Solva
and Newgale Sands via the A487.

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be high, with the strong
sense of place, the presence of
numerous distinctive landscape
features, the general absence of
development and the dark night
skies and the strong senses of
tranquillity and remoteness all
increasing sensitivity to tidal stream
devices.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 18 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 78%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (6) or high (8).
Ramsey Island and St David’s Head are highly distinctive features of
the area with strong spiritual connections, as are the headlands along
the coast, the beaches at Newgale Sands and Whitesands, the
summits as at Carn Llidi, Skomer Island to the south and the city of St
David’s itself.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 44% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 76% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
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classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats occur along the coastal cliffs, with areas of
heathland inland (e.g. Carn Llidi) and semi-natural grassland covering
much of Ramsey Island as well as in patches inland.
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 146
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 30% of this
land area.

Important/key views

The coastline with potential views of this area stretches from St
David’s Head in the north to Wooltack Point and Skomer Island, with
the headlands at Ynys Barry further north also affected. This entire
length is accessible via the Pembrokeshire National Trail and most of
the route would potentially have views to the seascape unit.

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the number of key
viewpoints and the significant areas
of open access land that would have
views to the sub-unit, as well as the
predominantly high sensitivity of
receptors and high receptor numbers
at key locations.

Much of Ramsey island is designated Open Country, while there are
significant areas of Registered Common Land around St. David’s
Head (including Carn Llidi). Open Country also occurs to the south at
Wooltack Point, and Registered Common Land in the north at
Pensberry.
Views of the unit would also be had from the passenger ferry between
St Justinian’s and Ramsey Island and the Pembroke to Rosslare
ferry, as well as recreational boats around the island.
The sub-unit is visible from 11 of the identified key views:

Sensitivity of receptors

Number of receptors

- Whitesands Beach (blue flag)
- Pembrokeshire Coastal Path
- A487 at Newgale
- St. Justinians to Ramsey Island ferry
- Newgale (blue flag)
- St David’s Head
- Upper Solva
- Wood
- Rickets Head
- Carn Llidi
- St. Justinians
The sensitivity of receptors will be predominantly high, given the lack
of development along much of the coastline and at key sites, such as
St David’s Head and Carn Llidi.
Receptor numbers will be high at the key recreation sites of
Whitesands Bay and Newgale Sands and at Solva, and lower along
the rest of the coast.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

87% of land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which lists the importance of the
surrounding sea amongst its special qualities, while 5km of Heritage
Coast designation falls within the sub-unit (St David’s Peninsular).

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the Landscapes of
Outstanding Historic Interest and
significant views from Parks and
Gardens, as well as the National
Park designation covering the area
and the stretch of Heritage Coast.

Historic Landscape Areas:
- St Davids Peninsula and Ramsey Island, Outstanding Historic
Interest (17 square km with potential views to sub-unit)
- Skomer Island, Outstanding Historic Interest (2 square km with
potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens:
- Walpool Court Hotel (with significant view over the sea)
- St Bride’s Castle
OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT

Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit P3 is judged to be high to both demonstration and commercial schemes. This relates to its
context as an area of undeveloped sea containing the complex and highly distinctive coastlines of Ramsey Island and St David’s Head,
with a landward area demonstrating strong senses of tranquillity and remoteness, with numerous key views and areas of high landscape
value.

Refer to sub-unit P4 for sensitivity to tidal stream devices further offshore.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT P4 - (part of regional seascape units 34 (St David’s Hd to Ramsey Isd) & 35 (Ramsey Isd to Skomer Isd)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A unit of exposed sea beyond the west coast of Ramsey Island.

Pattern and complexity
Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be moderate, with the high
Several islets and reefs occur throughout the northern half of the unit, levels of waviness and areas of open
sea reducing sensitivity to tidal stream
while the southern half is open sea.
devices, countered by the presence of
the Bishops and Clerks rocky islands
Waviness is high in the north surrounding the scattered islands and
and the grade II listed lighthouse at
reefs, becoming moderate towards the south. Intertidal areas are
restricted to the occasional rock outcrops in the north. No ferry routes South Bishop, which increase
pass through the sub-unit, though recreational boating associated with sensitivity to development.
Ramsey Island may occur in the area.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

A lighthouse and radar on South Bishop Island forms a human feature
in the centre of the unit, while the islets further north form the only
other visual interruption.

Distinctiveness

A collection of rocky islands known as Bishop and Clerks characterise
the northern half of the unit, while South Bishop Lighthouse is a grade
II listed building on the southernmost outcrop in the centre of the unit.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A rugged indented coastline of vertical cliffs and eroding coastal
plateaux averaging 30m AOD, with Ramsey Island just beyond the
eastern unit boundary and Skomer Island to the south. Two prominent
hills are a feature of Ramsey Island (the highest, Carn Llundain, at
136m AOD), while Carn Llidi reaches 84m AOD to the east of St
David’s Head in the north.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Largely undeveloped with scattered campsites and hamlets, though
also including larger settlement at Solva, the city of St David’s and
MoD development at Cawdor Barracks. Access to the coast is largely
restricted to the Pembrokeshire National Trail, with road access at
Whitesands Bay & St Justinian’s, as well as at Solva and Newgale
Sands via the A487. Whitesands Bay and Newgale Sands are popular
beaches.

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be high, with the strong
sense of place, the presence of
numerous distinctive landscape
features, the general absence of
development and the levels of dark
night skies and the strong senses of
tranquillity and remoteness all
increasing sensitivity to tidal stream
devices. It is considered that
sensitivities would be lower to small
scale demonstration schemes.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 17 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 82%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (6) or high (8).
Ramsey Island and St David’s Head are highly distinctive features of
the area with strong spiritual connections, as are the headlands along
the coast, the beaches at Newgale Sands and Whitesands, the
summits as at Carn Llidi, Skomer Island to the south and the city of St
David’s itself.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and

Dark skies: 43% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
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tranquillity

Intrusion: 72% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats occur along the coastal cliffs, with areas of
heathland inland (e.g. Carn Llidi) and patches of semi-natural
grassland throughout (including over much of Ramsey Island).

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 130
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 43% of this
land area.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the number of key
The coastline with potential views of this area stretches from Penclegyr viewpoints and the significant areas of
in the north to Wooltack Point and Skomer Island, with the western half open access land that would have
views to the sub-unit, as well as the
of Skokholm Island further south also affected. The entire length of
mainland coast is accessible via the Pembrokeshire National Trail and predominantly high sensitivity of
the majority of the route would potentially have views to the seascape receptors and high receptor numbers
at key locations. Visual sensitivity
unit.
would be less for small scale
Much of Ramsey island is designated Open Country, while there are
demonstration schemes.
significant areas of Registered Common Land around St. David’s Head
(including Carn Llidi). Open Country also occurs around Waun
Vachelich and to the south at Wooltack Point, and Registered
Common Land at Morfa Common, around St David’s and at Pensberry
in the north.
Views of the unit edges would also be had from the passenger ferry
between St Justinian’s and Ramsey Island and recreational boats
around the island, as well as from the Fishguard to Rosslare ferry to
the north.
The sub-unit is visible from 13 of the identified key views:

- Whitesands Beach (blue flag)
- Pembrokeshire Coastal Path
- A487 at Newgale
- St. Justinians to Ramsey Island
ferry
- Newgale (blue flag)
- St David’s Head

- Upper Solva
- Wood
- Rickets Head
- Carn Llidi
- Caerfai
- St. Justinians
- north of Abereiddy

Sensitivity of receptors

The sensitivity of receptors will be predominantly high, given the lack
of development along much of the coastline and at key sites, such as
St David’s Head and Ramsey Island.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high at the key recreation sites of
Whitesands Bay and Newgale Sands and at Solva, and lower along
the rest of the coast.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

83% of the land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which lists the importance of the
surrounding sea amongst its special qualities, while around 10km of
Heritage Coast designation falls within the sub-unit (St David’s
Peninsular).

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the Landscapes of
Outstanding Historic Interest and
significant views from Parks and
Gardens, as well as the amount of
National Park and Heritage Coast
designation covering the area.

Historic Landscape Areas:
- St David’s Peninsula and Ramsey Island, Outstanding Historic
Interest (22 square km with potential views to sub-unit)
- Skomer Island, Outstanding Historic Interest (22 square km with
potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens:
- Walpool Court Hotel (with significant views over the sea)
- St Bride’s Castle
OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT

Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit P4 is judged to be high to commercial schemes and moderate to demonstration schemes. This
relates to its context as an area of undeveloped sea with potential visibility from a largely undeveloped and highly sensitive landscape,
containing numerous distinctive features (notably the adjacent Ramsey Island and St David’s Head), high levels of tranquillity and
remoteness, and with numerous key views. Demonstration schemes would need to be sensitively located in relation to Ramsey Island and
the offshore islands and rocks.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance Indication of
off shore tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km Good tidal
flow

Area devoid of human features or other visual interruptions, with no
significant activity. Waviness is moderate to low, with a patch of high
waviness near to the 10km boundary. Offshore views from the
Pembroke to Rosslare ferry in the south. Highly sensitive mainland
views from St David’s Head and from Ramsey Island, as well as
Skomer Island. The grade II listed lighthouse on South Bishop Island
is adjacent to the 5km boundary.

Sensitivity is judged to be high to
commercial schemes, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped sea
that provides a backdrop to the highly
sensitive coastal landscape.
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10 – 15
km

Good tidal
flow

Area is devoid of human features or other visual interruptions, with no
significant activity. Waviness is predominantly low. Offshore views
from the Pembroke to Rosslare ferry in the south. Sensitive mainland
views from St David’s Head and from Ramsey Island, as well as
Skomer Island.

Sensitivity is judged to be high to
commercial schemes, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped sea
that provides a distant backdrop to the
sensitive coastal landscape.

>15km

Insufficient
tidal flow

N/a

N/a
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT P5 - part of regional seascape units 34 (St David’s Hd to Ramsey Isd) & 35 (Ramsey Isd to Skomer Isd)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A rugged northern coastline fronting a fairly exposed unit of sea that
forms part of St Bride’s Bay.

Pattern and complexity

Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be moderate, with the
exposed nature of much of the sea
and the presence of activity reducing
The rugged, indented coastline creates a relatively high degree of
complexity along the northern unit boundary, further increased by the sensitivity to tidal stream devices,
several offshore rocks within 1km, including Carreg yr Esgob, Half Tide countered by the complex, small-scale
character of the coastline with some
Rock, Black Scar, Green Scar and the Mare.
notable historic/spiritual connections,
the presence of several offshore
Waviness is largely moderate, becoming lesser towards the southrocks, and the absence of human
west. Intertidal areas coincide with the wave-cut platforms along the
features, which increase sensitivity to
coast and surrounding offshore rocks. No ferry routes pass through
development.
the unit, though sailing is popular from the harbour at Solva, and
Porthlysgi Bay in the west is identified as an anchorage area.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

The sub-unit is devoid of human features and has few visual
interruptions save for several rock outcrops within 1km of the
shoreline.

Distinctiveness

A distinctive jagged coastline with numerous small headlands and
historic and spiritual connections, notably at St. Non’s Bay which is
overlooked by St. Non’s Well and Chapel, Grade II* and Grade II listed
respectively.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A rugged indented coastline of vertical cliffs and eroding coastal
plateaux, surrounding broad sand beaches in the east. Prominent
peaks occur in the north at Carn Llidi (84m) and Pen y bank (164m),
and in the east at Rhyndaston and Dudwell Mountains (125m and
178m respectively).

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Key Sensitivities

The overall sensitivity of the
landscape is high, with the strong
sense of place, the presence of
several distinctive landscape features,
the general absence of development
and the strong senses of tranquillity
and remoteness all increasing
A largely undeveloped landscape with scattered campsites and
sensitivity to tidal stream devices.
hamlets, with occasional villages and more significant settlement at
However for demonstration schemes
Solva and St David’s, plus MoD development at Cawdor Barracks.
Access to the coast is largely restricted to the Pembrokeshire National only it is considered to be moderate.
Trail and occasional lanes, with main road access at Solva and
Newgale Sands via the A487. Newgale Sands and Broad Haven are
popular beaches.
Of the 22 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 64%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (6) or High (8).
The rugged coastlines enclosing the bay are distinctive and have
historical connections, while the sand beaches of Newgale Sands and
Broad Haven are also distinctive features, as are Ramsey Island and
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Skomer and Skokholm Islands to the south (beyond this unit).
Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 30% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 69% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats occur along the coastal cliffs, with areas of
heathland inland (e.g. Dudwell Mountain) and patches of semi-natural
grassland and other habitats throughout (including over much of
Ramsey Island, and Skomer and Skokholm Islands to the south).

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 397
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 23% of this
land area.

Important/key views

The coastline with potential views of this area stretches from Pen Daladeryn and Ramsey Island in the north to Wooltack Point and Skomer
Island in the south, with Skokholm Island further south also affected.
The entire length of mainland coast is accessible via the
Pembrokeshire National Trail and the majority of the route would
potentially have views to the seascape unit.

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high,
although this is reduced to moderate
for demonstration schemes only. This
relates to the number of key
viewpoints and the areas of open
access land that would have views to
the sub-unit, as well as the
predominantly high sensitivity of
receptors and high receptor numbers
at key locations.

Several areas of Registered Common Land and Open Country are
found along the coastline that forms the northern unit boundary (the
former at Morfa Common and Dinas Fawr and the latter at Solva and
Porthlysgi Bay). Open Country also occurs over much of Ramsey
island and to the south at Wooltack Point, with other areas of
Registered Common Land found around St David’s.
Views of the unit’s western edge would also be had from the
passenger ferry between St Justinian’s and Ramsey Island and
recreational boats around the island, with views elsewhere from the
sailing boats coming from Solva harbour.
The sub-unit is visible from 13 of the identified key views:
- Pembrokeshire Coastal Path
- A487 at Newgale
- St. Justinians to Ramsey
Island ferry
- Newgale (blue flag)
- Martin's Haven to Skomer
Island
- Upper Solva

- Wood
- Rickets Head
- Broad Haven (blue flag)
- Haroldston Chins
- Little Haven
- Caerfai
- The Point at Little Haven
- Druidston Haven

Sensitivity of receptors

The sensitivity of receptors will be predominantly high, given the lack
of development along much of the coastline and at key sites, such as
Ramsey Island and St Non’s.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high at the key recreation sites of Newgale
Sands and Broad Haven, and at St David’s and Solva, and lower along
the rest of the coast.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

77% of land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which lists the importance of the
surrounding sea amongst its special qualities, while 11km of Heritage
Coast designation falls within the sub-unit (St David’s Peninsular).

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the Landscapes of
Outstanding Historic Interest and
significant views from Parks and
Gardens, as well as the amount of
National Park and Heritage Coast
designation that covers the area.

Historic Landscape Areas:
- St David’s Peninsula and Ramsey Island, Outstanding Historic
Interest (21 square km with potential views to sub-unit)
- Skomer Island, Outstanding Historic Interest (2 square km with
potential views to sub-unit)
- Milford Haven Waterway, Outstanding Historic Interest (2 square km
with potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens:
- Walpool Court Hotel (with significant views over the sea)
- St Bride’s Castle
OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT

Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit P5 is judged to be moderate to demonstration schemes. There is Insufficient tidal flow for
commercial schemes. This relates to its context as an undeveloped area of St Bride’s Bay fronting a complex and distinctive coastline, with
potential visibility from a largely undeveloped and sensitive landscape, containing numerous distinctive features, high levels of tranquillity
and remoteness, and with numerous key and sensitive views. The fact that there is potential only for small scale demonstration schemes
means overall sensitivity is moderate given this is a coastline with some recreational activity. Devices would need to be carefully located in
relation to views to the offshore islets.
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CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance off shore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Insufficient tidal flow

N/a

N/a

10 – 15 km

N/a

N/a

N/a

>15km

N/a

N/a

N/a
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT P6 - (part of regional seascape unit 35 (Ramsey Island to Skomer Island)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A fairly exposed unit of sea forming the inner part of St Bride’s Bay, with The sensitivity of the seascape is
a wide sweeping coastline forming the eastern boundary and more
judged to be moderate, with the
rugged stretches of coast to the north and south.
exposed nature of much of the sea
and the relatively large-scale, simple
west-facing coastline with the
The gentle concave sweep of coastline along the eastern boundary
presence of activity reducing
includes the wide sand beaches of Newgale Sands in the north and
sensitivity to tidal stream devices,
Broadhaven in the south, reducing complexity in contrast to the more
indented stretches of coast along the northern and southern boundaries. countered by the more complex,
Stack Rocks in the south forms the only natural offshore islet within the small-scale character of the north
and south coastlines and the
unit.
absence of human features, which
increase sensitivity to development.
Waviness is generally moderate, with greater waviness along the
eastern coastline and lesser waviness in the southern half of the subunit. Relatively wide intertidal areas occur along the sand beaches and
to a lesser extent the wave-cut platforms of the coast, as well as Stack
Rocks. No ferry routes pass through the unit, though surfing and
swimming are popular activities off the area’s beaches.

Pattern and complexity

Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

The sub-unit is devoid of human features and visual interruptions, save
for Stack Rocks in the south.

Distinctiveness

Newgale Sands and Broadhaven are distinctive broad sandy beaches
along the west-facing coastline, while the surrounding cliffs have
distinctive headlands with several promontory forts.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

Broad sand beaches along the west-facing coastline break up the
vertical cliffs of eroding coastal plateaux. Several prominent peaks
occur inland of Newgale Sands at Rhyndaston and Dudwell Mountains
(125m and 178m respectively), as well as elsewhere, such as Carn Llidi
(181m) and Pen y bank (164m) in the north.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

A largely undeveloped landscape of scattered campsites and hamlets,
with occasional villages and more significant settlement at St David’s
and Solva, plus MoD development at Cawdor Barracks. Access to the
coast is largely via the Pembrokeshire National Trail and occasional
lanes, with main road access at Solva and Newgale Sands via the A487,
and at Broad Haven via the B4341. Newgale Sands and Broad Haven
are popular beaches.

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be high, with the strong
sense of place, the presence of
several distinctive landscape
features, the general absence of
intrusive development and the strong
senses of tranquillity and remoteness
all increasing sensitivity to tidal
stream devices.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 24 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 58%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (6) or high (8).
The rugged coastlines enclosing the bay are distinctive and have
historical connections, while the sand beaches of Newgale Sands and
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Broad Haven are also distinctive features, as are Ramsey Island and
Skomer and Skokholm Islands.
Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 32% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in the
darkest category.
Intrusion: 70% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats occur along the coastal cliffs, with areas of
heathland inland (e.g. Dudwell Mountain) and patches of semi-natural
grassland and other habitats throughout (including over much of
Ramsey Island, as well as Skomer and Skokholm Islands to the south).

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 612 square In terms of views and visual amenity,
kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 15% of this land area. general sensitivity to devices within
this seascape unit is judged to be
high. This relates to the number of
The coastline with potential views of this area stretches from Pen Dalkey viewpoints and the areas of open
aderyn and Ramsey Island in the north to Wooltack Point and Skomer
access land that would have views to
Island in the south, with Skokholm Island further south also affected.
The entire length of mainland coast is accessible via the Pembrokeshire the sub-unit, as well as the
National Trail and the majority of the route would potentially have views predominantly high sensitivity of
receptors and high receptor numbers
to the seascape unit.
at key locations. Given that this area
There are several areas of Registered Common Land and Open Country has technical potential for
along the northern coastline of St Bride’s Bay (the former at Morfa
demonstration schemes only,
Common and Dinas Fawr and the latter at Solva and Porthlysgi Bay),
however, it is considered that
while open Country also occurs over much of Ramsey island and to the ultimately sensitivity would be
south at Wooltack Point, with other areas of Registered Common Land moderate.
found around St David’s. Views would also be had from sailing boats
coming from Solva harbour.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

The sub-unit is visible from 14 of the identified key views:
- Pembrokeshire Coastal Path
- A487 at Newgale
- St. Justinians to Ramsey
Island ferry
- Newgale (blue flag)
- Martin's Haven to Skomer
Island
- Upper Solva Wood

- Rickets Head
- Broad Haven (blue flag)
- Haroldston Chins
- Little Haven
- Caerfai
- The Point at Little Haven
- Druidston Haven

Sensitivity of receptors

The sensitivity of receptors will be predominantly high, given the lack of
development along much of the coastline and at key sites, such as
Ramsey, Skomer and Skokholm Islands and St Non’s.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high at the key recreation sites of Newgale
Sands and Broad Haven, and at St David’s and Solva, and lower along
the rest of the coast.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

73% of land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which lists the importance of the
surrounding sea amongst its special qualities, while around 20km of
Heritage Coast designation falls within the sub-unit (St David’s
Peninsular, St Bride’s Bay & Marloes and Dale).

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the Landscapes of
Outstanding Historic Interest and
significant views from Parks and
Historic Landscape Areas:
Gardens, as well as the amount of
- St David’s Peninsula and Ramsey Island, Outstanding Historic Interest National Park and heritage coast
designation that covers the area.
(15 square km with potential views to sub-unit)
- Skomer Island, Outstanding Historic Interest (2 square km with
potential views to sub-unit)
- Milford Haven Waterway, Outstanding Historic Interest (1 square km
with potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens:
- Walpool Court Hotel (with significant views over the sea)
- St Bride’s Castle

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit P6 is judged to be moderate to demonstration schemes. There is Insufficient tidal flow for
commercial schemes. This relates to its context as an undeveloped area of St Bride’s Bay fronting a distinctive coastline, with potential
visibility from a largely undeveloped and sensitive landscape, containing numerous distinctive features, high levels of tranquillity and
remoteness, and with numerous key and sensitive views.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance off shore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Insufficient tidal flow

N/a

N/a

Refer to sub-units P4 and P8 for sensitivity to tidal stream devices further offshore.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT P7 - part of regional seascape unit 35 (Ramsey Island to Skomer Island)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A fairly exposed narrow unit of sea forming a small southern part of St
Bride’s Bay, with a fairly rugged, concave coastline forming the southeast boundary.

Pattern and complexity
Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be high, with the smallscale character of the coastline, the
presence of distinctive headlands and
the absence of significant activity and
An indented concave coastline with a small sand beach at its centre
human features or visual interruptions
(Musselwick Sands), fronting open sea devoid of offshore rocks.
all increasing sensitivity to tidal stream
Waviness is largely low, with moderate waviness occurring towards the devices.
opening of St Bride’s Bay in the north and along the coastline. A very
narrow intertidal zone over Musselwick Sands and the coastal wavecut platforms. The passenger ferry from Haven Point to Skomer Island
passes through the south-west tip of the sub-unit.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

The sub-unit is devoid of human features and has no visual
interruptions.

Distinctiveness

Distinctive headlands enclose the bay of Musselwick Sands, both with
promontory forts.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

Undulating coastal plateaux with a rugged coastline of vertical cliffs at
around 30m AOD surrounding a sandy cove (Musselwick Sands).
Carn Llidi (181m) east of St David’s head in the far north is the most
significant peak in the area.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be high, with the strong
sense of place, the presence of
several distinctive landscape features,
the general absence of intrusive
A largely undeveloped landscape with occasional larger villages such development and the strong senses of
tranquillity and remoteness all
as at Solva and Broad Haven, as well as St David’s, plus MoD
increasing sensitivity to tidal stream
development at Cawdor Barracks. Access to the coast is largely via
the Pembrokeshire National Trail and occasional lanes, with main road devices.
access at Solva and Newgale Sands via the A487, and at Broad
Haven via the B4341. Newgale Sands and Broad Haven are popular
beaches.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 22 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 68%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (7) or high (8).
The rugged coastlines enclosing the bay are distinctive and have
historical connections, while the sand beaches of Newgale Sands and
Broad Haven are also distinctive features, as are Skomer and
Skokholm Islands, and Ramsey Island to the north.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 26% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 70% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
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classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats occur along the coastal cliffs, with tall herb and
fern over much of Skomer Island and its adjacent headland, and
patches of semi-natural grassland and other habitats elsewhere
(including over much of Skokholm Island).
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 277
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 26% of this
land area.

Important/key views

The coastline with views of this area stretches from Pen Dal-aderyn
and Ramsey Island in the north to Wooltack Point and Skomer Island
in the south, with Skokholm Island as well as Gateholm Island and a
small part of St Anne’s Head further south also affected. The entire
length of mainland coast is accessible via the Pembrokeshire National
Trail and the majority of the route would have views to the seascape
unit.

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the number of key
viewpoints and the areas of open
access land that would have views to
the sub-unit, as well as the
predominantly high sensitivity of
receptors and high receptor numbers
at key locations.

There are several areas of Registered Common Land and Open
Country along the northern coastline of St Bride’s Bay (the former at
Morfa Common and Dinas Fawr and the latter at Solva and Porthlysgi
Bay), with Open Country also covering much of Ramsey Island and to
the south at Wooltack Point, with other areas of Registered Common
Land found around St David’s.
Views would also be had from sailing boats coming from Solva
harbour, as well as the passenger ferries to Skomer and Skokholm
Islands, and the ferry between St Justinian and Ramsey Island in the
north.
The sub-unit is visible from 13 of the identified key views:
- Pembrokeshire Coastal Path
- A487 at Newgale
- St. Justinians to Ramsey Island
ferry
- Newgale (blue flag)
- Martin's Haven to Skomer
Island

- Upper Solva Wood
- Rickets Head
- Broad Haven (blue flag)
- Haroldston Chins
- Little Haven
- Caerfai
- Druidston Haven

Sensitivity of receptors

The sensitivity of receptors will be predominantly high, given the lack
of development along much of the coastline and at key sites, such as
Ramsey, Skomer and Skokholm Islands and Wooltack Point.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high at the key recreation sites of Newgale
Sands and Broad Haven, and at St David’s and Solva, and lower along
the rest of the coast.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

84% of land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which lists the importance of the
surrounding sea amongst its special qualities, while around 5km of
Heritage Coast designation falls within the sub-unit (Marloes & Dale).

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the Landscapes of
Outstanding Historic Interest and
significant views from Parks and
Gardens, as well as the amount of
National Park and heritage coast
designation that covers the area.

Historic Landscape Areas:
- St David’s Peninsula and Ramsey Island, Outstanding Historic
Interest (20 square km with potential views to sub-unit)
- Skomer Island, Outstanding Historic Interest (2 square km with
potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens:
- Walpool Court Hotel (with significant views over the sea)
- St Bride’s Castle
OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT

Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit P7 is judged to be high to demonstration schemes. There is Insufficient tidal flow for commercial
schemes. This relates to its context as an undeveloped outer section of St Bride’s Bay, with potential visibility from a largely undeveloped
and sensitive landscape including the adjacent Skomer Island, containing numerous distinctive features, high levels of tranquillity and
remoteness, and with numerous key and sensitive views.

Refer to sub-units P4 and P8 for sensitivity to tidal stream devices further offshore.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT P8 - part of regional seascape units 35 (Ramsey Island to Skomer) and 36 (Skomer to Linney Head)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A sub-unit dominated by Skomer Island in its eastern half, with the
headland between Wooltack Point and The Anvil forming the narrow
coastal boundary.

Pattern and complexity

Skomer Island forms a rugged, highly indented coastline lying off the
rocky mainland headland, with the smaller Midland Isle lying in
between and a number of offshore rocks scattered around. The
western half of the sub-unit comprises open sea devoid of offshore
rocks or islets.

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be high, with the presence
of the highly distinctive Skomer Island
and its associated rocks, reefs and
sounds, along with the absence of
human features or significant activity
and the small-scale complexity of the
coastlines all increasing sensitivity to
tidal stream devices.

Activity and movement

Waviness is predominantly low, with some moderate waviness west of
Skomer Island and towards the western boundary. Intertidal areas are
restricted to the wave-cut platforms at the foot of the coastline. The
passenger ferries from Haven Point to Skomer and Skokholm Islands
cross the Sounds in the east during the summer, while North and
South Haven Coves on Skomer Island are identified as anchorage
areas.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

The sub-unit is devoid of human features, with Skomer Island and the
rocks and reefs surrounding it providing the only visual interruptions.

Distinctiveness

Skomer Island is a highly distinctive feature lying off the mainland
peninsular, with cliffs reaching 50m AOD and with historical
associations. The Smalls form a treacherous cluster of rocks due east
of the island, while treacherous currents and reefs characterise the
Sounds between the island and the mainland (the headland of which is
a distinctive feature in its own right).

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

Skomer Island comprises a highly indented coastline with cliffs up to
50m AOD. Prominent peaks occur in the north at Carn Llidi (84m) and
Pen y bank (164m), and in the east at Rhyndaston and Dudwell
Mountains (125m and 178m respectively).

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Large undeveloped areas (including Skomer Island) with scattered
settlement and campsites on the mainland, with larger villages at
Solva, Broad Haven, Roch and St David’s. Access to the coast is
largely via the Pembrokeshire National Trail and occasional smaller
roads, with main road access at Solva and Newgale Sands via the
A487, and at Broad Haven via the B4341. Newgale Sands and Broad
Haven are popular beaches.

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be high, with the strong
sense of place, the presence of
several distinctive landscape features,
the predominant absence of intrusive
development and the strong senses of
tranquillity and remoteness all
increasing sensitivity to tidal stream
devices.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 21 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 67%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (7) or high (7).
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Skomer Island and its adjacent headland are distinctive features of the
area, as is Skokholm Island to the south and Ramsey Island and St
David’s Head to the north.
Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 38% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 77% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats occur along the coastal cliffs, with tall herb and
fern over much of Skomer Island and its adjacent headland, and
patches of semi-natural grassland and other habitats elsewhere
(including over much of Skokholm Island).

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 156
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 35% of this
land area.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the number of key
viewpoints and the areas of open
The coastline with views of this area stretches from Pen Dal-aderyn
and Ramsey Island in the north round to St Anne’s Head in the south, access land that would have views to
with Point St John and St David’s Head in the north also affected. The the sub-unit, as well as the
predominantly high sensitivity of
entire length of mainland coast is accessible via the Pembrokeshire
receptors and high receptor numbers
National Trail and the majority of the route would have views to the
at key locations.
seascape unit.
An area of Open Country occurs over the headland at Wooltack Point,
while elsewhere Open Country and Registered Common Land is found
in the north at Ramsey Island and around St David’s.
Views would also be had from the passenger ferries to Skomer and
Skokholm Islands, as well as from the Ramsey Island ferry to the north
and the Pembroke to Rosslare ferry to the south.
The sub-unit is visible from 12 of the identified key views:
- Pembrokeshire Coastal Path
- St. Justinians to Ramsey Island ferry
- Martin's Haven to Skomer Island
- St David’s Head
- Upper Solva
- Rickets Head
- Broad Haven (blue flag)
- Haroldston Chins
- Caerfai
- The Point at Little Haven
- Druidston Haven
- Marloes Sands

Sensitivity of receptors

The sensitivity of receptors will be predominantly high, given the lack
of development along much of the coastline and at key sites, such as
Ramsey, Skomer and Skokholm Islands, Wooltack Point, St Anne’s
Head and St David’s Head in the north.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high at the key recreation sites of Newgale
Sands and Broad Haven, and at St David’s and Solva, and lower along
the rest of the coast.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

96% of land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which lists the importance of the
surrounding sea amongst its special qualities, while around 8km of
Heritage Coast designation falls within the sub-unit (Marloes & Dale).

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the Landscapes of
Outstanding Historic Interest and
significant views from Parks and
Gardens, as well as the significant
amount of National Park and Heritage
Coast designation that covers the
area.

Historic Landscape Areas:
- St David’s Peninsula and Ramsey Island, Outstanding Historic
Interest (17 square km with potential views to sub-unit)
- Skomer Island, Outstanding Historic Interest (3 square km with
potential views to sub-unit)
- Milford Haven Waterway, Outstanding Historic Interest (3 square km
with potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens:
- Walpool Court Hotel (with significant views over the sea)
- St Bride’s Castle
OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT

Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit P8 is judged to be high to both commercial and demonstration schemes, with the higher sensitivity
within the sounds between Skomer Island and the mainland. This relates to its context as an area of undeveloped sea with the distinctive
Skomer Island defining character in the eastern half, and with potential visibility from a predominantly undeveloped and sensitive landscape,
containing numerous distinctive features, high levels of tranquillity and remoteness, and with numerous key views.
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CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERICAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance off
shore

Indication of
tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Good tidal flow

Area is devoid of human features or other visual interruptions.
The Pembroke to Rosslare ferry crosses the area, with two
navigation lines indicated. Waviness is predominantly
moderate, becoming less towards the south. Offshore views
from the Pembroke to Rosslare ferry, plus summer ferry to
Skokholm Island. Sensitive views from Ramsey, Skomer and
Skokholm Islands.

Sensitivity is judged to be high to
commercial schemes, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped
sea that provides a backdrop to the
sensitive coastal landscape.

10 – 15 km

Some areas of
good tidal flow

Grassholm Island lies in the centre of the area, which is
otherwise devoid of human features or other visual
interruptions. The Pembroke to Rosslare ferry crosses the
area, with two navigation lines indicated. Waviness is high
around Grassholm island, becoming moderate elsewhere and
low towards the boundaries. Offshore views from the
Pembroke to Rosslare ferry in the south. Sensitive views from
Ramsey, Skomer and Skokholm Islands.

Sensitivity is judged to be moderate
to commercial schemes, relating to its
context as an area of undeveloped
sea with an island feature, and
providing a distant backdrop to a
sensitive coastal landscape; distance
from the coast and levels of activity
and movement counter this to some
extent.

>15km

Limited areas of Reefs known as the Smalls 27km off the coast with a Grade II
good tidal flow listed lighthouse, plus several smaller outcrops further in. The
Pembroke to Rosslare ferry crosses the area, with two
navigation lines indicated. Waviness is high surrounding the
reefs and shallow waters, becoming low elsewhere. Offshore
views from the Pembroke to Rosslare ferry.

Sensitivity is judged to be moderate
to commercial schemes, relating to its
context as an area of largely
undeveloped sea with reefs and a
grade II listed lighthouse, and views
from the Ireland-Wales ferry; distance
from the coast and levels of activity
and movement counter this.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT P9 - part of regional seascape unit 36 (Skomer to Linney Head)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

Skokholm Island forms a significant presence in the centre of the unit,
while a rugged stretch of coast between Anvil Point and Gateholm
Island forms the narrow north-east boundary.

Pattern and complexity

Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be high, with the presence
of the highly distinctive Skokholm
Island and its grade II listed
lighthouse, the absence of significant
The rocky, indented mainland coastline with several offshore rocks
creates a relatively high degree of complexity along the north-east unit other visual intrusions, and the
complex character of the coastline
boundary (including Gateholm Island), while Skokholm Island with its
with its historical associations all
indented coastline lies within the centre of the sub-unit.
increasing sensitivity to tidal stream
devices. Sensitivity would be lower to
Waviness is moderate around Skokholm Island and the coast in the
north-east, with lesser waviness occurring elsewhere. Intertidal areas small scale demonstration schemes
provided they were carefully located in
are restricted to the wave-cut platforms around the coast and island,
relation to Skokholm and the
while Wildgoose Race in the west occurs over an area of shallow
mainland.
water. The passenger ferry from Haven Point to Skokholm Island
crosses Broad Sound in the north east, while an anchorage area is
identified off the mainland coast at Albion Sands.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

The sub-unit contains a lighthouse on Skokholm Island, while several
offshore rocks and the island itself form the only other visual
interruptions.

Distinctiveness

Skokholm Island is a highly distinctive feature lying within the middle of
the sub-unit, and includes the grade II listed lighthouse. The
headlands at Gateholm Island and the Anvil are also distinctive
features on the mainland with historical associations.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

An indented eroding and undulating coast with distinctive cliffs around
50m AOD. Undulating inland plateaux broken up in the south by the
valley at Freshwater West, surrounding the extensive Milford Haven.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be moderate, with the
presence of development in Milford
Haven countered by the strong sense
of place and tranquillity along the
Largely undeveloped, though with significant development within the
coastline, with the distinctive and
Milford Haven estuary at Milford Haven and the oil refinery opposite.
Access to the coast is largely restricted to the Pembrokeshire National undeveloped Skomer and Skokholm
Trail, with access to Freshwater West via the B4320. Freshwater West Islands and other coastal features
further increasing sensitivity to tidal
is a popular surfing beach.
stream devices.
Of the 22 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 55%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (9) or high (3).
Skomer and Skokholm Islands are distinctive features of the area, as
are the headlands at Wooltack Point and St Anne’s Head, the beaches
and dunes of Freshwater West and the bays of the Milford Haven
estuary.
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Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 41% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 65% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats occur along the coastal cliffs and over most of
Skokholm inland (grassland, herb and coastal), with tall herb and fern
over much of Skomer Island and its adjacent headland, and some
patches of semi-natural grassland inland.

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 148
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 20% of this
land area.

Important/key views

Views of the area from the Pembrokeshire National Trail can be had
from the headland adjacent Ramsey Island, Rickets Head, and the
coastline from Wooltack Point south to Freshwater West.

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the number of key
viewpoints from the mainland and
ferries, as well as the high sensitivity
of receptors and high receptor
numbers at key locations.

An area of Open Country occurs over the headland at Wooltack Point,
as well as the southern part of Ramsey Island in the far north.
Views would also be had from the passenger ferries to Skomer and
Skokholm Islands, as well as from the Pembroke to Rosslare ferry to
the south, and the numerous other commercial and recreational boats
using Milford Haven.
The sub-unit is visible from 9 of the identified key views:
- Pembrokeshire Coastal Path
- B4319 below Freshwater West
- Rickets Head
- St Ann’s Head
- Freshwater West
- headland at West Angle Bay
- Haroldston Chins
- Marloes Sands
- Freshwater West
Sensitivity of receptors

The sensitivity of receptors will be high along the undeveloped
coastline and at key sites such as Skomer and Skokholm Islands and
the headlands at Wooltack Point and St Anne’s Head, though
countered by the presence of the oil refinery and development at
Milford Haven.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high at recreation sites including Freshwater
West, Marloes Sands and West Angle Bay, though lower elsewhere
along the coast.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

95% of land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which lists the importance of the
surrounding sea amongst its special qualities, while around 10km of
Heritage Coast designation falls within the sub-unit (Marloes & Dale).

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the proportion of
National Park designation covering
the area, as well as the Landscapes
of Outstanding Historic Interest and
stretches of Heritage Coast.

Historic Landscape Areas:
- Milford Haven Waterway, Outstanding Historic Interest (6 square km
with potential views to sub-unit)
- Skomer Island, Outstanding Historic Interest (2 square km with
potential views to sub-unit)
- St David’s Peninsula and Ramsey Island, Outstanding Historic
Interest (1 square km with potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens:
- Castle Hall
OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT

Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit P9 is judged to be high to commercial schemes and moderate to demonstration schemes, with
greater sensitivity between Skokholm Island and the mainland. This relates to its context as an area of undeveloped sea with Skokholm
Island defining character in the centre, and with potential visibility from a predominantly undeveloped coastline with a high landscape value.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance off shore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10, 10 -15 & >15km

Insufficient tidal flow

N/a

N/a
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT P10 - part of regional seascape unit 36 (Skomer to Linney Head)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A rugged indented coastline forms the north-east boundary to the sub- The sensitivity of the seascape is
unit, with the broad cove of Marloes Sands in the north and smaller
judged to be moderate, with the
coves elsewhere.
exposed nature of much of the sea
and the presence of activity and
movement reducing sensitivity to tidal
Along the coast the broad sweep of Marloes Sands in the north is
stream devices, countered by the
countered by the indented rocky coastline elsewhere. The unit
complexity of the coastline and the
elsewhere comprises exposed sea devoid of offshore rocks.
absence of human features or visual
interruptions, which increase
Moderate levels of waviness occur within 2km of the coastline,
sensitivity to tidal stream devices.
increasing towards the coast and decreasing elsewhere. Intertidal
areas limited to the beach at Marloes Sands and wave-cut platforms
along the coast. The Pembroke to Rosslare ferry passes through the
southern part of the sub-unit, while oil tankers and freight ships as well
as leisure boats are also likely to passes through this area on
approach to Milford Haven. Low-key recreation (i.e. swimming) takes
place off Marloes Sands in the north.

Pattern and complexity

Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

The sub-unit is devoid of human features or visual interruptions.

Distinctiveness

A rugged coastline with several distinctive headlands, including St
Anne’s Head and Gateholm Island, as well as Marloes Sands in the
north and some much smaller sandy coves.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

An indented eroding and undulating coast with distinctive cliffs around
50m AOD. Undulating inland plateaux broken up in the south by the
valley at Freshwater West, surrounding the extensive Milford Haven.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be moderate, with the
presence of intrusive development in
Milford Haven countered by the strong
Predominantly undeveloped along the coast, with MoD training land in sense of place and tranquillity along
the coastline, with the distinctive and
the south, countered by significant development within the estuary at
undeveloped Skomer and Skokholm
Milford Haven and the adjacent oil refineries. Access to the coast is
Islands (in adjacent units) and other
largely via the Pembrokeshire National Trail, with access to
Freshwater West via the B4320. Freshwater West is a popular surfing coastal features further increasing
sensitivity to tidal stream devices.
beach.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 19 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 53%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (6) or high (4).
Skomer and Skokholm Islands are distinctive features of the area, as
are the headlands at Wooltack Point and St Anne’s Head, the beaches
and dunes of Freshwater West and the bays of the Milford Haven
estuary.

Perceptual attributes of

Dark skies: 27% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
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remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

the darkest category.
Intrusion: 46% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats occur along the coastal cliffs and over the
majority of Skomer and Skokholm Islands, with large tracts of seminatural grassland covering the coastal plateau in the south east.

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 221
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 24% of this
land area.

Important/key views

The coastline with views of this area stretches from Wooltack Point to
the headland at Mount Sion Down and includes a northern stretch of
coast within the Milford Haven, much of it accessible via the
Pembrokeshire National Trail (excluding the headland at Linney Head
in the south).

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the number of key
viewpoints from the mainland and
views from ferries and boats, as well
as the high sensitivity of receptors and
high receptor numbers at key
locations.

An area of Open Country occurs over the headland at Wooltack Point.
Views would also be had from the Pembroke to Rosslare ferry and the
numerous other commercial and recreational boats using Milford
Haven, as well as from the passenger ferries to Skomer and Skokholm
Islands to the north.
The sub-unit is visible from 7 of the identified key views:
-Pembrokeshire Coastal Path
- B4319 below Freshwater West
- St Ann’s Head
- Freshwater West
- headland at West Angle Bay
- Marloes Sands
- Freshwater West
Sensitivity of receptors

Sensitivity of receptors will be higher along the remoter stretches of
undeveloped coast and at key sites such as Skomer and Skokholm
Islands and the headlands at Wooltack Point and St Anne’s Head,
though countered by the presence of the oil refinery and development
at Milford Haven.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high at recreation sites including Freshwater
West, Marloes Sands and West Angle Bay, though lower elsewhere
along the coast.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

73% of land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which lists the importance of the
surrounding sea amongst its special qualities, while around 8km of
Heritage Coast designation falls within the sub-unit (Marloes & Dale).

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the National Park
designation covering the area, as well
Historic Landscape Areas:
as the Landscapes of Outstanding
- Milford Haven Waterway, Outstanding Historic Interest (15 square km Historic Interest and stretches of
Heritage Coast.
with potential views to sub-unit)
- Skomer Island, Outstanding Historic Interest (2 square km with
potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens:
- Castle Hall

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit P9 is judged to be moderate to demonstration schemes. There is Insufficient tidal flow for
commercial schemes. This relates to its context as an area of undeveloped sea with a level of boat activity, with potential visibility from a
largely undeveloped coastline although with some disturbance (non dark skies) that has a high landscape value. Location of devices in
relation to important views will be a key consideration.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance off shore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10, 10 -15 & >15km

Insufficient tidal flow

N/a

N/a
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT P11 - part of regional seascape unit 36 (Skomer to Linney Head)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A rugged though moderately straight coastline with small scale
indentations
of minor headlands and two coves.

Pattern and complexity

A moderately complex coastline with small scale indentations and
features such as Elegug Stacks. The sea is exposed with occasional
offshore rocks, including Crow Rock and the Toes.

Activity and movement

An area of generally moderate waviness, greater towards the coast
and lesser out to sea. Intertidal areas are restricted to the wave-cut
platforms along the foot of the cliffs. Recreational and fishing boats
pass through the area from Milford Haven.

The sensitivity of the seascape is
judged to be moderate, with the
presence of distinctive coastal
features, the moderately complex
coastline and the absence of
significant interruptions increasing
sensitivity to tidal stream devices,
countered by the exposed nature of
much of the sea, the relatively large
scale of the moderately straight
coastline, and the presence of boating
activity, which reduce sensitivity to
development.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

The area is largely devoid of human features and visual interruptions,
excluding a few offshore rocks, notably Crow Rock.

Distinctiveness

Distinctive coastal features include arches and stacks, such as the
Elegug Stacks. St Govan’s Head is a distinctive protruding headland,
with a grade II listed chapel adjacent.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

Gently undulating coastal plateaux at around 50m AOD fronted by
continuous limestone cliffs between Linney Head and St Govan’s
Head.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the landscape is
judged to be high, with the
undeveloped and often highly
distinctive coastline, and the overall
cohesive character of the landscape
Predominantly undeveloped, the coast between Linney Head and
Elegug Stack is an MoD artillery range; settlement at Freshwater East all increasing sensitivity to tidal
stream devices. Sensitivity would be
and Manorbier, with a network of minor roads and dwellings
lower to small scale demonstration
elsewhere. Access to the coast is largely via the Pembrokeshire
schemes provided they were carefully
National Trail, with access to Manorbier via the A4139, Freshwater
East via the B4584 and Freshwater West via the B4320. The beaches located in relation to key features e.g.
Stackpole Slack.
of Stackpole in the east are popular destinations, as is Freshwater
West.
Of the 18 Landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 61%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (4) or high (7).
St Govan’s Head and the beaches, dunes and headlands of Stackpole
are highly distinctive features of the eastern part of the area, along with
the arches and stacks of the coastline (e.g. Elegug Stacks) and
Freshwater West beach and dunes in the west.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 30% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
the darkest category.
Intrusion: 67% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
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classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats occur along the coastal cliffs, with a large
expanse of semi-natural grassland covering the coastal plateau that
adjoins the sub-unit.
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 296
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 11% of this
land area.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

In terms of views and visual amenity,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be
moderate, with higher sensitivity in
Views of the sub-unit can be had from much of the coastline between the east. This relates to the number of
St Anne’s Head and Giltar Point (excluding several prominent bays in key viewpoints from the mainland and
views from ferries and boats, as well
the east such as Stackpole Quay); much is accessible via the
as the high sensitivity of receptors
Pembrokeshire National Trail, though not the stretch between Linney
especially in the east and high
Head and Elegug Stacks.
receptor numbers at key locations,
No views occur from areas of Registered Common Land or Open
countered to an extent by lack of
Country, although views would be had from the Pembroke to Rosslare views from part of the immediate
ferry and the numerous other commercial and recreational boats using coastline.
Milford Haven.
The sub-unit is visible from 8 of the identified key views:
- Manorbier Bay (plus castle)
- Pembrokeshire Coastal Path
- B4319 below Freshwater West
- St Ann’s Head
- Freshwater West
- Stackpole Head
- Freshwater West
- Broad Haven South

Sensitivity of receptors

Sensitivity of receptors will be high along the undeveloped stretches of
coast, particularly in the east.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high at recreation sites including Freshwater
Bay and the Stackpole beaches to the east.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

89% of land with potential views of the sub-unit is covered by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which lists the importance of the
surrounding sea amongst its special qualities, while around 11km of
Heritage Coast designation falls within the sub-unit (South
Pembrokeshire).

In terms of landscape values,
sensitivity to devices within this
seascape unit is judged to be high.
This relates to the National Park
designation covering most of the area,
as well as the Landscapes of
Outstanding and Special Historic
Interest, the Parks and Gardens with
significant views and Heritage Coast
designation.

Historic Landscape Areas:
- Milford Haven Waterway, Outstanding Historic Interest (4 square km
with potential views to sub-unit)
- Stackpole Warren, Special Historic Interest (1 square km with
potential views to sub-unit)
- Manorbier, Special Historic Interest (5 square km with potential views
to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens:
- Orielton
- Stackpole Court
- Trewarren (with significant view over the sea)
OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT

Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit P9 is judged to be high to commercial schemes and moderate to demonstration schemes, with the
higher sensitivity occurring to the east away from the MoD firing range and within view of the Stackpole area. This relates to its context as
an area of undeveloped sea with a level of boat activity, with potential visibility from a largely undeveloped coastline that has a high
landscape value.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERICAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance off shore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Insufficient tidal flow

N/a

N/a

10 – 15 km

Insufficient tidal flow

N/a

N/a

>15km

Insufficient tidal flow

N/a

N/a
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT S1 - part of regional seascape unit 46 (Mumbles Head to Porthcawl Point)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A relatively large-scale coastline dominated by the broad sand beach
at Rest Bay, countered by two smaller coves further east.

Pattern and complexity
Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the seascape is judged to be
low, with the relatively large scale coastline, and
the presence of activity and movement and
A relatively simple coastline fronting open water with no offshore rocks. several illuminated buoys all reducing sensitivity
to tidal stream devices.
Waviness is moderate to high, greater in the north, where sea depth is
also under 10m. Intertidal areas occur along the coastal beaches, as
well as in the north-west corner of the sub-unit. Rest Bay is a popular
area for windsurfing, kite-surfing and jet-skiing.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

Several illuminated buoys occur in the northern part of the sub-unit.

Distinctiveness

Broad sandy beach of Rest Bay in the west, with low rocky headland of
Porthcawl Point in the east.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A broad low-lying sandy bay with large areas of dunes (e.g. Kenfig),
leading to high lias cliffs east of Ogmore fronting coastal plateaux.
Peaks at St Mary Hill Down, Mynydd Margam (344m) and in the north
west at Foel Fynyddau and Mynydd-y-Gaer (300m+)

Extent of existing human
activity/development

A heavily developed landscape, with Port Talbot and Margam
steelworks in the north, and significant settlement elsewhere at Pyle,
Bridgend and Porthcawl. The M4 crosses much of the area, with Aroads radiating from it to the coastal settlements. Recreation along the
coast, notably at Porthcawl and Dunraven Bay, plus inland e.g.
Margam Country Park.

The sensitivity of the landscape is judged to be
low, with the presence of significant
development, the broad scale of the landscape,
and the lack of tranquillity and dark night skies all
reducing sensitivity to tidal stream devices,
despite the presence of areas of semi-natural
dunes and cliffs within the wider landscape.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 29 landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 34%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (4) or high (6).
Large areas of sand dunes at Kenfig and the mouth of the Ogmore are
distinctive features, as are the sandy bays along the coast e.g.
Dunraven Bay and the lias cliffs of the Glamorgan Heritage coast in
the east. Also Mynydd Margam forest, an extensive 20th century
plantation.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 4% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in the
second-darkest category (there are none in the darkest).
Intrusion: 5% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
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classified as undisturbed.
Large, valuable semi-natural habitats at Kenfig and Merthyr Mawr sand
dunes, though elsewhere the landscape is predominantly farmed or
urban, with large expanses of recent woodland plantation (e.g.
Margam Forest).
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 364
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 35% of this
land area.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

In terms of views and visual amenity, sensitivity
to devices within this seascape unit is judged to
be moderate. This relates to the presence of
key viewpoints, high receptor numbers at
The coastline with views of this area stretches from the Neath Estuary recreation sites and areas of high receptor
around to Nash Point. There are few continuous access tracks along sensitivity, countered by the predominantly low
the coastline, although access is provided by the area’s large beaches sensitivity of receptors within the wider
landscape due to surrounding development.
and dunes (including Kenfig). There are also areas of Registered
Common Land (including at Ogmore Down) and Open Country
(including Margam Country Park).
Views of the unit would also be had from the sailing, fishing and
commercial vessels that navigate the Severn estuary.
The sub-unit is visible from 6 of the identified key views:
- Aberavon Beach
- Porthcawl Point
- Dunraven Bay and Park
- Nash Point
- Ogmore-by-Sea
- Margam Country Park

Sensitivity of receptors

The sensitivity of receptors will be predominantly low given the extent
of development within the surrounding landscape, although will be
higher along the less developed coastline east of Ogmore.

Number of receptors

The number of receptors will be high at key recreation sites, especially
Porthcawl, Dunraven Bay and Margam Country Park.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

Historic Landscape Areas:

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity to
devices within this seascape unit is judged to be
low. This relates to the lack of significant
relevant designation, excluding two coastal Parks
and Gardens with relatively distant views of the
sub-unit and the Landscape of Outstanding
Historic Interest which occurs along the coast but
is not predominantly adjacent to the sub-unit.

- Merthyr Mawr, Kenfig & Margam Burrows, Outstanding Historic
Interest (16 square km with potential views to sub-unit)
- Margam Mountain, Special Historic Interest (13 square km with
potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens (those in bold are coastal sites with significant views
out to sea):
- Dunraven Park
- Ewenny Priory
- Margam Park
- Merthyr Mawr House
- Port Talbot: Talbot Memorial Park
- St. Donat's Castle

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit S1 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This relates to its
context as an area of sea fronting a large-scale coastline with the presence of activity and human features, with a heavily developed landward area
that has some key views and sensitive landscapes.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance off
shore

Indication of tidal
flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Some areas of
good tidal flow

Area with activity from vessels navigating the estuary and with
predominantly high waviness. Presence of human features (an
illuminated buoy). Offshore views from Swansea to Cork ferry.
Mainland views from several key viewpoints.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to commercial
schemes, relating to its context as an area of
sea visible from a predominantly developed
landscape, and with high waviness and levels of
activity.

10 – 15 km

Some areas of
good tidal flow

Area devoid of human features but with activity from vessels
navigating the estuary and with predominantly high waviness.
Offshore views from Swansea to Cork ferry. Distant mainland
views from a few key viewpoints.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to commercial
schemes, relating to its context as an area of
sea with high levels of waviness and activity
providing a distant backdrop to a well developed
landscape with a few key views.

>15km

Good tidal flow

Area with significant activity from vessels navigating the
estuary and with moderate to high waviness. Presence of
human features near to the English coast (which forms the far
boundary). Offshore views from the Swansea to Cork ferry.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to commercial
schemes, relating to its context as an area of
sea with high levels of activity without significant
views.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT S2 - part of regional seascape unit 47 (Porthcawl to Nash Point)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A medium to large scale coastline dominated by the broad sand beach The sensitivity of the seascape is judged to be
at the mouth of the Ogmore River, countered by two smaller coves in
low, with the degree of complexity of the
the west.
coastline and Tusker Rock countered by the
relatively large-scale sand bay, and the presence
of activity and movement and illuminated human
A concave sand bay with a degree of complexity provided by the two
features, all of which reduce sensitivity to tidal
intimate coves to the west, plus Tusker Rock around 2km offshore.
stream devices.
Waviness is high throughout most of the unit, especially in the north.
Large intertidal sand beaches along the coast, plus Tusker Rock in the
centre of the sub-unit. Popular area for swimming and surfing at
Porthcawl and Ogmore.

Pattern and complexity
Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

Two illuminated buoys and a beacon on Porthcawl point occur within
the sub-unit, along with the bright lights of Trecco Bay holiday park and
Porthcawl on the coastal edge.

Distinctiveness

The broad sandy mouth of the Ogmore River dominates the area, with
the smaller sand coves of Porthcawl in the west, and Tusker Rock a
feature out to sea.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A broad low-lying sandy bay with large areas of dunes (e.g. Kenfig),
leading to high lias cliffs east of Ogmore fronting coastal plateaux.
Numerous high peaks including Mynydd Margam (344m), Mynydd
Baeden and Pen-y-Foel (356m).

Extent of existing human
activity/development

A heavily developed landscape, with Port Talbot and Margam
steelworks in the north, and significant settlement elsewhere at Pyle,
Bridgend and Porthcawl. The M4 crosses much of the area, with Aroads radiating from it to the coastal settlements. Recreation along the
coast, notably at Porthcawl and Dunraven Bay, plus inland e.g.
Margam Country Park. Less developed along the Glamorgan Heritage
Coast in the east.

The sensitivity of the landscape is judged to be
low, with the presence of distinctive coastal
features countered by the significant
development, the large scale of the landscape,
and the lack of tranquillity and dark night skies,
all of which reduce sensitivity to tidal stream
devices.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 38 landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 32%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (4) or high (8).
Large areas of sand dunes at Kenfig and the mouth of the Ogmore are
distinctive features, as are the sandy bays along the coast e.g.
Dunraven Bay and the lias cliffs of the Glamorgan Heritage coast in
the east. Also Mynydd Margam forest, an extensive 20th century
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plantation.
Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 5% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in the
second-darkest category (there are none in the darkest).
Intrusion: 8% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Large, valuable semi-natural habitats at Kenfig and Merthyr-mawr
Warren sand dunes, though elsewhere the landscape is predominantly
farmed or urban, with large expanses of recent woodland plantation
(e.g. Margam Forest).

VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 414
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 23% of this
land area.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

In terms of views and visual amenity, sensitivity
to devices within this seascape unit is judged to
be moderate. This relates to the presence of
key viewpoints, high receptor numbers at
recreation sites and high receptor sensitivity
The coastline with views of this sub-unit stretches from Port Talbot
around to Nash Point. There are few continuous access tracks along along the Glamorgan Heritage Coast, countered
the coastline, although access is provided by the area’s large beaches by the predominantly low sensitivity of receptors
within the wider landscape due to surrounding
and dunes (including Kenfig). There are also areas of Registered
development.
Common Land (including at Ogmore Down and Mynydd y Gaer) and
Open Country (including Margam Country Park).
Views of the unit would also be had from the sailing, fishing and
commercial vessels that navigate the Severn estuary.
The sub-unit is visible from 5 of the identified key views:
- Porthcawl Point
- Dunraven Bay and Park
- Nash Point
- Ogmore-by-Sea
- Margam Country Park

Sensitivity of receptors

The sensitivity of receptors will be predominantly low given the extent
of development in the surrounding landscape, although it will be higher
along the less developed coastline east of Ogmore.

Number of receptors

The number of receptors will be high at key recreation sites, especially
Porthcawl, Dunraven Bay and Margam Country Park.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

The coastline east of Newton Point forms part of the Glamorgan
Heritage Coast (5km within the sub-unit)

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity to
devices within this seascape unit is judged to be
moderate. This relates to the Heritage Coast
designation covering the majority of the sub-unit
coastline, as well as the Landscape of
Outstanding Historic Interest which occurs along
the coast in the west, and the two coastal Parks
and Gardens with significant views of the subunit.

Historic Landscape Areas:
- Merthyr Mawr, Kenfig & Margam Burrows, Outstanding Historic
Interest (11 square km with potential views to sub-unit)
- Margam Mountain, Special Historic Interest (10 square km with
potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens (those in bold are coastal sites with significant views
out to sea):
- Dunraven Park
- Ewenny Priory
- Margam Park
- Merthyr Mawr House
- St. Donat's Castle

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit S2 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This relates to its
context as an area of sea fronting a predominantly large-scale coastline with the presence of activity and human features, with a developed landward
area that has some key views and some less-developed and more sensitive landscapes, including the Glamorgan Heritage Coast.

Refer to sub-unit P3 for sensitivity to tidal stream devices further offshore
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT S3 - part of regional seascape unit 47 (Porthcawl to Nash Point)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A relatively flat coastline comprising sand beaches interspersed with
rock fronting the estuary.

Pattern and complexity
Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the seascape is judged to be
moderate, with the presence of some activity
and movement and an illuminated human feature
A fairly linear coastline with a mixed pattern of sand and rock, with no reducing sensitivity to tidal stream devices,
countered by the relative complexity of the
offshore islets.
coastline and the distinctive lias cliffs, which
Waviness is medium to high. Intertidal areas occur along the coast as increase sensitivity to development.
well as in a band across the centre of the sub-unit. Informal recreation
activity off Dunraven Bay (swimming and windsurfing).

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

An illuminated buoy occurs at the seaward edge of the sub-unit.

Distinctiveness

Distinctive lias cliffs with wave-cut platforms and sandy beaches, such
as Dunraven Bay.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

High sloping cliffs to 50m AOD with coastal plateaux and small incised
valleys, with wide open estuary of Ogmore River in the west. Summit
of Mynydd y Gaer reaches 295m in the north, plus Moel Ton-mawr
(319m) in the north-west.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Development in the west at Porthcawl, with A-roads radiating from the
M4; less developed along the Glamorgan Heritage Coast, with access
mainly via the coastal path. Recreation along the coast at Dunraven
Bay and Porthcawl, as well as inland at Margam Country Park.

The sensitivity of the landscape is judged to be
moderate, with the presence of development in
the west and the lack of dark night skies reducing
sensitivity to tidal stream devices, countered by
the undeveloped stretch of coastal cliffs and
plateaux immediately bordering the sub-unit, with
the presence of semi-natural coastal habitats.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 36 landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 33%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (4) or high (8).
The high lias cliffs of the Glamorgan Heritage coast are distinctive
features of the area, as are the sand dunes (Merthyr-mawr Warren) at
the mouth of the Ogmore to the west. Also Margam Forest further
inland.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 9% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in the
second-darkest category (there are none in the darkest).
Intrusion: 15% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural dune (e.g. Merthyr-mawr Warren) and cliff habitats along
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the coast, though elsewhere the landscape is predominantly farmed or
urban, with plantation at Margam Forest in the north-west.
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 418
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 17% of this
land area.

Important/key views

The coastline with views of this area stretches from Porthcawl to
Rhoose Point, over half of which is accessible by public footpath.

In terms of views and visual amenity, sensitivity
to devices within this seascape unit is judged to
be moderate. The presence of key viewpoints
and open access land and the relatively high
sensitivity of receptors along the Glamorgan
Heritage Coast increase sensitivity to tidal
stream devices, although the lower sensitivity of
receptors elsewhere reduces sensitivity.

Areas of Registered Common Land occur over Mynydd y Gaer and
Kenfig Hill, with Open Country at Margam Country Park.
Views of the unit would also be had from the sailing, fishing and
commercial vessels that navigate the Severn estuary.
The sub-unit is visible from 6 of the identified key views:
- Porthcawl Point
- Dunraven Bay and Park
- Nash Point
- Ogmore-by-Sea
- Col-Huw Point
- Canolfan Seawatch Centre, Summerhouse Point
Sensitivity of receptors

Sensitivity of receptors will be relatively high along the undeveloped
Glamorgan Heritage coast, but less so in the west around Porthcawl.

Number of receptors

The number of receptors will be high at key recreation sites, including
Dunraven Bay, Porthcawl and Margam Country Park.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

The entire sub-unit coastline forms part of the Glamorgan Heritage
Coast (8km).

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity to
devices within this seascape unit is judged to be
moderate. This relates to the Heritage Coast
designation covering the sub-unit coastline, as
well as the two coastal Parks and Gardens with
significant views of the sub-unit and the
Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest
situated on the coast in the west.

Historic Landscape Areas:
- Merthyr Mawr, Kenfig & Margam Burrows, Outstanding Historic
Interest (5 square km with potential views to sub-unit)
- Margam Mountain, Special Historic Interest (5 square km with
potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens (those in bold are coastal sites with significant views
out to sea):
- Dunraven Park
- Margam Park
- St. Donat's Castle
- Tythegston Court

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit S3 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This relates to its
context as an area of undeveloped sea with some activity fronting a distinctive coastline that forms the least developed part of the Glamorgan Heritage
Coast, though with the presence of development in the wider area, making a single or small array of devices potentially easily accommodated in
contrast with a large commercial scheme, where sensitivity is moderate.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance off shore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Good tidal flow

Area devoid of human features but with some activity (and
offshore views) from vessels navigating the estuary, and
with predominantly high waviness. Mainland views from
several key viewpoints along Glamorgan Heritage Coast.

Sensitivity is judged to be
moderate to commercial
schemes, relating to its context
as an area of undeveloped sea
visible from several key
viewpoints along a stretch of
Heritage Coast, but also with
high waviness and levels of
activity.

10 – 15 km

Limited areas of good
tidal flow

Area devoid of human features but with activity (and
offshore views) from vessels navigating the estuary, and
with predominantly high waviness. Distant mainland views
from several key viewpoints along Glamorgan Heritage
Coast.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of sea with
high levels of waviness and
activity that is over 10km from the
coastline.

>15km

Some areas of good tidal Area with significant activity from vessels navigating the
estuary and with moderate waviness. Presence of human
flow
features (several illuminated buoys) near to the English
coast (which forms the far boundary).
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Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of sea with
high levels of activity without
significant views.

SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT S4 - part of regional seascape unit 48 (Nash Point to Lavernock Point)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A relatively straight but eroding section of coast fronting the estuary.

Pattern and complexity

Eroding lias cliffs are fronted by wave-cut platforms and occasional
sand/shingle, with no offshore rocks.

Activity and movement

Waviness is generally moderate. Intertidal areas are restricted to the
wave-cut platforms and occasional sand/shingle along the coast.

The sensitivity of the seascape is judged to be
moderate, with the relatively straight coastline
and the presence of an illuminated human
feature reducing sensitivity to tidal stream
devices, countered by the distinctive coastline
with its historical features and the absence of
significant activity and other visual interruptions,
which increase sensitivity to development.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

An illuminated buoy plus lighthouse off Nash Point, with no other visual
interruptions indicated.

Distinctiveness

Distinctive lias cliffs with wave-cut platforms. Several historical
landmarks along the coastline, including Grade II listed lighthouse at
Nash Point, Grade I listed castle at St Donat’s, and Grade II listed fort
and tower at Summerhouse Point.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Predominantly coastal plateaux rising to 50m AOD and incised valleys, The sensitivity of the landscape is judged to be
with a lower coastline in the east and west at Barry and Porthcawl
moderate, with the presence of significant
respectively. A band of higher land stretches east from Hilary Down.
development countered by the undeveloped
stretches of coastal cliffs and plateaux containing
distinctive features and semi-natural habitats.
Development at Llantwit Major and Porthcawl, as well as West
Aberthaw power station, Cardiff International Airport and RAF St
Athan, and Barry in the east, with villages in the hills to the north.
Undeveloped stretches along the Glamorgan Heritage Coast, and
recreation along the coast at Dunraven Bay, Porthcawl and Barry
Island.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 42 landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 50%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (5) or high (16).
The high lias cliffs of the Glamorgan Heritage coast are distinctive
features of the area, as are the sand dunes (Merthyr-mawr Warren) at
the mouth of the Ogmore to the west.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 5% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in the
second-darkest category (there are none in the darkest).
Intrusion: 8% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural dunes (e.g. Merthyr-mawr Warren) and cliff habitats
along the coast, with some semi-natural grassland at Ogmore Down;
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elsewhere the landscape is predominantly farmed or urban.
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 418
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 24% of this
land area.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

In terms of views and visual amenity, sensitivity
to devices within this seascape unit is judged to
be moderate. This relates to the presence of
numerous key views and the relatively high
The coastline with views of this area stretches from Porthcawl to Sully sensitivity of receptors along the Glamorgan
Island (although this excludes Sully Bay), much is accessible by public Heritage Coast, countered by the lower
sensitivity of receptors in the more developed
footpath.
areas.
Small areas of Registered Common Land occur inland such as at
Hilary Down and St Lythans Down.
Views of the unit would also be had from the sailing, fishing and
commercial vessels that navigate the Severn estuary.
The sub-unit is visible from 9 of the identified key views:
- Porthcawl Point
- Dunraven Bay and Park
- Nash Point
- Ogmore-by-Sea
- The Knap at Barry
- Col-Huw Point
- St Donat’s - Atlantic College & St Donat’s Arts Centre
- Canolfan Seawatch Centre, Summerhouse Point
- Barry Island Pleasure Park

Sensitivity of receptors

Sensitivity of receptors will be relatively high along the undeveloped
stretches of the Glamorgan Heritage coast, but far less around the
significant areas of development elsewhere.

Number of receptors

The number of receptors will be high at key recreation sites, including
Dunraven Bay, Porthcawl and Barry Island.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

The majority of the sub-unit coastline forms part of the Glamorgan
Heritage Coast (12km).

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity to
devices within this seascape unit is judged to be
moderate. This relates to the Heritage Coast
designation covering the sub-unit coastline, as
well as the three coastal Parks and Gardens with
significant views of the sub-unit (with a small
area of coastal landscape of Outstanding Historic
Interest in the west).

Historic Landscape Areas:
- Merthyr Mawr, Kenfig & Margam Burrows, Outstanding Historic
Interest (3 square km with potential views to sub-unit)
- Llancarfan, Vale of Glamorgan, Outstanding Historic Interest (2
square km with potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens (those in bold are coastal sites with significant views
out to sea):
- Barry: Cold Knap Park
- Coedarhydyglyn
- Cwrty-yr-ala
- Dunraven Park
- Fonmon Castle

- Llantrithyd Place
- St. Donat's Castle
- Tythegston Court
- Wenvoe Castle

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit S4 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This relates to its
context as an area of undeveloped sea with a degree of activity fronting a distinctive coastline that forms the major part of the Glamorgan Heritage
Coast, though with the presence of significant development towards the east of the sub-unit coastline as well as within the wider area (making
sensitivity higher towards the west of the sub-unit and lower towards the east).
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
off shore

Indication of tidal
flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Limited areas of
good tidal flow

Area devoid of human features but with some activity
from vessels navigating the estuary, and with moderate
to high waviness. Mainland views from several key
viewpoints along Glamorgan Heritage Coast.

Sensitivity is judged to be moderate to commercial
schemes, relating to its context as an area of
undeveloped sea visible from several key viewpoints
along a stretch of Heritage Coast, but also with
moderate to high levels of waviness and activity.

10 – 15 km

Insufficient tidal
flow

N/a

N/a

>15km

Some areas of good Area devoid of human features but with significant
activity from vessels navigating the estuary and with
tidal flow
moderate waviness. Far boundary formed by the
English coast.
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Sensitivity is judged to be low to commercial schemes,
relating to its context as an area of sea with high levels
of activity without impact upon views from the Welsh
coast.

SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT S5 - part of regional seascape unit 48 (Nash Point to Lavernock Point)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A broad shingle beach fronting the estuary.

Pattern and complexity

Broad shingle beach fronting a sea wall, dissected by the River Thaw.

Activity and movement

Waviness is generally moderate, higher towards the coast. The
shingle beach is intertidal. A pilot boarding place is indicated around
3.5km from the coastline.

The sensitivity of the seascape is judged to be
low, with the presence of Aberthaw power
station, an existing illuminated offshore feature,
and the large-scale coastline all reducing
sensitivity to tidal stream devices.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

A large illuminated caisson represents a prominent human feature
around 0.5km offshore, while elsewhere the seascape is devoid of
significant visual interruptions.

Distinctiveness

Aberthaw power station is the dominant influence upon the character
of the sub-unit.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

Predominantly coastal plateau with high cliffs to 50m AOD and several The sensitivity of the landscape is judged to be
incised valleys, with a lower coastline around Barry and Sully. A band low, with the presence of West Aberthaw power
of higher land stretches east from Hilary Down.
station and Cardiff airport dominating the subunit coastline, and significant development
elsewhere.
West Aberthaw power station and Cardiff International airport
dominate the sub-unit along the coast, while development elsewhere
includes Llantwit Major, Barry, Penarth and RAF St Athan. Activity at
key recreation sites including Barry Island, Porthkerry Country Park
and Penarth.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Key Sensitivities

Of the 44 landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 43%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (4) or high (15).
The high lias cliffs of the Glamorgan Heritage coast are distinctive
features in the west.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: 2% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in the
second-darkest category (there are none in the darkest).
Intrusion: 3% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats along the coast, including cliffs and shingle
beach; elsewhere the landscape is predominantly intensively farmed or
urban.
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VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 356
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 22% of this
land area.

Important/key views

The coastline with views of this area stretches from Nash Point to
Lavernock Point, much of it accessible by public right of way. Small
areas of Registered Common Land occur inland such as at Hilary
Down and St Lythans Down.

In terms of views and visual amenity, sensitivity
to devices within this seascape unit is judged to
be low. This relates to the low sensitivity of
views from much of the coastline and low
receptor numbers on the immediate coastline,
although sensitivity will be slightly higher towards
Nash Point in the west.

Views of the unit would also be had from the sailing, fishing and
commercial vessels that navigate the Severn estuary.
The sub-unit is visible from 6 of the identified key views:
- The Knap at Barry
- Col-Huw Point
- Sully
- St Donat’s - Atlantic College & St Donat’s Arts Centre
- Canolfan Seawatch Centre, Summerhouse Point
- Barry Island Pleasure Park
Sensitivity of receptors

Sensitivity of receptors will be low from much of the area, especially
the immediate coastline around West Aberthaw Power station and
Cardiff airport; sensitivity will be higher further west along the
Glamorgan Heritage Coast.

Number of receptors

The number of receptors will be low on the immediate coastline,
though higher at key recreation sites elsewhere, including the Knap at
Barry, Barry Island, Porthkerry Country Park and Penarth.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

Historic Landscape Areas:

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity to
devices within this seascape unit is judged to be
low. This relates to the lack of significant
relevant designation covering the landscape,
excluding two coastal Parks and Gardens with
significant views of the sub-unit (one towards the
edge of the study area, and one within an urban
context).

- Llancarfan, Vale of Glamorgan, Outstanding Historic Interest (3
square km with potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens (those in bold are coastal sites with significant views
out to sea):
- Barry: Cold Knap Park
- Barry: Romilly Park
- Coedarhydyglyn
- Llantrithyd Place
- St. Donat's Castle

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit S5 is judged to be low to both commercial and demonstration schemes. This relates to its context as an area
of sea fronting a large-scale, heavily developed coastline, with a landward area lacking any significant amounts of tranquillity or remoteness, and with
generally low sensitivity of views.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance off shore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Limited areas of good
tidal flow

Area devoid of human features but with activity from
vessels navigating the estuary, and with moderate to high
waviness. Seascape as a backdrop to a heavily developed
landward area, though with several key views.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of sea with
moderate to high levels of
waviness and activity, and with
reduced sensitivity of receptors
due to the heavily developed
landscape.

10 – 15 km

Some areas of good tidal Area devoid of human features but with significant activity
from vessels navigating the estuary, and with moderate
flow
waviness. Seascape as a backdrop to a heavily developed
landward area, though with several key views.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of sea with
moderate levels of waviness and
activity, and with reduced
sensitivity of receptors due to the
heavily developed landscape and
distance from the shore.

>15km

Some areas of good tidal Area of significant activity from vessels navigating the
estuary, with human features including illuminated buoys
flow
along the English coast (which forms the far boundary).
Waviness is moderate to low.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of sea with
high levels of activity and the
presence of human features, and
without impact upon views from
the Welsh coast.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT S6 - (part of regional seascape unit 48 (Nash Point to Lavernock Point)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A moderate scale concave coastline fronting the estuary.

Pattern and complexity

Broad shingle beaches with some exposed rock and an absence of
offshore rocks, giving a moderate to low complexity.

Activity and movement

Waviness is moderate to high towards the coast, becoming lesser at
the seaward boundary. Intertidal areas restricted to the coastline. A
pilot boarding place is indicated around 4km from the coastline.

The sensitivity of the seascape is judged to be
moderate, with the moderate scale/complexity of
the coastline, the general absence of visual
intrusions and the distinctive Knap in the east
increasing sensitivity to tidal stream devices,
countered by the presence of a degree of activity
and movement and the presence of offshore
human features, which reduce sensitivity to
development.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

Two buoys are indicated just off the Knap, with the sub-unit devoid of
significant visual intrusions elsewhere.

Distinctiveness

The Knap forms a distinctive sand bay in the east.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

Coastal plateau with high cliffs to 50m AOD in the west, with a lower
coastline around Barry and Sully sloping upwards further inland (up to
120m AOD at St Lythans Down).

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Development at Barry, Sully and Penarth in the east, and West
Aberthaw power station and Cardiff airport in the west. Recreation at
Porthkerry country park and the Knap at Barry, as well as Barry Island
and Penarth.

The sensitivity of the landscape is judged to be
low, with the presence of distinctive coastal
features in the wider landscape countered by the
extent of development and lack of tranquillity
especially in the more immediate landscape,
which reduce sensitivity to tidal stream devices.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 40 landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 43%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (4) or high (13).
The high lias cliffs of the Glamorgan Heritage coast are distinctive
features in the west, as is Lavernock Point in the east.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: none of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
either the second-darkest or the darkest category.
Intrusion: 2% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats along the coast, including cliffs and shingle
beach, though elsewhere the landscape is predominantly intensively
farmed or urban.
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VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 347
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 18% of this
land area.

Important/key views

The coastline with views of this area stretches from Nash Point to
Lavernock Point, much of it accessible by public right of way. Small
areas of Registered Common Land occur inland such as at Hilary
Down and St Lythans Down.

In terms of views and visual amenity, sensitivity
to devices within this seascape unit is judged to
be moderate. The low sensitivity of views from
much of the coastline and key viewpoints
reduces sensitivity to tidal stream devices,
although high receptor numbers at key recreation
sites on the immediate coast (including the Knap
at Barry) increase sensitivity.

Views of the unit would also be had from the sailing, fishing and
commercial vessels that navigate the Severn estuary.
The sub-unit is visible from 6 of the identified key views:
- The Knap at Barry
- Col-Huw Point
- Sully
- St Donat’s - Atlantic College & St Donat’s Arts Centre
- Canolfan Seawatch Centre, Summerhouse Point
- Barry Island Pleasure Park
Sensitivity of receptors

Sensitivity of receptors will be low from much of the area given the
extent of surrounding development.

Number of receptors

The number of receptors will be high at key recreation sites and
developed areas, including Barry Island, Porthkerry Country Park and
Penarth.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

Parks & Gardens (those in bold are coastal sites with significant views
out to sea):

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity to
devices within this seascape unit is judged to be
low. This relates to the lack of designation
covering the landscape, excluding two coastal
Parks and Gardens with significant views of the
sub-unit (one towards the edge of the study area,
and one within an urban context).

- Barry: Cold Knap Park
- Barry: Romilly Park
- Coedarhydyglyn
- Cwrty-yr-ala
- St. Donat's Castle
- Wenvoe Castle

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit S6 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This relates to its
context as an area of sea fronting a moderate-scale coastline with key recreation sites, increasing receptor numbers but countered by extensive
development in the surrounding landscape and a general lack of tranquillity or sensitive views.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance off shore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Insufficient tidal flow

N/a

N/a

10 – 15 km

Some areas of good tidal Area of significant activity from vessels navigating the
estuary, and with moderate waviness. Illuminated buoy on
flow
the 10km boundary represents human feature. Seascape
as a backdrop to a heavily developed landward area, with
several key recreation sites.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of estuary
with high levels of activity, and
with reduced sensitivity of
receptors due to the heavily
developed landscape and
distance from the shore.

>15km

Some areas of good tidal Area of significant activity from vessels navigating the
estuary, and with moderate waviness. Presence of human
flow
features (illuminated buoys). English coast forms the far
boundary.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of estuary
with high levels of activity and the
presence of human features, and
without impact upon views from
the Welsh coast.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT S7 - part of regional seascape unit 48 (Nash Point to Lavernock Point) and 49 (Lavernock Point to Gold Cliff)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A largely developed concave coastline with Barry Island in the west
and Sully Bay in the east.

Pattern and complexity

A relatively complex coastline, with Barry Island and surrounding
harbour, causeway and cove in the west, and Sully Island in the east,
with a combination of intertidal sand, rock and mud throughout.

Activity and movement

Waviness is predominantly low, though locally high around Cold Knap
Point and Sully Island. Intertidal areas at Sully Bay and around Barry
Island. A pilot boarding place is indicated around 3km offshore, with
swimming off Barry Island.

The sensitivity of the seascape is judged to be
low, with the moderate complexity of the
coastline and the presence of some distinctive
coastal features increasing sensitivity to tidal
stream devices, though countered significantly by
the presence of numerous human features within
the sub-unit and a degree of activity and
movement, which reduce sensitivity to
development.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

Numerous buoys and beacons are located throughout the sub-unit,
with the developed nature of Barry Island dominating character in the
west.

Distinctiveness

Barry Island is a distinctive feature in the west, though heavily
developed, as is Sully Island (with its historic fort and adjacent Sound)
in the east.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A low coastline around Barry and Sully sloping upwards further inland,
with coastal plateau with high cliffs to 50m AOD in the west and the
wide intertidal bay of Cardiff in the far east. High ground inland at
Pantylladron and St Lythans.

The sensitivity of the landscape is judged to be
low, with the extent of development and lack of
tranquillity reducing sensitivity to tidal stream
devices despite the presence of some distinctive
landscape features.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Development at Barry, Penarth and Sully dominating much of the area,
with West Aberthaw power station and Cardiff airport in the west.
Recreation at Barry Island and Penarth, as well as Porthkerry country
park and the Knap.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 53 landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 45%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (7) or high (17).
The cliffs at Lavernock Point are a distinctive feature in the east, as is
Sully Bay with its extensive wave-cut platform and island.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: none of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
either the second-darkest or the darkest category.
Intrusion: none of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
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classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats along the coast, though elsewhere the
landscape is predominantly intensively farmed or urban.
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 347
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 19% of this
land area.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

In terms of views and visual amenity, sensitivity to
devices within this seascape unit is judged to be
moderate. The low sensitivity of views from
much of the coastline and key viewpoints reduces
sensitivity to tidal stream devices, although high
The coastline with views of this area stretches from Col-huw Point to
receptor numbers at key recreation sites on the
Lavernock Point, much of it accessible by public right of way, with
Rumney Great Wharf on the outskirts of Cardiff also within the viewing immediate coast (chiefly Barry Island) increase
sensitivity.
area. Little Registered Common Land or Open Country is affected,
though exceptions at Dinas Powys.
Views of the unit would also be had from the sailing, fishing and
commercial vessels that navigate the Severn estuary.
The sub-unit is visible from 5 of the identified key views:
- The Knap at Barry
- Col-Huw Point
- Sully
- Canolfan Seawatch Centre, Summerhouse Point
- Barry Island Pleasure Park

Sensitivity of receptors

Sensitivity of receptors will be low from much of the area given the
extent of surrounding development.

Number of receptors

The number of receptors will be high at key recreation sites and
developed areas, including Barry Island, Porthkerry Country Park and
Penarth.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

Landscapes of Historic Interest:

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity to
devices within this seascape unit is judged to be
low. This relates to the general lack of relevant
designation covering the landscape, excluding a
coastal Park and Garden with significant views of
the sub-unit which is already within an urban
context.

- Gwent Levels, Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest (5 square
km with potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens (those in bold are coastal sites with significant views
out to sea):
- Barry: Cold Knap Park
- Barry: Romilly Park
- Coedarhydyglyn
- Craig y Parc
- Wenvoe Castle

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit S7 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This relates to its
context as an area of estuary fronting a moderate-scale coastline with key recreation sites and a large number of receptors, countered by extensive
development in the surrounding landscape and a general lack of tranquillity or designations.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance off shore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Some areas of good tidal Area of significant activity from vessels navigating the
estuary, and with predominantly high waviness. Illuminated
flow
buoys on the 5km and 10km boundaries represent human
features. Seascape as a backdrop to development at
Barry, with several key recreation sites.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of estuary
with high levels of activity, and
with reduced sensitivity of
receptors due to the developed
landscape and distance from the
shore.

10 – 15 km

Some areas of good tidal Area of significant activity from vessels navigating the
estuary, and with high to moderate waviness. Illuminated
flow
buoy represents a human feature at 14km offshore.
Seascape as a backdrop to a developed landward area,
with several key recreation sites.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of estuary
with high levels of activity, and
with reduced sensitivity of
receptors due to the developed
landscape and distance from the
shore.

>15km

Some areas of good tidal Area of activity from vessels navigating the estuary, and
with moderate waviness. Presence of human features
flow
(several buoys). English coast forms the far boundary, with
some intertidal land extending into the area.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of estuary
with activity and the presence of
human features, and without
impact upon views from the
Welsh coast.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT S8 - part of regional seascape unit 48 (Nash Point to Lavernock Point) and 49 (Lavernock Point to Gold Cliff)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A relatively small scale, low-lying coastline with a central cove (St
Marys Well Bay).

Pattern and complexity

Activity and movement

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the seascape is judged to be
moderate, with the relative complexity of the
coastline and the presence of some distinctive
A relatively complex coastline with wave-cut rock and sand plus Sully features (notably Flat Holm island) increasing
Island, in addition to the presence of Flat Holm Island in the south-east sensitivity to tidal stream devices, though
of the sub-unit and outcrops between the two (known as The Wolves). countered by the presence of several human
features within the sub-unit, which reduce
sensitivity to development.
Waviness is predominantly low, though locally high around Sully
Island. Intertidal areas around the coast, Flat Holm Island and the
Wolves. A radio call-in point is indicated around 1km offshore.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

Several illuminated buoys and beacons occur within the sub-unit,
including a lighthouse on Flat Holm island.

Distinctiveness

Flat Holm Island is a distinctive offshore feature and includes several
grade II listed buildings, including the lighthouse, as is Sully Island and
its historic fort adjacent to the coast, and the cliffs at Lavernock Point.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

Cliffs at Lavernock Point and Penarth contrast with the low-lying coast
of Cardiff and its mudflats, as well as the more sloping land behind
Barry. Further inland, coastal plateau in the west contrasts with the
low-lying city of Cardiff.

The sensitivity of the landscape is judged to be
low, with the presence of distinctive coastal
features countered by the extent of development
and lack of tranquillity throughout the wider
landscape.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

The immediate coastal plateau is relatively undeveloped, in contrast
with the surrounding landscape, with development at Penarth and
significantly Cardiff in the east, as well as Barry in the west.

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Of the 70 landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 41%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (9) or high (20).
The cliffs around Lavernock Point and Penarth are a distinctive
feature, as are the mudflats and wetlands of Cardiff in the east.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: none of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
either the second-darkest or the darkest category.
Intrusion: none of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats occur along the coastline, including at Lavernock
Point and large areas of semi-natural mudflats along the coast in the
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east, as well as the Cardiff Bay wetlands; elsewhere the landscape is
predominantly farmed or urban.
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 280
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 37% of this
land area.

Important/key views

The coastline with views of this area stretches from Breakeas Point
around to Peterstone Gout. Much of the western coastline is
accessible via public right of way, in contrast with the docks and
wetlands of Cardiff in the east. The flats opposite Peterstone Great
Wharf form a large area of open access land.

In terms of views and visual amenity, sensitivity
to devices within this seascape unit is judged to
be moderate. The low sensitivity of views from
much of the coastline and key viewpoints
reduces sensitivity to tidal stream devices,
although high receptor numbers at key recreation
sites and the higher sensitivity of receptors at
Lavernock Point increases sensitivity.

Views of the unit would also be had from the sailing, fishing and
commercial vessels that navigate the Severn estuary.
The sub-unit is visible from 4 of the identified key views:
- Sully
- Penarth Head, promenade and pier
- Cardiff Bay barrage
- coastal path on the cliffs south of Penarth (Lavernock)
Sensitivity of receptors

Sensitivity of receptors will be low from much of the area given the
extent of surrounding development, although higher around Lavernock
Point.

Number of receptors

The number of receptors will be high at key recreation sites and
developed areas, including Barry, Penarth and Cardiff.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

Landscapes of Historic Interest:

Key Sensitivities

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity to
devices within this seascape unit is judged to be
- Gwent Levels, Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest (13 square
low. This relates to the lack of significant
km with potential views to sub-unit)
relevant designation, excluding two coastal Parks
Parks & Gardens (those in bold are coastal sites with significant views and Gardens with significant views of the subunit (both within an urban context) and a coastal
out to sea):
Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest
towards the east of the study area.
- Penarth: Windsor Gardens
- Barry: Cold Knap Park
- Barry: Romilly Park
- Pontcanna Fields and Llandaff
- Cardiff Castle and Bute Park Fields
- Cathays Cemetery
- Roath Park
- Cathays Park
- Sophia Gardens
- Coedarhydyglyn
- Waterloo Gardens and Roath Mill
- Coryton House
Gardens
- Cwrty-yr-ala
- Wenvoe Castle
- Whitchurch Hospital
- Penarth: Alexandra Park

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit S8 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This relates to its
context as an area of estuary containing a distinctive island and coastline, with the presence of designated landscapes and high receptor numbers
countered by extensive development in the surrounding landscape and lack of tranquillity, as well as the presence of human features currently within
the seascape sub-unit.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
off shore

Indication of tidal
flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Some areas of
good tidal flow

Area of significant activity from vessels navigating the estuary,
and with predominantly moderate to low waviness. Several
illuminated buoys near the 5km boundary representing human
features. Steep Holm Island forms a distinctive feature within
the centre of the area. Seascape forms a backdrop to views
from Lavernock Point and St Marys Well Bay.

Sensitivity is judged to be moderate to
commercial schemes, relating to its context as an
area of estuary with high levels of activity and
several features, countered by the presence of
Steep Holm island and its relationship with Flat
Holm Island and views from Lavernock Point.

10 – 15 km

Some areas of
good tidal flow

Area of activity from vessels navigating the estuary. Waviness
is high in the west, moderate to low elsewhere. Large intertidal
area and some human features in the east at Weston-SuperMare on the English coast. Seascape as a distant backdrop to
views from Lavernock Point and St Marys Well Bay.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to commercial
schemes, relating to its context as an area of
estuary with high levels of activity and waviness in
the west, and with reduced sensitivity of receptors
due to the distance from the shore.

>15km

Some areas of
good tidal flow

Area of significant activity from vessels navigating the estuary to
Burnham-on-sea (on English coast), with predominantly
moderate to low waviness. Presence of numerous illuminated
buoys representing existing human features. English coast
forms the far boundary, with significant extent of intertidal land
occupying the eastern half of the area.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to commercial
schemes, relating to its context as an area of
estuary high levels of activity and human features,
and without impact upon views from the Welsh
coast.
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT S9 - part of regional seascape unit 48 (Nash Point to Lavernock Point) and 49 (Lavernock Point to Gold Cliff)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A relatively straight coastline of lias cliffs and wave-cut platforms
fronting the western end of Cardiff Bay.

Pattern and complexity

A relatively straight coastline, with some complexity added by the
exposed area of mud/sand in the centre of the unit and a rock outcrop
towards the centre of the estuary.

The sensitivity of the seascape is judged to be
low, with the relatively straight coastline and the
presence of numerous human features and
levels of activity all reducing sensitivity to tidal
stream devices.

Activity and movement

Waviness is low throughout. The Cardiff spit, a band of intertidal area,
crosses the centre of the sub-unit in the north. Activity from fishing
and sailing boats from Penarth Haven marina, with bathing off Penarth
and pleasure trips from the pier. Two radio call-in points are indicated
on the unit boundary.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

Numerous illuminated buoys and beacons occur throughout the subunit.

Distinctiveness

Penarth Head and the grade II listed pier are distinctive features along
the coastline.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

The cliffs and coastal plateau at Penarth contrast with the low-lying
coast of Cardiff and its mudflats and the reclaimed agricultural
landscape to the east.

Extent of existing human
activity/development
Sense of place/cohesive
character

Key Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the landscape is judged to be
low, with the presence of distinctive coastal
features countered by the extent of development
and lack of tranquillity throughout the wider
Significant development throughout much of the area at Cardiff, as well landscape.
as Barry and Penarth, with reclaimed farmland in the east. The M4
passes north of Cardiff, with numerous A-roads radiating from it.
Of the 104 landmap units within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, 37%
have an overall evaluation of Outstanding (7) or high (31).
The multi-coloured cliffs at Penarth are a distinctive feature of the
immediate area, as are the mudflats and marshland east of Cardiff.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: none of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
either the second-darkest or the darkest category.
Intrusion: none of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats are largely restricted to the coastline, including at
Lavernock Point and large areas of semi-natural mudflats along the
coast in the east, as well as the Cardiff Bay wetlands; elsewhere the
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landscape is predominantly farmed or urban.
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 362
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 43% of this
land area.

Important/key views

The coastline with views of this area stretches from Barry Island
around to the mouth of the River Usk (with visibility also from Rhoose
Point in the west). Much of the western coastline is accessible via
public right of way, in contrast with the docks and reclaimed coast of
Cardiff in the east. The flats east of Cardiff form a large area of open
access land, with an area of Registered Common Land covering Garth
Hill near to the inland sub-unit boundary.

In terms of views and visual amenity, sensitivity
to devices within this seascape unit is judged to
be moderate. The low sensitivity of views from
much of the coastline and key viewpoints
reduces sensitivity to tidal stream devices,
although high receptor numbers and the slightly
higher sensitivity of receptors at Lavernock Point
increases sensitivity.

Views of the unit would also be had from the sailing, fishing and
commercial vessels that navigate the Severn estuary.
The sub-unit is visible from 4 of the identified key views:
- Penarth Head, promenade and pier
- Cardiff Bay barrage
- coastal path on the cliffs south of Penarth (Lavernock)
- Cefn Onn
Sensitivity of receptors

The sensitivity of receptors will be low from much of the area given the
extent of surrounding development, although it may be slightly higher
to the south around Lavernock Point.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high at key recreation sites and developed
areas, including Barry, Penarth and Cardiff.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

Landscapes of Historic Interest:

Key Sensitivities

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity to
devices within this seascape unit is judged to be
- Gwent Levels, Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest (30 square
low. This relates to the general lack of relevant
km with potential views to sub-unit)
designation, excluding a coastal Park and
Parks & Gardens (those in bold are coastal sites with significant views Garden with significant views of the sub-unit
(already within an urban context) and a coastal
out to sea):
Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest with
more distant views of the sub-unit.
- Cardiff Castle and Bute Park
- Pontcanna Fields and Llandaff
- Cathays Cemetery
Fields
- Cathays Park
- Roath Park
- Cefn Mably
- Rookwood Hospital
- Coryton House
- Ruperra Castle
- Craig y Parc
- Sophia Gardens
- Cwrty-yr-ala
- Victoria Park
- Insole Court
- Waterloo Gardens and Roath Mill
- Parc Cefn Onn
Gardens
- Wenvoe Castle
- Penarth: Alexandra Park
- Penarth: Windsor Gardens
- Whitchurch Hospital

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit S9 is judged to be moderate to commercial schemes and low to demonstration schemes. This relates to its
context as an area of estuary containing a distinctive coastline, with the presence of designated landscapes and high receptor numbers countered by
extensive development in the surrounding landscape and lack of tranquillity, as well as the presence of human features currently within the seascape
sub-unit.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
off shore

Indication of
tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Limited areas
of good tidal
flow

Area of significant activity from vessels navigating the estuary, with
low to moderate waviness. An illuminated buoy represents a human
feature within the centre of the area. Seascape forms a backdrop to
views from Penarth and Cardiff harbour.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to commercial
schemes, relating to its context as an area of
estuary with high levels of activity and an existing
human feature, in combination with its distance
from a predominantly developed shoreline.

10 – 15 km

Insufficient
tidal flow

N/a

N/a

>15km

N/a

N/a

N/a
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT S10 - part of regional seascape unit 49 (Lavernock Point to Gold Cliff)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A relatively large scale coastline fronting Cardiff docks. Waviness is
low throughout.

Pattern and complexity

A relatively simple coastline, with some complexity added by the
Cardiff Bay barrage and patches of drying land within the estuary.

The sensitivity of the seascape is judged to be
low, with the relatively large-scale coastline and
the presence of several human features and
levels of activity all reducing sensitivity to tidal
stream devices.

Activity and movement

Waviness is low throughout. Large intertidal area along the coast, plus
small patches in the centre of the sub-unit. Activity from commercial
vessels using the docks as well as fishing and sailing boats from
Cardiff Bay marina.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

Several illuminated buoys occur throughout the sub-unit, with a cluster
at the Cardiff Bay barrage just outside the unit boundary.

Distinctiveness

The north end of Cardiff Bay forms a distinctive and historic part of
Cardiff, though is separated from the sub-unit by the docks.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

The cliffs and coastal plateau at Penarth in the west contrast with the
low-lying city of Cardiff and its coastal mudflats and the reclaimed
agricultural landscape to the east; areas of higher land surround the
city, such as Garth Hill (307m).

The sensitivity of the landscape is judged to be
low, with the presence of distinctive coastal
features countered by the significant extent of
development and the lack of tranquillity
throughout the area.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

The landward area is dominated by Cardiff, with development also at
Newport in the east, and reclaimed farmland in between the two
(above which runs the M4).

Sense of place/cohesive
character

The extensive mudflats of Cardiff Bay are characteristic of the estuary,
as are the Caldicot and Wentlooge Levels maintained behind the linear
bund.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: none of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
either the second-darkest or the darkest category.
Intrusion: 1% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats are largely restricted to the coastline, including at
Lavernock Point and large areas of semi-natural mudflats along the
coast in the east, as well as the Cardiff Bay wetlands; the farmed
Caldicot and Wentlooge Levels are also home to a variety of wildlife.
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Elsewhere the landscape is predominantly urban.
VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 466
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 42% of this
land area.

Important/key views

Key Sensitivities

In terms of views and visual amenity, sensitivity
to devices within this seascape unit is judged to
be low. This relates to the low sensitivity of
receptors throughout much of the area, along
The coastline with views of this area stretches from Sully Island around with the lack of significant numbers of receptors
along the immediate sub-unit coastline
to Gold Cliff and beyond. The cliffs at Penarth are accessible via
(excluding historic Cardiff Bay, which is set back
public right of way, while the flats east of Cardiff form a large area of
open access land (with an area of Registered Common Land covering from the estuary behind the docks).
Garth Hill near to the inland sub-unit boundary).
Views of the unit would also be had from the sailing, fishing and
commercial vessels that navigate the Severn estuary.
The sub-unit is visible from 6 of the identified key views:
- Penarth Head, promenade and pier
- Cardiff Bay barrage
- coastal path on the cliffs south of Penarth (Lavernock)
- Cosmeston Lakes Country Park
- Tredigar House Country Park
- Cefn Onn

Sensitivity of receptors

Sensitivity of receptors will be predominantly low given the extent of
surrounding development.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high around Cardiff, Newport and Penarth,
but lower along the Wentlooge Level west of the River Usk.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

Landscapes of Historic Interest:

Key Sensitivities

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity to
devices within this seascape unit is judged to be
- Gwent Levels, Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest (41 square
low. This relates to the general lack of relevant
km with potential views to sub-unit)
designation, excluding a coastal Park and
Parks & Gardens (those in bold are coastal sites with significant views Garden with significant views of the sub-unit
(already within an urban context) and the
out to sea):
presence of a coastal Landscape of Outstanding
Historic Interest with views of the sub-unit but not
- Cardiff Castle and Bute Park - Pontcanna Fields and Llandaff
within its immediate context.
- Cathays Cemetery
Fields
- Cathays Park
- Roath Park
-Cefn Mably
- Rookwood Hospital
- Coryton House
- Ruperra Castle
- Craig y Parc
- Sophia Gardens
- Cwrty-yr-ala
- St. Fagan's Castle
- Insole Court
- Tredegar Park
- Newport: Bellevue Park
- Victoria Park
- Newport: St. Woolos
- Waterloo Gardens and Roath Mill
Cemetery
Gardens
- Parc Cefn Onn
- Wenvoe Castle
- Whitchurch Hospital
- Penarth: Alexandra Park
- Penarth: Windsor Gardens

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit S9 is judged to be low to both commercial and demonstration schemes. This relates to its context as an area
of estuary fronting a large scale coastline, with a heavily developed surrounding landscape devoid of tranquillity or significant coastal recreation sites.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
off shore

Indication of
tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Some areas of Area of significant activity from vessels navigating the estuary, with
low to moderate waviness. An illuminated buoy represents a human
good tidal
feature within the area. Seascape lies in the middle of the estuary
flow
between the Welsh and English coasts, forming a backdrop to views
from Cardiff and Penarth.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to commercial
schemes, relating to its context as an area of
estuary with high levels of activity and an existing
human feature, in combination with its distance
from a predominantly developed shoreline.

10 – 15 km Limited areas
of good tidal
flow

Area of activity from vessels navigating the estuary, with moderate to
low waviness. An illuminated buoy represents a human feature within
the area. Small intertidal areas extend into the area from the English
coast, which forms the far boundary.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to commercial
schemes, relating to its context as an area of
estuary with high levels of activity, in combination
with its distance from a predominantly developed
shoreline.

>15km

N/a

N/a

N/a
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT S11 - part of regional seascape unit 49 (Lavernock Point to Gold Cliff)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A large scale coastline of intertidal mudflats fronting reclaimed levels.

Pattern and complexity

A simple linear coastline, with some complexity added by the patches
of intertidal drying land within the estuary.

The sensitivity of the seascape is judged to be
low, with the large-scale, simple coastline and
the presence of several human features and
levels of activity all reducing sensitivity to tidal
stream devices.

Activity and movement

Waviness is low throughout. Large intertidal mudflats along the coast
and dominating the eastern half of the sub-unit. Activity from
commercial, fishing and sailing vessels entering Newport via the River
Usk. Anchor and radio call points indicated.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

Several buoys (some illuminated) occur throughout the sub-unit, with a
cluster in the mouth of the Usk just outside the unit boundary.

Distinctiveness

Marshes fronting the bung along the coast, with Grade II* church set
back slightly at St Brides Wentlooge.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

A low-lying reclaimed landscape around Cardiff and Newport (in
contrast with the cliffs at Penarth in the west), with large areas of
higher land surrounding the cities inland at Caerphilly, Cwmbran and
Wentwood.

The sensitivity of the landscape is judged to be
low, relating to the significant extent of
development and the lack of tranquillity
throughout the area.

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Extensive development at Cardiff and Newport (including the power
station and steel works), as well as further inland at Cwmbran and
Risca, plus associated infrastructure including the M4 and numerous
power cables east of Newport

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Cardiff and Newport set behind extensive estuary mudflats amongst
reclaimed farmland, with hills forming higher land further inland.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: none of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
either the second-darkest or the darkest category.
Intrusion: 7% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats are found predominantly along the coastline,
namely the mudflats that front the sub-unit, as well as the Cardiff Bay
wetlands and the farmed Caldicot and Wentlooge Levels that are
home to a variety of wildlife. Other semi-natural habitats occur in the
hills further inland, while elsewhere the landscape is predominantly
urban.
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VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 679
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 53% of this
land area.

Important/key views

The coastline with views of this area stretches from Lavernock Point
around to the M4. The bung along the eastern coastline is accessible
via public right of way, as are the cliffs at Penarth, while the flats east
of Cardiff form a large area of open access land (with areas of
Registered Common Land inland around Grey Hill and Open Country
around Twmbarlwm).

In terms of views and visual amenity, sensitivity
to devices within this seascape unit is judged to
be low. This relates to the low sensitivity of
receptors throughout much of the area, along
with the low levels of receptors along the
immediate sub-unit coastline.

Views of the unit would also be had from the sailing, fishing and
commercial vessels that navigate the Severn estuary.
The sub-unit is visible from 6 of the identified key views:
- Penarth Head, promenade and pier
- Cardiff Bay barrage
- coastal path on the cliffs south of Penarth (Lavernock)
- Cosmeston Lakes Country Park
- Tredigar House Country Park
- Cefn Onn
Sensitivity of receptors

The sensitivity of receptors will be predominantly low given the extent
of surrounding development.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high within Cardiff and Newport itself, but
lower along the industry-dominated coastline and around the
Wentlooge and Caldicot Levels.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

Landscapes of Historic Interest:

Key Sensitivities

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity to
devices within this seascape unit is judged to be
- Gwent Levels, Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest (95 square
moderate. This relates to the significant
km with potential views to sub-unit)
presence of a coastal Landscape of Outstanding
Parks & Gardens (those in bold are coastal sites with significant views Historic Interest immediately adjacent to the subunit, countered by the lack of significant relevant
out to sea):
designation elsewhere.
- Cardiff Castle and Bute Park - Parc Cefn Onn
- Cathays Cemetery
- Penarth: Alexandra Park
- Cathays Park
- Penarth: Windsor Gardens
- Cefn Mably
- Pencoed Castle
- Coedarhydyglyn
- Penhein
- Coryton House
- Pontcanna Fields and Llandaff Fields
- Craig y Parc
- Roath Park
- Cwrty-yr-ala
- Rookwood Hospital
- Dewstow House
- Ruperra Castle
- Insole Court
- Sophia Gardens
- Llantarnam Abbey
- St. Fagan's Castle
- Llanwern Park
- Tredegar Park
- Newport: Beechwood Park - Victoria Park
- Newport: Bellevue Park
- Waterloo Gardens and Roath Mill
- Newport: Bryn Glas
Gardens
- Newport: St. Woolos
- Wenvoe Castle
Cemetery
- Whitchurch Hospital

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit S10 is judged to be low to both commercial and demonstration schemes. This relates to its context as an area
of estuary fronting a very large scale coastline, with a heavily developed surrounding landscape devoid of significant levels of tranquillity or receptor
sensitivity.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERICAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance
off shore

Indication of
tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Good tidal
flow

Area of significant activity from vessels navigating the estuary, though
with low levels of waviness. Numerous illuminated buoys represent
the significant presence of human features within the area. Intertidal
zones extend into area around the 5mk and 10mk boundaries. The
Seascape lies in the middle of the estuary between the Welsh and
English coasts, forming a backdrop to views from Newport.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to commercial
schemes, relating to its context as an area of
estuary with high levels of activity and numerous
human features, in combination with its distance
from a predominantly developed shoreline.

10 – 15 km

Limited areas
of good tidal
flow

Small area dominated by intertidal mudflats, with low levels of
waviness and activity from vessels navigating the estuary. Absence
of features, with undeveloped English coast forming far boundary.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to commercial
schemes, relating to its context as an area of
estuary over 10km distance from a shoreline
with low sensitivity.

>15km

N/a

N/a

N/a
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SEASCAPE SUB-UNIT S12 - part of regional seascape unit 49 (Lavernock Point to Gold Cliff)

SEASCAPE CHARACTER
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Scale

An enclosed estuary unit bounded by a large scale coastline of
intertidal mudflats fronting reclaimed levels, with the English coast
forming the far boundary.

The sensitivity of the seascape is judged to be
low, with the large-scale coastline and the
presence of human features and levels of activity
all reducing sensitivity to tidal stream devices.

Pattern and complexity

A simple linear coastline, though complexity is added by the vast
patches of intertidal drying land within the estuary.

Activity and movement

Waviness is predominantly low throughout. Intertidal mudflats
dominate the sub-unit. Activity from commercial, fishing and sailing
vessels navigating the Severn estuary by the English coast.

Sense of remoteness and
wildness

Numerous illuminated buoys and beacons along the English coast.

Distinctiveness

Intertidal mud and sand of the Severn estuary.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (inc. perceptual and aesthetic characteristics)
Attributes

Evidence

Scale

A low-lying reclaimed landscape fronting the coastline, with higher land The sensitivity of the landscape is judged to be
low, relating to the significant extent of
inland such as at Wentwood Forest.
development and the industrial character of the
area, devoid of significant levels of tranquillity.
Significant development at Newport in the west and large steelworks
directly north of the sub-unit, with the motorway bridges crossing the
Severn in the east plus other development (e.g. Caldicot) and
infrastructure (power lines, railway etc).

Extent of existing human
activity/development

Key Sensitivities

Sense of place/cohesive
character

Reclaimed farmland fronting extensive intertidal mudflats, with an
industrial character.

Perceptual attributes of
remoteness/wildness and
tranquillity

Dark skies: none of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are in
either the second-darkest or the darkest category.
Intrusion: 12% of the areas from which the sub-unit is visible are
classified as undisturbed.
Semi-natural habitats are found predominantly along the coastline,
namely the mudflats that front the sub-unit, while the Levels are home
to a variety of wildlife. Other semi-natural habitats occur in the hills
further inland, while elsewhere the landscape is predominantly urban.
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VIEWS AND VISUAL AMENITY
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

General visibility

The land area covered by the 15km buffer of the sub-unit is 448
square kilometres. The sub-unit is potentially visible from 62% of this
land area.

Important/key views

The coastline with views of this area stretches from east of Cardiff to
the Severn Road Bridge. The bung along the central and eastern
coastline is largely accessible via public right of way, while the flats
east of Cardiff form a large area of open access land (with an area of
Registered Common Land inland around Grey Hill).

In terms of views and visual amenity, sensitivity
to devices within this seascape unit is judged to
be low. This relates to the low sensitivity of
receptors throughout much of the area, along
with the low levels of receptors along the
immediate sub-unit coastline.

Views of the unit would also be had from the sailing, fishing and
commercial vessels that navigate the Severn estuary.
The sub-unit is visible from 1 of the identified key views:
- Tredigar House Country Park
Sensitivity of receptors

The sensitivity of receptors will be predominantly low given the extent
of surrounding development and the area’s industrial character.

Number of receptors

Receptor numbers will be high within Cardiff and Newport itself and
along the major transportation routes, but lower along the industrydominated coastline and around the Levels.

RECOGNISED AREAS OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE (LANDSCAPE VALUE)
Attributes

Evidence

Key Sensitivities

Designated landscapes
with special qualities
associated with
coastal/seascape views

Landscapes of Historic Interest:

In terms of landscape values, sensitivity to
devices within this seascape unit is judged to be
moderate. This relates to the significant
presence of a coastal Landscape of Outstanding
Historic Interest immediately adjacent to the subunit, countered by the lack of significant relevant
designation elsewhere.

- Gwent Levels, Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest (103
square km with potential views to sub-unit)
Parks & Gardens (those in bold are coastal sites with significant views
out to sea):
Chepstow Park
Dewstow House
Itton Court
Llantarnam Abbey
Llanwern Park
Mathern Palace
Mounton House
Newport: Beechwood Park
Newport: Bellevue Park
Newport: Bryn Glas
Newport: Nos 15 & 17 Stow Park Circle
Newport: St. Woolos Cemetery
Pencoed Castle
Penhein
Piercefield Park
Shirenewton Hall
St. Pierre Park
Tredegar Park
Wyelands

OVERALL SENSITIVITY JUDGEMENT
Overall, the sensitivity of seascape unit S10 is judged to be low to both commercial and demonstration schemes. This relates to its context as an area
of estuary fronting a large scale coastline, with a heavily developed surrounding landscape devoid of significant levels of tranquillity or coastal
recreation sites.
CONSIDERING SENSITIVITY TO COMMERCIAL TIDAL STREAM DEVICES FURTHER OFFSHORE
Distance off shore

Indication of tidal flow

Evidence

Judgement

5 – 10 km

Limited areas of good
tidal flow

A small area of the estuary fronting Clevedon (on the
English coast). Waviness is moderate to low, with
significant activity from vessels navigating the estuary near
to the 5km boundary. An illuminated buoy on the 5km
boundary and on the English coast represents the
presence of human features within the area, with intertidal
areas along the English coastline.

Sensitivity is judged to be low to
commercial schemes, relating to
its context as an area of estuary
with high levels of activity, in
combination with its distance
from the industrial character of
the Welsh coast.

10 – 15 km

N/a

N/a

N/a

>15km

N/a

N/a

N/a
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APPENDIX III: METADATA SHEETS
Metadata sheets for each of the evidence layers are provided as follows;
5. Distribution of marine mammals
6. Distribution of diving seabirds
7. Habitat features of marine SAC
8. Sensitivity of seabed habitats to physical disturbance
9. Vulnerability of marine mammals to impacts from tidal stream devices
10. Vulnerability of diving seabirds to impacts from tidal stream devices
11. Sensitivity of the coastal landscapes and seascapes of Wales to tidal stream devices
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Metadata sheet 1: Distribution of marine mammals
Description
Sightings data produced as part of CCW's Atlas of the Marine Mammals of Wales (2009). Data supplied
as 6 MapInfo tables:
HP_OverallCounts
BND_Overallsightings
CD_overallsightings
RD_overallsightings
MW_OverallCounts
GS_overallsightings
HP = Harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena)
BND = Bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
CD = Short-beaked common dolphin (Delphinus delphis)
RD = Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus)
MW = Minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata)
GS = Grey seal (Halichoerus grypus)
Sightings are number of sightings of either individuals or groups per hour. Assumes that there is no
spatial variation in group size.
Counts are number of individuals per hour.
Data limitations
See the Atlas of the Marine Mammals of Wales (2009) for specific information about data quality. In
particular, grey seal recording which contributed to the grey seal data layer was erratic, with many
surveys recording cetacean species as their main focus and noting grey seals as additional information.
Attribute data
Column
Cell
Lon
Lat
Areaofsea
Species Initials_LTMSSR

Description
Unique ID for 10’ by 10’ cell
Longitude (WGS84 datum)
Latitude (WGS84 datum)
Area of sea within each cell (km²)
Long Term Mean Standardised Sightings (or
Count) Rates for relevant species

References
Baines ME and Evans PGH (2009). Atlas of the marine mammals of Wales. CCW Marine Monitoring
Report No. 68.
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Metadata sheet 2: Distribution of diving seabirds
Description
Relative density data for seabirds deemed potentially sensitive to tidal stream devices (WWT 2010a).
Data consists of GIS datasets for species recorded (a) sitting and (b) flying and also survey coverage at
a grid scale of 3km2 for Welsh territorial waters (out to 12nm), and beyond to a buffer containing most of
the more offshore WWT Consulting surveys including all ESAS and WWT / WWT Consulting’s aerial
survey data of relevance.
Density was calculated for each dataset by dividing the total count for each 3km x 3km grid square by
the relevant coverage, giving a density of birds for sitting birds (birds/km²) and flying birds (birds/km)
separately. Datasets were combined by taking the highest density for each species for each grid square,
again separately for the sitting birds (birds/km²) and flying birds (birds/km).
The level of coverage for each 3km x 3km grid square was obtained by calculating the length of transect
in each dataset, merging datasets together and dividing according to a grid polygon of 3km x 3km. The
length of each section of transect was multiplied by the number of observers (1 or 2 for WWT Consulting
data or 1 for ESAS data) in each 3km x 3km grid square to produce a final figure of km per grid square.
Data limitations
The selection of the highest value from both datasets for each cell is in line with the Precautionary
Principle for sensitivity mapping. Please note however that this may lead to an overestimate of
abundance, but will reflect the highest potential use of each cell by species. For more information about
methodology, see WWT (2010b).
Data comprises 4 MapInfo tables:
1. Combined_Species 2. Sitting_singlespecies
3. Flying_singlespecies 4. COVERAGE_3KM_TOTAL
Attribute data
Combined_species
Column
Description
ID
Unique ID for 3km x 3km cell
Relative density of auks (all auk species combined). Value is combined density of
Auk
sitting and flying birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of northern fulmar. Value is combined density of sitting and flying
Fulmar
birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of northern gannet. Value is combined density of sitting and flying
Gannet
birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
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Column
Guillemot
Mx_Shear
At_Puffin
Razorbill
Gt_Corm
GN_Diver
RB_Merg
RT_Diver
E_Shag
C_Scoter
Shag_Corm
Divers
Grebes
Comm_Tern
Sandw_Tern
Tern_sp
St_Petrel
ALL

Description
Relative density of common guillemot. Value is combined density of sitting and
flying birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of Manx shearwater. Value is combined density of sitting and
flying birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of Atlantic puffin. Value is combined density of sitting and flying
birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of razorbill. Value is combined density of sitting and flying birds
from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of great cormorant. Value is combined density of sitting and flying
birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of great northern diver. Value is combined density of sitting and
flying birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of red-breasted merganser. Value is combined density of sitting
and flying birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of red-throated diver. Value is combined density of sitting and
flying birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of European shag. Value is combined density of sitting and flying
birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of common scoter. Value is combined density of sitting and flying
birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of shag and cormorant combined. Value is combined density of
sitting and flying birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of divers (all diver species combined). Value is combined density
of sitting and flying birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of grebes (all grebe species combined). Value is combined
density of sitting and flying birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of commic terns. Value is combined density of sitting and flying
birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of sandwich tern. Value is combined density of sitting and flying
birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of terns (all species combined). Value is combined density of
sitting and flying birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of storm petrel. Value is combined density of sitting and flying
birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.
Relative density of all bird species. Value is combined density of all sitting and
flying birds from ESAS and WWT datasets.

COVERAGE_3km_TOTAL
Column
Description
ID
Unique ID for 3km x 3km cell
Total_cov
Level of coverage (km)
References
WWT (2010a). Short-list of potentially vulnerable diving seabirds, a review of distribution, abundance
and foraging ecology and recommendations for mapping. Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust. Report to
CCW.
WWT (2010b). Combined database, distribution maps and data layers of diving birds in Welsh waters.
Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust. Report to CCW.
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Metadata sheet 3: Distribution of habitat features of marine Special Areas of Conservation
Description
The habitat maps for Welsh Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) have been compiled using data from a
variety of sources including field survey, local knowledge, aerial photographs, marine recorder records
and data layers from other organisations such as JNCC, BGS and DEFRA. They represent, to the best
of our knowledge, the locations of each habitat feature within each SAC.
The GIS files provided are in MapInfo (v9.5.1) .TAB format, with a separate table for each habitat, for
each of the seven SACs. Not all habitats are present in every SAC, and the following table lists the
habitats present in each SAC.
Table 1: Site and feature information for marine SACs (wholly or partially) in Welsh waters
SAC
SAC
Habitat features
code
Dee Estuary
DE
Estuaries
Mudflats & sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Salicornia & other annuals colonising mud & sand feature
Atlantic salt meadow
Annual vegetation of drift lines
Menai Strait & Conwy Bay
MSCB
Reefs
Mudflats & sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Large shallow inlets & bays
Sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all the time
Submerged or partially submerged sea caves
Pen Llŷn a'r Sarnau
PLAS
Reefs
Large shallow inlets & bays
Sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all the time
Estuaries
Coastal lagoons
Mudflats & sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Atlantic salt meadow
Salicornia & other annuals colonising mud & sand feature
Submerged or partially submerged sea caves
Cardigan Bay
CB
Reefs
Submerged or partially submerged sea caves
Sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all the time
Pembrokeshire Marine
PM
Large shallow inlets & bays
Estuaries
Reefs
Atlantic salt meadow
Mudflats & sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Coastal lagoons
Submerged or partially submerged sea caves
Sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all the time
Carmarthen
Bay
& CBE
Estuaries
estuaries
Mudflats & sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Atlantic salt meadow
Salicornia & other annuals colonising mud & sand feature
Large shallow inlets & bays
Sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all the time
Severn Estuary
SE
Estuaries
Sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all the time
Mudflats & sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Atlantic salt meadow
Reefs
Each habitat feature in each SAC is represented by one MapInfo table. These component tables can be
used in combination to generate a habitat feature map for each SAC.
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The MapInfo tables are named following a standardised naming convention, whereby the first letters are
a code for the SAC, as detailed in Table 1. Following this is the name of the habitat, such as ‘reefs’, and
finally the date of the last edit in the format YYYYMMDD.
For example: DE_Component_Mudflats&sandflats_20100524.TAB
This is the table for the mudflats and sandflats habitat in the Dee estuary SAC, last edited on 24th May,
2010.
Data limitations
The habitat maps are under constant revision as new survey data or information becomes available, and
therefore new updated layers may become available from time to time. The maps should therefore be
considered only as CCW’s best knowledge of the area at the time of writing.
Attribute data
All the tables follow roughly the same standard attribute pattern as detailed in Table 2.
The feature group, feature and feature component columns give the standard records for each habitat,
such as Open sea and tidal areas – Reefs – Carbonate Reef.
The ‘status’ and ‘feature confidence’ columns give an indication of confidence in the data. These fields
may not always be populated, for example if the original data source is not known, a confidence value
cannot be attributed to the record.
The data source column will give any information about the record, such as where it was derived from,
survey details or record ID numbers for checking up in the future.
Table 2: Attribute table structure for SAC component habitat maps.
Attribute
Format
Description
ID
Integer
Unique identifier per feature
instance, not to be duplicated.
SAC_name
Character(70)
Enter standardised site name,
see list in Annex 5, Table 1
Site_code

Character(12)

Feature_group

Character(39)

Feature

Character(78)

Feature_component

Character(60)

Status

Character(10)

Enter standardised site code, see
list in Annex 5, Table 1
Enter standardised feature group
name, see list in Annex 5, Table 2
Enter standardised name of
feature, see list in Annex 5, Table
2
Enter standardised name of
feature component, see list in
Annex 5, Table 3
Enter “Indicative” or “Definitive”.
Definitive feature components will
be those derived directly from
biological
records
(including,
Marine Recorder, Phase 1
Intertidal Survey etc) or other
source information. Indicative
feature components are the
interpreted polygons derived from
definitive point data.
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Example
13
Y Fenai a Bae Conwy /
Menai Strait and Conwy
Bay
UK0030202
Open sea and tidal
areas
Mudflats and sandflats
not covered by sea
water at low tide
Rocky intertidal reef
Indicative

Attribute
Feature_confidence

Format
Character (4)

Record_date

Character(8)

Area

Decimal: Width
12, Decimals 4

Date_of_last_edit

Character(8)

Source

Character(255)

Digitized_by

Character(50)

Description
Attribute a confidence score to
the area of feature habitat
represented by a polygon, where,
Good = Based on mapped data
(multi-beam
sonar,
acoustic,
Phase 1 etc)
Fair = Based on survey data,
extrapolated
with
good
knowledge of the area
Poor = Prediction, where some
point source data exists but not
sufficient to determine accurate
extent and boundaries.
Enter the date biological record
was recorded (for species/
biotope instance state date
originally recorded, for other data
derived from base mapping state
date basemap surveyed). Use
format CCYYMMDD
Area of feature component
instance (where it is a polygon) in
hectares and made as a
Cartesian measurement (only
applicable
where
polygon
objects).
Enter the date last changes made
to Feature component instance (if
creating from scratch, enter date
of
creation).
Use
format
CCYYMMDD
Concisely enter the source(s) of
the feature component captured,
including where derived from
base mapping, where a biological
record include the date.
Enter details of who digitized
feature component
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Example
Good

20050906
represents
6th
September 2005

of

2789.5432

20050816
represents
16th
August 2005

of

Ordnance survey Mean
Low Water line

GIS incorporated
Bloggs)

(Jo

Metadata sheet 4: Sensitivity of seabed habitats to physical disturbance
Description
This evidence layer was produced as part of CCW's fisheries sensitivity mapping project, but the output
is considered applicable to other sources of seabed disturbance. This layer combines the sensitivity of all
subtidal fisheries habitats to a single pass of scallop dredging. Sensitivity was assessed according to the
habitats resistance and resilience to fishing gears, using robust evidence in combination with expert
opinion. See Hall et al. (2008) for more information on the sensitivity assessment process.
Data limitations
Subtidal sensitivity maps are based on fisheries habitats produced from biotopes produced in HABMAP
2009; this is high resolution predicted data using a range of data sources. Confidence of the biotope
prediction is available, but areas around the Dee and Severn are missing. See HABMAP for this. The
sensitivity maps are assessments of habitats to particular fishing gears, in this case scallop dredging and
vehicle access. This is the closest assessment CCW has to potential physical disturbance caused by
wave/tidal devices and therefore should only be used as indicative. When used at a large scale i.e. to
investigate particular developments, site-specific advice should always be sought from CCW.
Attribute data
Column
ID
summary
name
Sensitivity level
Author
DCap_Date

Description
ID for polygon
Fisheries Habitat code
Fisheries Habitat name
N/A= gear type not applicable in this habitat
L= low sensitivity
M= medium sensitivity
H= high sensitivity
CDR (company who produced data layers)
Date data layers were produced

References
Hall K, Paramor OAL, Robinson LA, Winrow-Giffin A, Frid CLJ, Eno NC, Dernie KM, Sharp RAM, Wyn
GC and Ramsay K (2008). Mapping the sensitivity of benthic habitats in Welsh waters – development of
a protocol. CCW Policy Research Report No. 8/12.
Additional information
A new run of HABMAP with additional data was carried out in 2010 by ABPmer, in order to improve the
habitat predictions and to extend the area to include the Dee and Severn Estuaries. This data will result
in new fisheries habitats, leading to new sensitivity assessments for the Dee and Severn, which will be
available in due course.
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Metadata sheet 5: Vulnerability of marine mammals to impacts from tidal stream devices
Description
Wales-wide Vulnerability Scores produced as part of CCW’s mobile species vulnerability modelling. Data
are supplied in 2 MapInfo tables:
Cetaceans_vulnerability.TAB
Grey_seal_vulnerability.TAB
Vulnerability scores are relative, rather than absolute, with an arbitrary scale and indicate relative levels
of risk for potentially negative interactions between tidal stream devices and marine mammals in Welsh
waters. The methodology was based on an approach published by Garthe and Hüppop (2004) to
develop a vulnerability index for seabirds in relation to offshore wind farms and incorporated aspects of
collision risk models developed for renewable energy devices (e.g. Wilson et al., 2007), as well as
elements of the theory underlying the concept of Potential Biological Removal (e.g. Wade, 1998; Du
Fresne et al., 2009; Macleod et al., 2010; Lonergan, 2011).
The vulnerability scores take account of potential collision or disturbance effects, along with an indication
of the likely conservation significance of any such interactions around Wales. Scores are based on
species’ distributions, life history traits and population and conservation status factors. Anticipated
behavioural responses of different marine mammal species to marine renewable devices have not been
taken into account, since current understanding of the likely responses is insufficient.
Data limitations
Data limitations detailed in the Metadata sheets for mammal distribution evidence layers apply to the
cetacean vulnerability layer, since these data sets were used in the vulnerability modelling. Grey seal
sightings were not used in the vulnerability model for this species and so corresponding limitations for
distribution data do not apply to this evidence layer.
It is important to note that the marine mammal vulnerability evidence layers do not provide an empirical
measure of the probability of potentially negative interactions between tidal devices and mammals. They
provide a relative indication of the vulnerability of mammals to tidal stream devices in Welsh waters,
taking account of potential collision or disturbance effects, along with an indication of the likely
conservation significance of any such interactions around Wales.
It should also be noted that the formulae used to calculate vulnerability scores for mammals result in
high values in areas with an average depth of less than 10m. Whilst it is extremely unlikely that tidal
stream devices will be placed in shallow water depths, the spatial evidence layers do not exclude areas
on the basis of unsuitability for development. These areas have been retained, but care should be taken
in interpreting the evidence layers for such areas.

Attribute data
Column
Cell
Area_of_sea_km2
Bathy_Ave_km
Vol_of_sea_km3
Vulnerability score

Description
Cell ID. This is the ID number for each cell used to spatially represent the
study area. Note this is not a continuous sequence, as some parts of the
original grid outside Welsh waters have been omitted.
Area of the grid cell in km2.
Average depth of the cell (in km) from bathymetry data.
Volume of water in the cell (km3)
Vulnerability score assigned to the cell, based on the methodology detailed in
the rationale document.

References
Garthe SG and Hüppop O (2004). Scaling possible adverse effects of marine wind farms on seabirds:
developing and applying a vulnerability index. Journal of Applied Ecology 41: 724-734.
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Lonergan M (2011) Potential biological removal and other currently used management rules for marine
mammal populations: A comparison. Marine Policy 35: 584-589.
Macleod K, Du Fresne S, Mackey B, Faustino C and Boyd I (2010). Approaches to marine mammal
monitoring at marine renewable energy developments Sea Mammal Research Unit, University of St
Andrews.
Wade PR (1998). Calculating limits of the allowable human-caused mortality of cetaceans and
pinnipeds. Marine Mammal Science 14(1): 1-37.
Wilson B, Batty RS, Daunt F and Carter C. (2007). Collision risks between marine renewable energy
devices and mammals, fish and diving birds. Report to the Scottish Executive. Scottish Association for
Marine Science, Oban.
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Metadata sheet 6: Vulnerability of diving seabirds to impacts from tidal stream devices
Description
Wales-wide Vulnerability Scores produced as part of CCW’s mobile species vulnerability modelling. Data
are supplied in 1 MapInfo table:
Birds_vulnerability.TAB
Vulnerability scores are relative, rather than absolute, with an arbitrary scale and indicate relative levels
of risk for potentially negative interactions between tidal stream devices and diving seabirds in Welsh
waters. The methodology was based on an approach published by Garthe and Hüppop (2004) to
develop a vulnerability index for seabirds in relation to offshore wind farms and incorporated elements of
collision risk models developed for renewable energy devices (e.g. Wilson et al., 2007).
The vulnerability scores take account of potential collision or disturbance effects, along with an indication
of the likely conservation significance of any such interactions around Wales. Scores are based on
species’ distributions, diving depth, life history traits and population and conservation status factors.
Anticipated behavioural responses of different diving seabird species to marine renewable devices have
not been taken into account, since current understanding of the likely responses is insufficient.
Data limitations
Data limitations detailed in the Metadata sheets for seabird distribution evidence layers apply to the
diving seabird vulnerability layer, since these data sets were used in the vulnerability modelling.
It is important to note that the diving seabird vulnerability evidence layer does not provide an empirical
measure of the probability of potentially negative interactions between tidal devices and diving seabirds.
It provides a relative indication of the vulnerability of diving seabirds to tidal stream devices in Welsh
waters, taking account of potential collision or disturbance effects, along with an indication of the likely
conservation significance of any such interactions around Wales.
It should also be noted that the formulae used to calculate vulnerability scores for diving seabirds result
in high values in areas with an average depth of less than 10m. Whilst it is extremely unlikely that tidal
stream devices will be placed in shallow water depths, the spatial evidence layers do not exclude areas
on the basis of unsuitability for development. These areas have been retained, but care should be taken
in interpreting the evidence layers for such areas.
Attribute data
Column
Cell
Area_of_sea_km2
Bathy_Ave_km
Vol_of_sea_km3
Vulnerability score

Description
Cell ID. This is the ID number for each cell used to spatially represent the
study area. Note this is not a continuous sequence, as some parts of the
original grid outside Welsh waters have been omitted.
Area of the grid cell in km2.
Average depth of the cell (in km) from bathymetry data.
Volume of water in the cell (km3)
Vulnerability score assigned to the cell, based on the methodology detailed in
the rationale document.

References
Garthe SG and Hüppop O (2004). Scaling possible adverse effects of marine wind farms on seabirds:
developing and applying a vulnerability index. Journal of Applied Ecology 41: 724-734.
Wilson B, Batty RS, Daunt F and Carter C. (2007). Collision risks between marine renewable energy
devices and mammals, fish and diving birds. Report to the Scottish Executive. Scottish Association for
Marine Science, Oban.
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WWT (2010c). Determining population and conservation status factors for diving seabirds and
producing a methodology for incorporating these factors into encounter risk modelling for tidal stream
devices. Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust. Report to CCW.
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Metadata sheet 7: The sensitivity of the local coastal landscapes and seascapes of Wales to tidal
stream devices
Description
The existing (regional scale) data are available from CCW.
The new data is supplied in 1 MapInfo table:
Seascape sub-units sensitivity to tidal stream development.TAB
The table provides information on four coastline study areas marked: North West Anglesey, the Llŷn
Peninsula, Pembrokeshire and Glamorgan, each with a defined provisional 0-5km zone out to sea.
These areas are where the tidal stream resource exceeds 1.5 m/s in the 0-5km zone in Welsh waters.
The 0-5km zone was subdivided laterally to distinguish between one section of coastline and another,
the division points made on the basis of changes in coastal orientation and character.
The table also shows reference codes and sensitivity levels for greater distances from the coastline,
namely 5-10km, 10-15km and over, which have also been assessed.
Each area has been assessed according to qualitative criteria, relating to four factors; seascape
character, landscape character, views & visual amenity and landscape values. These 4 component
factors were combined using further judgement with reference to a large scale development scenario as
well as a very small scale, or time-limited ‘demonstration development scenario.
Data limitations
Distances greater than 5km from the coastline:
The sensitivity assessment was undertaken for areas up to and exceeding 15km from the coast.
However, the areas which are > 5km from the coast overlap, which results in presentational difficulties
when producing maps. The underlying evidence layer includes the full sensitivity assessment for all
areas up to and exceeding 15km from the coast, but for simplicity of presentation the zones further
offshore (> 5km) have not been included in these maps.
Underwater aspects of seascapes have not been considered:
This study did not consider underwater aspects of seascape, since it was primarily concerned with the
potential visual effects on coastal landscapes from tidal stream devices. The sensitivity assessment
followed current guidance and best practice on seascape assessment (Hill et al, 2001; Briggs and White,
2008). However, the assessment and resulting evidence layer may be modified and refined in the future,
if a methodology and spatial framework for assessing underwater seascape character are developed.
The use of qualitative data and judgements rather than quantitative data and algorithms
Users should note that it is established good practice in landscape and seascape assessments to avoid
mechanistic approaches as far as possible when acquiring or combining qualitative data. The results
must be reasonable and reasoned in landscape and seascape terms in order for intelligent decisionmaking. This study achieves this through ensuring that all data was managed in a value-neutral way
and that the later stage in assessment, of making judgements, was done in a consistent way according
to common criteria, using defined factors and attributes. Crucially the judgement of overall sensitivity
level has allowed the assessor to place weight on one factor or more on a case-by-case basis, to reflect
the local circumstances, and to provide reasoning to judgements.
The overall sensitivity map
Note that the scale of development will also have an effect on impacts, and with this in mind an
additional field, ‘Overalldem’ has also been produced to illustrate the sensitivity to a very minor level of
development. This field should be used with extreme caution, to avoid an underestimation of the likely
level of sensitivity. ‘Overallcom’ and ‘Overalldem’ represent two ‘extremes’ of development (i.e. large,
commercial scale and small, time-limited demonstration scale). Different development scenarios would
result in different overall assessments. Should a single evidence layer be required to represent overall
sensitivity, then the output from the large, commercial-scale development scenario should be used, in
line with a precautionary approach.
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Attribute data
Column
Distance
Number
Name
Assessment
Assesscode
Off5_10cod
Off10_15co
Off15plusc
Seascape
Land_char
Views

Land_val

Overallcom

Overalldem

Off5_10

Off10_15

Off15plus

Description
Distance from shore to the seaward edge of the unit shown (in metres)
The identifying code given to the unit to relate it to the relevant report
description
Unique place specific reference (the coastal section from X location to Y
location)
Whether demonstrator projects and/or arrays have been
considered in the assessment
An abbreviation of the Assessment field
The identifying code for an adjacent area offshore between 5 and 10km from
the coastline
The identifying code for an adjacent area offshore between 10 and 15km
from the coastline
The identifying code for an adjacent area offshore greater than15km
from the coastline
The sensitivity level of the seaward area of the coastline within the unit, Low,
Moderate or High. This is a judgement made from information on seascape
character.
The sensitivity level of the coastal landscape within the unit, Low, Moderate
or High. This is a judgement made from information on landscape character.
The sensitivity of views and visual amenity of the coastal landscape and
seascape within the unit, Low, Moderate or High. This is a judgement made
from information on key view points and levels of inter-visibility of land and
sea that relate to the defined 0-5km sea unit area.
An indicative relative level of value given to the coastal landscape and
seascape within the unit, Low, Moderate or High. This is a judgement with
reference to the types and abundance of landscape related designations
within the field of view from the defined 0-5km sea unit area.
An overall judgement of sensitivity (Low, Moderate or High) being a
combination of Seascape, Landscape character, Views * Visual amenity and
Landscape values, in relation to large scale tidal stream developments. The
combining process is by professional judgement and not arithmetic.
An overall judgement of sensitivity (Low, Moderate or High) being a
combination of Seascape, Landscape character, Views * Visual amenity and
Landscape values, in relation to very small scale or time-limited tidal stream
developments. The combining process is by professional judgement and not
arithmetic.
An overall judgement of sensitivity, being a combination of Seascape,
Landscape character, views and landscape values, expressed as Low,
Moderate or High, for the sea area between 5 and 10km from that section of
coast.
An overall judgement of sensitivity, being a combination of Seascape,
Landscape character, views and landscape values, expressed as Low,
Moderate or High, for the sea area between 10 and 15km from that section of
coast.
An overall judgement of sensitivity, being a combination of Seascape,
Landscape character, views and landscape values expressed as Low,
Moderate or High, for the sea area between 15km and the furthest edge of
the study area, from that section of coast.

References
Briggs J and White S. (2008). Welsh seascapes and their sensitivity to offshore developments.
Countryside Council for Wales. CCW Policy Research Report No. 08/5.
http://www.ccw.gov.uk/landscape--wildlife/protecting-our-landscape/seascapes/seascape-assessmentof-wales.aspx
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APPENDIX IV: CCW DATA ARCHIVE
Data outputs associated with this project are archived as Project No. 309 and Media No. 1230 on
server–based storage at the Countryside Council for Wales.
The data archive contains:
[A] The final report in Microsoft Word and Adobe PDF formats.
[B] A series of final GIS layers on which the maps in the report are based with a series of word
documents detailing the structure of the GIS layers as detailed in appendices II and III
[C] A full set of images produced in jpg format.
Source and working data contributing to each of the final evidence layers are stored in separate archives
(see metadata for details).
Metadata for this project is publicly accessible through Countryside Council for Wales’ Library Catalogue
http://www-library.ccw.gov.uk/olibcgi/w24.cgi by searching ‘Dataset Titles’. The metadata is held as
record no 114460.
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Date: 08 June 2011
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